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RESUME 

Cette contribution présente une synthèse des faits essentiels observés depuis 2003 dans le cadre de 

la gestion et le contrôle de l'extraction du sable marin sur le plateau continental belge. Ces faits 

concernent principalement l'amélioration des méthodes utilisées pour le contrôle de l'extraction, les 

statistiques et la cartographie des volumes extraits, ainsi que l'impact du dragage sur le bathymétrie, 

la morphologie et la nature sédimentaire. Le système de contrôle électronique (boîte-noire) démontre 

son efficacité pour la surveillance de l'extraction: ce système permet un suivi quantitatif des variations 

spatiales et temporelles des volumes extraits. De 2003 à 2010, comme lors des années précédentes, 

la zone 2 reste la région la plus exploitée, avec une production qui ne descend pas en dessous de 

75% du total. A l'intérieur de la zone 2, les volumes extraits dans les trois secteurs montrent un 

déplacement des secteurs 2A et 2B vers le secteur 2C. Une nouvelle "zone rouge", où l'extraction 

dépasse 104m ³ / ha, apparaît sur la partie centrale du Buiten Ratel. Actuellement, plus de 50% du 

volume extrait dans le secteur 2C provient de cette nouvelle "zone rouge". Cette concentration 

spatiale est similaire à celle qui a prévalue sur la partie centrale du Kwintebank de 1999 à 2002. Le 

sondeur multifaisceaux reste l'outil le plus approprié pour évaluer avec une grande fiabilité l'impact de 

l'extraction sur la topographie des fonds marins, la morphologie et la nature sédimentaire. Un 

nouveau sondeur multifaisceaux de haute résolution (Kongsberg EM3002D) a été acquis en 2009 afin 

d'améliorer l'efficacité et la précision du monitoring de l'impact de l'extraction. Les mesures 

hydrographiques issues de ce sondeur installé à bord du navire de recherche Belgica ont le niveau de 

qualité "ordre spécial" défini par l'Organisation Hydrographique Internationale. De 2003 à 2010, les 

données acquises dans les zones de monitoring confirment la relation étroite entre le volume extrait 

et la variation de la bathymétrie. Après la fermeture de l'extraction, la bathymétrie et les sédiments 

restent stables, sans érosion ou accrétion. À plus grande échelle spatiale, pratiquement toute la 

variation bathymétrique mesurée le long des anciennes lignes DECCA à travers les zones 

d'extraction peut être expliquée par l'extraction elle-même. Les zones sans extraction montrent une 
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variation bathymétrique moyenne stable ou légèrement positive. Ces résultats consolident nos deux 

conclusions précédentes: à l'échelle décennale, le sable extrait sur les bancs de Flandre doit être 

considéré comme une ressource non renouvelable et l'extraction a seulement un impact local non-

cumulatif. 

 

SAMENVATTING 

Deze bijdrage is een samenvatting van de belangrijkste gebeurtenissen en observaties in het kader 

van het beheer en de controle van de ontginningen op het Belgisch Continentaal Plat sinds 2003. De 

voornaamste feiten hebben te maken met de verbetering van de controletechnieken, de kartering en 

statistische verwerking van de ontgonnen volumes en de impact van de extractie op de bathymetrie, 

morfologie en de aard van de sedimenten. Het elektronisch monitoring systeem (black box) bewijst 

zijn belang voor de kwantitatieve opvolging van de evolutie in ruimte en tijd van de ontgonnen 

volumes. Van 2003 tot 2010 blijft zone 2, zoals de voorgaande jaren, het meest ontgonnen gebied 

met meer dan 75% van alle ontginningen. Binnen zone 2 is er een verschuiving waarneembaar van 

de sectoren 2A (noorden Kwintebank) en 2B (centraal en zuiden Kwintebank) naar zone 2C (Buiten 

Ratel). Een nieuwe “hot spot”, met een exploitatie van meer dan 104m³/ha, verschijnt op het centrale 

deel van de Buiten Ratel. Op dit ogenblik vindt meer dan 50% van de ontginningen in sector 2C 

plaats in deze zone. Deze concentratie van activiteit is vergelijkbaar met de vroegere situatie op het 

centrale deel van de Kwintebank. De multibeam echosounder blijft het meest geschikte instrument om 

met grote betrouwbaarheid de impact van de ontginningen op de bathymetrie en de morfologie en 

natuur van de zeebodem vast te stellen. Om de efficiëntie en de nauwkeurigheid van de monitoring te 

verbeteren werd in 2009 een nieuwe multibeam echosounder, een Kongsberg EM3002D, aangekocht 

en in gebruik genomen. De metingen met dit toestel voldoen aan de hoogste kwaliteitsnorm van de 

Internationale Hydrografische Organisatie (IHO): special order. De resultaten van de monitoring van 

2003 tot 2010 bevestigen het strikte en rechtlijnige verband tussen de ontgonnen volumes en de 

bathymetrische evolutie. Op grote schaal kan vrijwel de volledige bathymetrische variatie verklaard 

worden door de ontginningsactiviteiten. In de gebieden zonder extractie is de evolutie van de 

bathymetrie stabiel tot licht positief. Deze vaststellingen ondersteunen onze voorgaande conclusies: 

aggregaten zijn een niet hernieuwbare hulpbron en de ontginning ervan heeft enkel een lokale, niet 

cumulatieve impact. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this contribution is to present a summary of the essential facts observed since 2003 in 

the framework of the management and control of marine sand extraction on the Belgian Continental 

Shelf. These facts mainly concern the improvement of the methods used for the control on the 
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extraction, the statistics and mapping of the extracted volumes, and the impact of dredging on the 

seabed bathymetry, morphology and sedimentary nature. 

This report is aimed at the public participating in the 3-yearly organized seminar on the extraction of 

marine aggregates in the Belgian marine territories: members of the dredging industry, marine 

scientists, engineers and technicians involved in the extraction activities and its potential impact on 

the marine environment, various managers of the marine environment, economists... In order to best 

meet this wide audience, the style of this paper is deliberately factual. 

This contribution starts with a short overview of the milestones in the exploration and exploitation of 

marine aggregates in the Belgian marine territories since the last seminar (28 October 2008). During 

this period, in order to optimize its hydrographic measurements to monitor the impact of dredging on 

the marine environment, the Continental Shelf Service of the FPS Economy, SMEs, self-employed 

and Energy acquired a new Kongsberg EM3002D dual high resolution multibeam echosounder. This 

project has been implemented in collaboration with the Management Unit of the North Sea 

Mathematical Models; the new multibeam echosounder has been installed aboard the R/V Belgica. 

This important technological investment was made for two purposes: improvement of the accuracy of 

our bathymetric measurements and a significantly increase in the acquisition speed during our 

surveys at sea. Of course, we had to ensure continuity between our old and new measurement 

systems. However, what is the significance of a control system if its level of quality itself is not fully 

evaluated? This evaluation of the accuracy of the EM3002D hydrographic measurements were 

conducted in 2009 and 2010 and led to its "special order" certification, which is the highest quality 

level defined by the International Hydrographic Organization (IHO). These important methodological 

aspects are discussed in detail in the first part of this contribution. 

According to the law of 13 January 1969 (Article 3, § 2, 3) which states that "the exploration and 

exploitation are subject to an ongoing review of the influence of the activities concerned on the 

movement of sediments and the marine environment ", the Continental Shelf Service conducts a 

regular monitoring of the sand extraction on the Belgian Continental Shelf since November 1999. This 

monitoring is based on different types of data: statistics derived from the extraction registers, data 

from the black-box system onboard the dredging vessels, and regular bathymetric surveys with the 

multibeam echosounders EM1002 and EM3002D (installed on the R/V Belgica) on monitoring areas 

and across the sandbanks along the old DECCA lines. The analysis and combination of these 

different types of data provide a 4D (space and time) view of the evolution of the extraction and allow 

the assessment of its environmental impact.  

A first internal report summarizes the data acquired from 1999 to 2001 on the impact of extraction on 

the Kwintebank (Degrendele et al., 2002). Many issues relating to the impact of dredging on the 

marine environment have been widely discussed in the context of multidisciplinary scientific projects: 

the international project EUMARSAND (01/11/2002-31/01/2006) funded by the EU and the national 

projects MAREBASSE (01/02/2002-30/04/2006), SPEEK (15/12/2003-30/04/2006) and QUEST4D 

(01/01/2007-31/01/2011) funded by the Belgian Science Policy (BELSPO). From the perspective of 
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sustainable management of the sandbanks, lessons from the European project EUMARSAND and 

the resulting recommendations (Van Lancker et al., 2010) are of prime importance. Sedimentological 

and morphological analysis based on data acquired from 1999 to 2005 (before and after extraction) 

shows the stability of the depression of the Kwintebank after cessation of dredging on 15 February 

2003. Multibeam echosounder data demonstrates that regarding the bathymetry and the 

geomorphology, the extraction has a local non-cumulative impact and that potential recovery is 

nonexistent (Bellec et al., 2010, Degrendele et al., 2010). The project EUMARSAND also 

demonstrates that at decadal scale, the sand of the Kwintebank should be considered as a non-

renewable resource and that extraction has a local non-cumulative impact. 

The second part of this contribution aims to provide a summary of the statistics of the extraction and 

monitoring data acquired between 2003 and 2010. During these seven years, black-box data is 

collected and allows an accurate evaluation and mapping of the extracted volumes. Finally, in the last 

part the resulting conclusions based on the analysis of the 2003-2010 datasets are compared with 

findings from earlier data. This approach allows an extension of our spatial and temporal point of view 

and leads to more robust and pragmatic conclusions about the reality of the impact of the sand 

extraction on the marine environment. 

 

OVERVIEW 2008-2011 

Legislation and decrees related to monitoring 

During the last four years several events had an important impact on the monitoring program of the 

FPS Economy: 

1. At the start of 2010, the monitoring area KBMB has been closed for further extraction. The 

impact has reached the maximal exploitation depth of 5 m and in consequence the affected 

area is closed for further extraction (see Roche et al., 2009 and Figure 1). 

  
Figure 1: Delimitation of the proposed zone for closure, which encompasses the areas with more than 5 m deepening (in red). 
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2. At the instance of ILVO, an area on the Thorntonbank, inside control zone 1, has been 

designated as a reference area for the biological monitoring by ILVO. As a consequence, this 

area is closed for further extraction (see Roche, 2009 and Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2: In black: original proposal by ILVO; in red: accepted area by FPS Economy and ILVO. 

3. The Ministerial Decree of 24 December 2010 created four extraction areas on the 

Hinderbanken (Figure 3), and was published on 14 January 2011. 

 
Figure 3: New extraction areas on the Hinderbanken. 
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Transition from EM1002 multibeam echosounder to EM3002D multibeam echosounder 

In the summer of 2008, the FPS Economy upgraded its EM1002 multibeam on the R/V Belgica to an 

EM3002D multibeam system.  

During a Belgica campaign in 2009, a number of reference areas were mapped simultaneously with 

both systems. The purpose of these surveys is the determination of the absolute difference in depth 

between the bathymetric measurements with both devices. The comparison is based on surveys of 

the following areas: KBMB, KWS1, KWS2, KWGS and RZONE (Figure 4). The results are 

summarized in table 1. 

 
Figure 4: Areas used for the comparison between the EM1002 and EM3002D depths and backscatter values. 

 

 
ALL SOUNDINGS WITHOUT 
BINSTAT FILTERING MODELS 

 EM1002 EM3002 ∆ EM1002 EM3002 ∆ 

KBMB 18.17 17.81 0.36 18.43 18.17 0.26 

KWS1 22.89 22.63 0.26 22.86 22.63 0.23 

KWS2 11.96 11.55 0.41 13.28 13.06 0.22 

KWGS 24.34 24.12 0.22 24.37 24.11 0.26 

RZONE 28.22 27.97 0.25 28.24 27.97 0.27 

MEAN ALL ZONES 21.12 20.82 0.30 21.44 21.19 0.25 

MEAN FLAT ZONES 
(KWS1 + KWGS + RZONE) 25.15 24.91 0.24 25.16 24.90 0.25 

Table 1: Comparison between the EM1002 and EM3002 depths. 
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Based on these results, a systematic difference of 0.25 m is observed between the measurements 

with the EM3002D and the EM1002 systems. Since the most important sources of systematic errors 

(tide, draught and sound speed) are identical for both systems, this difference is most likely the 

consequence of an error in the installation parameters of the EM1002 and/or EM3002D. This result is 

confirmed by accuracy measurements in the Vandammesluis, as discussed below (see 2c). 

In consequence a shift of 0.25 m is introduced during all the monitoring calculations involving 

measurements with both systems. 

Multibeam echosounders perceive the seabed as a physical interface backscattering (reflection back 

to the source = echo) the acoustic energy to the reception antenna. The amplitude of the backscatter 

depends on the physical characteristics of the emitted acoustic signal. This backscatter strength can 

be used to characterize the nature of the seabed sediment. Coarse sediments, such as gravel, 

backscatter much more acoustic energy than fine sediments. However, due to fundamental 

differences (frequencies and pulse lengths of the emitted acoustic signals and geometries of the 

beams), the acoustic backscatter data recorded with the EM1002 and EM3002D can not be mixed 

and must be considered separately during data processing (calibration, angular correction, masking of 

angular sectors...). 

The evaluation of simultaneous responses of both systems on different seabed types shows that the 

difference between the backscatter levels of the EM1002 and the EM3002D is not constant and 

depends on the sediment type (Figure 5). 

 

 
Figure 5: Backscatter levels of the EM1002 and EM3002D systems on different seabeds; both datasets were required 

simultaneously. RZONE = field of coarse gravel between the Buiten Ratel and the Oostdyck; KWGS = area of coarse and 

gravely sand in the Kwintegeul; KBMB = area of medium sand on sector 2A Kwintebank North; KWS1 = area of fine and 

muddy bioturbated sand in the Kwintegeul; KWS2 = area of fine sand on the top and east flank of the Kwintebank. 
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Accuracy measurements 

During two campaigns onboard the R/V Belgica (June 2009 and April 2010), the Vandammesluis, a 

lock in Zeebrugge, has been surveyed. Near the lock gates (Figure 6) depths were measured with the 

two multibeam systems simultaneously. Both results were compared with the known reference depth 

at the lock gates (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 6: Survey of the outer gates of the Vandammesluis (EM3002D data from April 2010). 

 
Figure 7: Plan of the outer gates of the Vandammesluis with the reference depth (16.46 m). 

The main results from this test are: 

• The currently used method for the draught measurement on the Belgica provides the most 

accurate results; 
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• The systematic depth difference between both multibeam systems is confirmed; 

• The results of the EM3002D are slightly shallower (average 4 cm) than the reference depth 

and thus can be considered more correct (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Depths measured in the Vandammesluis with the EM3002D (red) and EM1002 (yellow). The reference depth and 

limits for the IHO Special Order are marked in black. 

In June 2010 a specific survey was planned to further test the accuracy and the performance of the 

EM3002D onboard the Belgica. The survey area was located near Brest in France and conducted in 

close cooperation with scientists from SHOM (Service Hydrographique et Océanographique de la 

Marine) and IFREMER (Institut Français de Recherche pour l'Exploitation de la Mer). The three 

reference areas (Mire de Camaret, the wreck of the Gobetas and Carré Renard) are used by all 

French research vessels for the calibration of their acoustic equipment, among which shallow water 

multibeam echosounders (Figure 9 and 10). 

 
Figure 9: The three reference areas of SHOM near Brest (© Christophe Vrignaud – SHOM). 

Mire de Camart (vérification horizontale) 

Epave du Gobetas (ajustage) 

Carré Renard (vérification verticale) 
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The quality of the measurements has been evaluated by SHOM in relation to the reigning 

hydrographical norm (IHO standards for hydrographic surveys, 5th Edition, 2008, Special Publication 

N°44). The results are excellent: both vertically ( Figure 11) and horizontally (Figure 12) the 

measurements with the EM3002D are within the scope of the confidence interval of the Special Order 

standard from IHO. In other words: the bathymetrical measurements from the FPS Economy meet the 

highest hydrographical quality standard from IHO. 

 
Figure 10: Survey with the EM3002D of the wreck of the Gobetas. 

 
Figure 11: Vertical accuracy: on the y-axis the difference in meter with the real depth, on the x-axis the emission angle of the 

sound waves. The black curve shows the average deviation of the EM3002D measurements, with the 95% confidence interval 

limits in blue. The red lines are the limits for the “Special Order” standard from IHO. 
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Figure 12: Horizontal accuracy: 95% of the EM3002D measurements (red and black) are inside the limit for “Special Order” 

standard from IHO (2 m - grey circle). 

 

EVOLUTION OF THE EXTRACTION FROM 2003 TO 2010 

Using data collected by the Electronic Monitoring Systems (EMS = “black boxes”) it is possible to 

perform a statistical analysis combined with a mapping of the extracted volumes of sand. The EMS is 

a fundamental tool for the control of the extraction because it assesses for any surface and for any 

time interval the volume extracted. Before presenting an overview of the evolution of the extraction on 

the basis of these EMS data, the operating principle of the EMS is summarized in the following 

paragraphs. 

Principle of the Electronic Monitoring Systems 

Since 1996, Electronic Monitoring Systems (EMS) are used to control the sand and gravel extraction 

activities on the Belgian part of the North Sea. It is MUMM’s responsibility to manage the EMS, 

currently installed aboard 15 dredging vessels and to process the data recorded, on behalf of the FPS 

Economy. On the basis of the recorded data, it is possible to verify whether the conditions of the 

concession are respected. 

How does the EMS work? The EMS automatically records the following parameters: identification of 

vessel, code of concessionary, date, time, geographical position, speed, status of dredging pump(s) 

and dredging activity. All necessary sensors are installed to enable the recordings of the parameters 

above-mentioned. The acquisition rate depends on the ships’ activity with additional records during 

anomalies of the EMS. Figure 13 presents a typical EMS including its different interfaces with the 

navigation system, the dredging pump and the control administration. 
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Figure 13: Electronic Monitoring Systems (EMS). 

The EMS is designed to record the sand and gravel extraction activities on the Belgian part of the 

North Sea: (1) to verify if the trailing suction hopper dredgers are extracting in the designated areas 

and (2) to verify the average speed of the ships while dredging. Part of the data processing also 

involves retrieving metadata fields of the dredging operation, such as date, start time, stop time, 

concession code, average speed, geographical position recognition and distance calculations of 

tracks inside or outside the designated areas. The reports of the data processing results are 

transferred to FPS Economy, along with the data and metadata. The conditions of the concessions 

are checked by comparing the data of the EMS and the officially declared registers filled in for each 

trip. 

The processed EMS data is stored in a relational database, not only containing information about the 

number of tracks in function of the extraction vessels, the concessionary and the different extraction 

zones, but also information about the geographical positions during extraction activities. This 

database is used for GIS applications, for example to create sand extraction intensity maps. These 

maps represent the intensity of the dredging activities of all ships within a certain timeframe. 

As the EMS is not equipped with sensors to record the load of dredged materials in real-time, a 

method is developed to estimate the extracted volume of a trailing suction hopper dredger within a 

certain timeframe. This method is based on the following assumptions: 

• The extracted volume (m³) per second is constant, and is based on the known fixed 

loading capacity of a ship and the duration (in seconds) of one track. 

• The ship is completely empty when the dredging activity starts. 

• The ship is completely loaded when the dredging activity ends. 
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Based on the calculated time difference between consecutive data points, and the fixed loading 

capacity of a ship, an extra column, representing the extracted volume (m³) was added to the data 

table. By using this extra column in a GIS application, extracted volumes within a certain timeframe 

and within delimited areas can be calculated. 

The database can be used in the decision making process about the closure or opening of certain 

parts of the sand and gravel extraction zones, to assist monitoring programs and research concerning 

the influence of sand and gravel exploitation on the marine ecosystem and to supervise the activities 

of the vessels involved in the sand and gravel extractions. 

General statistics 

Between 2003 and 2010, data of 24 ships (with a total of 12.5 million records) have been collected.  

The reliability of the estimation of the extracted volumes from EMS data can be evaluated by 

comparing the values of annual total volumes estimated from the EMS data with the annual total 

volumes calculated independently from the extraction registers (Table 2). 

A mean deviation of 3% is observed between the two data sets. This low deviation confirms the 

validity of the assumptions used as basis for calculating the extracted volumes from EMS data. 

 

 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

REGISTER 1.64 1.55 1.38 1.57 1.90 2.27 1.96 2.18 

EMS 1.70 1.72 1.38 1.56 1.84 2.25 1.88 2.21 

Table 2: Annual total volumes from EMS data and from registers data (volumes in 106 m3). 

The dredged volumes show the following trends: 

• The overall cumulative trend for zones 1 and 2 (Figure 14) shows a significant increase from 

an average of 1.5 106 m³ for the years 2003-2007 to an average of 2 106 m³ in 2008 to 2010. 

• The years 2008 and 2010 are the most productive ever recorded with both values exceeding 

2 106 m³, respectively 2.25 106 m³ and 2.21 106 m³. According with these values, it is clear 

that the financial crisis of 2008 had no negative impact on dredging activities at sea. 

• In terms of extracted volume, as in previous years, zone 2 stays the largest with values 

always higher than 1.4 106 m³, with an exemption for 2004 and 2005 with slightly lower values 

(1.39 106 m³ and 1.30 106 m³). 

• A gradual increase of the volume extracted in zone 1 is observed between 2005 and 2010; in 

2009, the volume extracted in zone 1 exceeds 20%. If this trend continues, zone 1 will 

become more important in the upcoming years. 
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• Inside zone 2 (Figure 15), the extracted volumes in the three sectors show a gradual 

replacement of the sectors 2A (Kwintebank North) and 2B (Kwintebank Central and South) 

with the sector 2C (Buiten Ratel and Oostdyck). 

• From 2008, the extracted volume in sector 2C exceeds 106 m³. 

There is no doubt that this geographical shift of the extraction from the Kwintebank to the Buiten Ratel 

is linked to the legislative constraints (alternating open of sectors 2A and 2B and closures of the 

central and northern areas of the Kwintebank) leading industry to seek other sources of sand of 

similar quality. 

Cartography of the extraction in zone 2 

The mapping of the extracted volumes presented in this contribution is made using a 100 x 100 m grid 

covering the entire zone 2. The total volume extracted annually is computed from the EMS data in 

each grid cell (a simple function in a GIS). A grid of the cumulative volumes from 2003 to 2010 is also 

calculated to allow a synthetic view of the extraction for the full time interval. 

The successive annual maps offer a clear view of the spatial evolution of the extraction. From 2003 to 

2006 dredging remains highly concentrated in the sector 2A (Kwintebank North), but the main center 

of activities migrates to the southern part of this sector. 2007 is a pivotal year: the extraction is divided 

evenly between sectors 2A and 2C; and during that year, several spots of extraction appear on the 

Buiten Ratel. In 2008 a new “red spot”, where the extraction exceeds 5000 m³/ha, appears on the 

central part of the Buiten Ratel. In 2009 and 2010, the Buiten Ratel hot spot intensifies: the level of 

extraction exceeds 104 m³/ha. Over 50% of the extracted volume on the sector 2C comes from this 

area. 
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A  

B  

Figure 14: (A) Total volume (m³) extracted by year and by zone; (B) Percentages of the volume extracted by year and by 

zone. 
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A  

B  

Figure 15: (A) Total volume (m³) extracted by year and by sectors of zone 2; (B) Percentages of the volume extracted by 

year and by sectors of zone 2. 
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Figure 16: Cartography of the extraction in zone 2 from 2003 to 2010. (Gray limit = Zone 2 sensu 1977; Red limit = Zone 2 and 

subsectors sensu 2004) 
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IMPACT OF EXTRACTION ON BATHYMETRY, GEOMORPHOLOGY AND SEDIMENTS 

The impact of the extraction on the seafloor is studied on two different levels. First, a number of 

reference areas are surveyed several times each year. The delimitation of these monitoring areas is 

based on the constant monitoring of the extraction activities with the EMS: they coincide with the most 

extracted areas. These monitoring zones are studied in detail, with resulting grids of 1x1 m, and 

provide a good idea of the local impact of the most intense extraction on the seafloor. Secondly, the 

surveying of a number of straight lines (DECCA lines) across the control zones 1 and 2 provides us 

with information on the global evolution of the control zones and a comparison between extracted and 

non-extracted areas. 

Detailed evolution: multibeam surveying of monitoring areas  

Based on the cartography of the black box data, a couple of new monitoring areas have recently been 

defined: ODMA, BRMA and BRMB in 2007, and BRMC in 2009. Their location corresponds with the 

areas with the most dense extraction activities. Figure 17 shows their location inside control zone 2, 

together with the earlier defined and regularly surveyed monitoring areas KBMA, KBMB and R2. To 

provide an idea of the amount of data concerned, the number of surveys with the EM1002 and 

EM3002D is stated. 

 
Figure 17: Monitoring areas in control zone 2 with for each zone the starting date of the monitoring, the date of the last survey 

considered in this report, and the number of surveys with each multibeam system. 

Each monitoring area is discussed separately in subsequent schematic overview. The following 

monitoring results related to the area are listed: 

• The most recent terrain model with a 1x1 m resolution; 
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• The evolution of the extracted volume from January 2003 till December 2010; 

• The evolution of the backscatter values for the period of monitoring; 

• The evolution of the bathymetry within the new monitoring areas (BRMA, BRMB, BRMC and 

ODMA) including: a difference map between the last considered survey (in 2010) and the 

reference model for the entire control zone 2, finished in 2003, and a graph and linear 

regression with the evolution of the mean depth for each survey; 

• The most important results from the comparison between the different parameters; Based on 

the extracted volume a prediction of the depth difference caused by extraction can be made, 

and compared with the measured depth difference. 

In the calculation, the systematic difference between the depth measurements with the EM1002 and 

EM3002D echsounders (mentioned above) is taken into account: all values are recalculated to the 

EM3002D level. 
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Monitoring area BRMA 

 
Terrain model 1x1 m 

 
 
 

Evolution of extracted volume (in m3) from 2003 till 2010 
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Evolution of backscatter values 

 
 
 

Evolution of bathymetry 
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Results: 
 
The difference in mean depth between 2003 and 2010 = -0.38 m; 
The difference in depth based on the extracted volume between 2003 and 2010 = -0.37 m. 
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Monitoring area BRMB 

 
Terrain model 1x1 m 

 

 
 
 

Evolution of extracted volume (in m3) from 2003 till 2010 
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Evolution of backscatter values 

 
 
 

Evolution of bathymetry 
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Results: 
 
The difference in mean depth between 2003 and 2010 = -0.04 m; 
The difference in depth based on the extracted volume between 2003 and 2010 = -0.11 m. 
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Monitoring area BRMC 

 
Terrain model 1x1 m 

 

 
 
 

Evolution of extracted volume (in m3) from 2003 till 2010 
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Evolution of backscatter values 

 
 
 

Evolution of bathymetry 
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Results: 
 
Locally the deepening exceeds 3 m. 
 
The difference in mean measured depth between 2003 and 2010 = -0.74 m; 
The difference in depth based on the extracted volume between 2003 and 2010 = -0.80 m. 
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Monitoring area ODMA 

 
Terrain model 1x1 m 

 
 
 

Evolution of extracted volume (in m3) from 2003 till 2010 
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Evolution of backscatter values 

 
 
 

Evolution of bathymetry 
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Results: 
 
The difference in mean measured depth between 2003 and 2010 = -0.04 m; 
The difference in depth based on the extracted volume between 2003 and 2010 = -0.11 m. 
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Monitoring area KBMA 

 
Terrain model 1x1 m 

 
 
 

Evolution of extracted volume (in m3) from 2003 till 2010 
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Evolution of backscatter values 

 
 
 

Evolution of bathymetry 
 

 
 
 
Results: 
 
Until the closure of the area in 2003: very good correlation between extracted volume and depth 
increase. 
After the closure: stable, no erosion or accretion. 
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Monitoring area KBMB 

 
Terrain model 1x1 m 

 
 

 
Evolution of extracted volume (in m3) from 2003 till 2010 
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Evolution of backscatter values 

 

 
 

Evolution of bathymetry 
 

 
  
 
Results: 
 
Until the end of the extraction in 2006: very good correlation between extracted volume and depth 
increase. 
Since then: stable, no erosion or accretion. 
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Monitoring area R2 

 
Terrain model 1x1 m 
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Evolution of backscatter values 

 

 
 
 

Evolution of bathymetry 
 

 
 
 
Results: 
 
No change in the trend since 1999: a slight decrease in average depth. 
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The analysis of the recent results for the “old” monitoring areas KBMA, KBMB and R2 confirms the 

conclusions from the former monitoring reports and articles (see Degrendele et al., 2010). The trend 

is confirmed: after closure for extraction the bathymetry and sediments of the areas are stable. There 

is no trend towards erosion or accretion. 

The “new” monitoring areas are more divers: 

• BRMA has a more or less continuous, slightly decreasing, extraction since 2005. The 

multibeam monitoring establishes a deepening (0.38 m between 2003 and 2010) that 

coincides quite well with the increase in depth attributed to the extraction (0.37 m between 

2003 and 2010). 

• BRMB witnessed a limited extraction between 2003 and 2006, but after that it becomes 

sporadic. This is reflected in the measured depth: since 2008 it is more or less stable, but 

compared with the reference model of 2003 there is a slight decrease. 

• The bulk of the extraction has, after the closure of KBMA and KBMB, moved to the BRMC 

area. The impact of the intense extraction since 2008 is clearly visible on the detailed terrain 

models. Locally depth differences of more than 3 m are observed, which brings the impact 

limit for extraction (5 m) close by. Again, the multibeam measurements and the extraction 

quantities provide a similar result: an average deepening of 0.80 m and 0.74 m respectively. 

• For ODMA, the small but constant extraction seems to lead to a slight decrease in depth. 

Overall, the new monitoring results confirm the clear relation between extraction and 

deepening, and the local and non-cumulative effect of the aggregate extraction (see 

Degrendele et al., 2010). 

High resolution bathymetry reveals the many grooves caused by the head of dredging on the seabed. 

Commonly these grooves have a metric width and a depth in the range of 0.5 m. For this reason the 

extraction causes an increase in the roughness of the terrain at a metric scale. Logically the 

intensification of the extraction should modify the acoustic response of the substrate in the positive 

direction. For the lateral beams of a multibeam echosounder, the steep slopes of the grooves due to 

the extraction act as powerful reflectors as "seen" by the antenna in normal incidence. This point of 

view is confirmed by the high resolution sonar images which clearly show the areas where dredging is 

intense: the paths of extraction are marked by higher backscatter values. A tangle of paths results in a 

drastic increase of the average level of reflectivity. 

However, due to their high internal variance, backscatter values measured in the monitoring areas 

does not show a clear temporal trend when considering all data. From one area to another, trends are 

variable and may be contradictory: 

• From 2000 to 2003 the area KBMA shows a gradual increase in backscatter of around 5 dB. 

Since 2003, the extraction is stopped and the backscatter mean level is stabilized around -27 
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dB. At first glance, the increase of around +5 dB between 2000 and 2003 could be on account 

of extraction. However, in the R2 monitoring area, which is free of dredging, a relatively 

similar increase of the average level of reflectivity is observed for the same period. This 

increase is also followed by a period of stability. Considering the parallelism of the data within 

the KBMA and R2, it is difficult to imagine that the extraction may be the cause of these 

variations of the average levels of reflectivity. 

• In KBMB, despite a period of high extraction from 2003 to 2005 followed by a cessation, the 

values of backscatter measured from 2003 to 2009 with the EM1002 are stable, hovering 

around -28 dB.  

• In BRMC, between 2003 and 2010 the average level of reflectivity measured with the EM1002 

has increased significantly with +3 dB; the measurements from 2010 with the EM3002D are 

relatively stable. A slight drift is observed, comparable with that for the areas BRMA, BRMB 

and ODMA. 

• Similar declines in average levels of reflectivity are observed in the areas BRMA, BRMB 

ODMA and KBMB, suggesting a very consistent drift of the EM3002D: a decrease of about -2 

dB in two years. This type of negative drift may be related to the aging of the transducers. It is 

a difficult problem that limits the use of backscatter to assess possible changes in the nature 

of the seabed as part of a monitoring program (Roche & Degrendele, 2011 and Lurton et al. 

2011). 

Based on our observations, the extraction has not a clear influence on the intrinsic nature of the 

substrate. In fact the extraction does not change the sediment type much. However, in an area with a 

coarse substrate (coarse sand, gravel) covered locally by a layer of finer sand, the suspension and 

dispersion of the cover of fine sand during the dredging operation should discover areas of coarser 

sediment. The logical scenario "by uncovering" leads to an increase in the average level of the 

backscatter across the area. This process can be evoked to explain the increase of the acoustic 

reflectivity of the BRMC area between 2003 and 2010. 

However, in general, it is not necessary to evoke a change in the size of the sediment exposed on the 

seabed to explain the relative increase of the intensity of the backscatter in dredged areas from the 

immediate surrounding environment free of dredging. With the present state of our knowledge, it 

seems more realistic to consider changes in the morphology and roughness at metric scale due to 

impact of the extraction as the main factor inducing an increase of the backscatter. 

Global evolution: multibeam surveying along the DECCA lines 

Since 2007, multibeam surveying has been performed along DECCA lines (previously used for 

navigation) across the Flemish banks in zone 2 (Kwintebank, Buiten Ratel and Oostdyck) and across 

the Thorntonbank in zone 1. Besides the specific monitoring areas on the different banks, this 
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additional information allows to obtain a general view on the impact of sand extraction on the seabed 

morphology and sediments. These measurements were repeated each year in order to evaluate the 

global evolution of the sandbanks. More specifically, the impact of the extraction (e.g. Buiten Ratel) or 

even the possible recovery (e.g. Kwintebank) can be studied on a larger scale.  

All data were acquired onboard the R/V Belgica using the EM1002 (2007-2008) and EM3002D (2009-

2010) multibeam echosounders. After the processing of the data (position, tide and draught correction 

and data cleaning) the soundings were modelled per line and each line was subdivided per sandbank: 

Kwintebank, Buiten Ratel and Oostdyck. All data were converted towards the EM3002D reference 

level (depth difference of 0.25 m with the EM1002). Afterwards, these grids were subtracted from the 

reference model, obtained in 2003, showing the differences in amount of sediment compared to 2003 

(Figure 18). A positive difference corresponds with an increase in amount of sediment while a 

negative difference indicates a decrease. 

 
Figure 18: Overview of the multibeam survey along the DECCA lines in zone 2, obtained during the Belgica 2010/11 campaign, 

showing the difference (scale bar in meters) with the reference model obtained in 2003 (background image). Orange to red 

colors indicate an increase in sediment while blue to purple colors indicate a decrease in amount of sediment. Green 

represents stable areas. 

Compared to the singlebeam echosounder that provides a simple set of bathymetric values along the 

navigation line, the great advantage of the multibeam echosounder is the acquisition of a corridor of 

variable width (function of the depth) with a high density of soundings. Under normal survey 

conditions the EM3002D, with its 508 beams distributed over an opening angle of 140° and with its 

ping rate up to 15 Hz, has an average density of 3-4 soundings/m². The high sampling rate combined 

with a precise real-time correction for heave, roll and pitch gives the data from the EM3002D an 

unbeatable advantage in statistical credibility and accuracy. For this reason, the bathymetric models 
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of the corridors recorded along the DECCA lines with the EM3002D allow us to assess with a high 

reliability and precision the bathymetric variation with a reference model. 

In order to check the reliability of these DECCA line surveys, the results were compared with the 

difference grid of the monitoring areas surveyed during the same campaign. As shown in figure 19 a 

very good correlation is obtained. 

 

Figure 19: Results of the multibeam survey along the DECCA lines superimposed on the BRMA map (same bathymetric scale). 

Both data were obtained during the Belgica 2009/11 campaign. 

The most pronounced differences between the DECCA lines with the 2003 reference model are 

observed on top of the sandbanks. These high differences are explained by the displacement of the 

very large dunes covering the sandbanks. 

On the Buiten Ratel (Figure 20) a decrease in sediment is observed, corresponding with the area with 

the highest volume of extracted sand. However, the sand extraction only has a local impact and does 

not influence other areas on the sandbank. At the flanks of the Buiten Ratel and in the swales we 

observe a slight increase in amount of sediment. 

On the Kwintebank (Figure 21), a clear impact of sand extraction is present in the north-eastern part 

of the sandbank. Although, the area has been closed in 2008, no recovery is observed. 

To quantitatively evaluate the impact of the extraction on the bathymetry on a large spatial and 

temporal scale, multibeam data surveyed along DECCA lines is correlated with extracted volumes 

computed from the EMS (black boxes) data. This assessment is based on the two following 

independent datasets (Figure 22 A and B): 
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• Depth differences between the bathymetric data surveyed during the Belgica campaign 

2010/11 (29 April 2010) with the EM3002D along the DECCA lines, and the reference model 

from 2003; the data are merged to produce a single grid of 5x5 m resolution covering zone 1 

and 2; this grid represents the bathymetric variation along the DECCA lines between April 

2010 and 2003. 

• A grid (100x100 m resolution) of the extracted volumes in zones 1 and 2 estimated from EMS 

data (black boxes). In each grid cell, the total extracted volume is computed for the same time 

interval as the bathymetric data. 

   
Figure 20: Evolution in the difference compared to the reference model (background image) on the Buiten Ratel between 2008 

and 2010 (scale bar in meters). The grey ellipse shows the area where there is a clear impact of the sand extraction. 

   
Figure 21: Evolution in the difference compared to the reference model (background image) on the Kwintebank between 2008 

and 2010 (scale bar in meters). 
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Figure 22: Principle for the analysis of the correlation between extracted volumes computed from the EMS data and 

bathymetric differences measured along the DECCA lines with the EM3002D: (A) Bathymetric difference (in m): DECCA 

2010/11 (29/04/2010) minus reference model 2003; (B) Extracted volume (m³/ha or m³/104m²) from the EMS data from 

01/01/2003 until 29/04/2010; (C) Creation of a mask corresponding to a volumetric interval (e.g. 5000m³ < v < 10000m³); 

Statistics of all grid cells inside the mask are computed for both layers A and B. 

The principle for the analysis of the correlation between extracted volumes calculated from the EMS 

data and bathymetric differences measured along the DECCA lines with the EM3002D is illustrated in 

figure 22. 

• Using the extracted volume grid, a succession of masks are created for different volume 

intervals; 

A B 

C 
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• For each volumetric mask, the statistics of all the grid cells included inside the mask are 

computed for both the extracted volume grid and the DECCA difference grid. 

• Using the extracted volume statistics computed for each mask, an estimation of the mean 

bathymetric difference due to the extraction is obtained by dividing the mean extracted 

volume (in m³) with the surface of the mask (in m²). This value represents the theoretical 

bathymetric (∆Z component) difference caused by the extraction. 

For the time interval of almost 7.5 years (between January 2003 and April 2010), the predicted 

bathymetric differences caused by the extraction activities are compared with the bathymetric 

differences measured with the EM3002D along the DECCA lines. Table 3 and figure 23 summarize 

the results. 

BATHYMETRIC DIFFERENCE 
PREDICTED BY THE EXTRACTION 

BATHYMETRIC DIFFERENCE 
MEASURED WITH THE MULTIBEAM 

VOLUME 
INTERVALS 

(103 m³/ha) nb grid cells mean std nb grid cells mean std 

0 to 1 58155 0.00 0.01 1228618 0.08 0.51 

1 to 2 1513 -0.14 0.03 66238 -0.11 0.60 

2 to 3 602 -0.24 0.03 27953 -0.19 0.55 

3 to 4 326 -0.35 0.03 17442 -0.29 0.68 

4 to 5 175 -0.44 0.03 12008 -0.42 0.82 

5 to 7.5 208 -0.61 0.07 14636 -0.44 0.78 

7.5 to 10 105 -0.86 0.07 6347 -0.73 0.83 

10 to 15 111 -1.21 0.15 8781 -1.17 0.99 

15 to 20 57 -1.76 0.15 3828 -1.85 1.31 

> 20 47 -2.27 0.21 3008 -2.49 1.18 

Table 3: Comparison between the predicted bathymetric differences from the extraction and the measured bathymetric 

differences with the EM3002D for each volume interval. 

The square of the linear correlation coefficient (Pearson R) between the bathymetric difference 

measured with the EM3002D and the bathymetric difference caused by the extraction is almost equal 

to unity. This correlation is statistically highly significant: virtually all of the bathymetric variation 

measured along the DECCA lines on the time interval of 7.5 years can be explained by the extraction. 

Without a doubt, this is the most significant result from the monitoring research conducted by the 

Continental Shelf Service of the FPS Economy, SMEs, self-employed and Energy for more than 10 

years. It must be underlined that for the whole area defined by the volumetric interval from 0 to 1000 

m³/ha, where the mean extracted volume is virtually zero, a very small positive bathymetric difference 

(+0.12 m) is measured, suggesting a small but global sedimentary accretion. 
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Figure 23: Correlation between the bathymetric difference predicted by the extraction (X in m, positive values) and the 

bathymetric difference measured with the EM3002D (Y in m, negative values). The Standard Error of the Mean for 0.95 % 

confidence (± 1.96 std/√n) is plotted on the graph. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The EMS – black box data – demonstrates its major importance for the monitoring of the extraction 

itself, allowing the quantitative follow up of the spatial and temporal variations of the extracted 

volumes. From 2003 to 2010, as in previous years, control zone 2 remains the most exploited area, 

with a production that does not fall below 75% of the total. Inside zone 2 the extracted volumes in the 

three sectors show a gradual shift of the activity from the sectors 2A and 2B to the sector 2C. A new 

“red spot”, where the extraction exceeds 104 m³/ha, appears on the central part of the Buiten Ratel. At 

present, over 50% of the extracted volume in sector 2C originates from this area. This spatial 

concentration is similar to that previously witnessed on the central part of the Kwintebank. 
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Multibeam echosounder technology remains the most appropriate tool to evaluate with great reliability 

the impact of the extraction on the seabed topography, morphology and sedimentary nature. A new 

Kongsberg EM3002D dual high resolution multibeam echosounder has been acquired in 2009 in 

order to improve the efficiency and accuracy of the monitoring. The continuous quality assessment is 

demonstrated by the IHO "special order" certification for the hydrographic measurements with the 

EM3002D onboard the R/V Belgica. 

From 2003 to 2010, both the local bathymetric evolution, measured in the monitoring areas, and the 

global bathymetric evolution, based on EM3002D measurements along DECCA lines across the 

control zones, confirm the conclusions from the former reports and articles (see Degrendele et al., 

2010). 

• In the monitoring areas the same straightforward relation between extraction and 

bathymetrical evolution is witnessed. After closure for extraction both the bathymetry and 

sediments of the areas remain stable. There is no trend towards erosion or accretion. 

• On a larger scale, virtually all of the bathymetric variation measured along the DECCA lines, 

on the time interval of 7.5 years, can be explained by the extraction itself. Without any 

extraction the overall trend seems stable or slightly positive (accretion). 

The new data confirm that at a decadal scale, the sand extracted on the Flemish sandbanks should 

be considered as a non-renewable resource whose extraction has a local and non-cumulative impact. 
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ABSTRACT 

Dredging in the Belgian Part of the North Sea has always been concentrated on the Kwintebank in the 

past. Recently, dredging activities shifted towards the Buitenratel and totalised 70% in 2010. The aim 

of this study is to assess the biological impact of intensive extraction after the closure of the area 

(Kwintebank) and during the dredging activities (Buitenratel). For both closed areas on the 

Kwintebank, similar patterns have been observed within the biological recovery processes. A rapid 

recolonisation of opportunistic, interstitial  and juvenile species is observed as soon as the 

anthropogenic pressure is stopped. The results suggest that there are no immediate long-term effects 

of the intensive dredging activities, and  that recolonisation takes only 1 to 2 years. Biomass recovery, 

however, takes longer ranging from 2 to 5 years. While intensive extraction on the Kwintebank 

pauperised the benthic community, the current intensive dredging on the Buitenratel seems to 

contribute to a more diverse benthic community. This increase in diversity is due to the inflow of 

species characteristic for fine sediment to this naturally coarse sediment area. These species are 

attracted to the area because of the presence of a low percentage of very fine sand, which is probably 

induced by the dredging activities due to overflow and/or increased availability of these fines due to 

heavy disturbance of the sea floor.  

These contrasting results indicate that the outcome of the biological impact of intensive dredging is 

dependent on the local natural conditions. 

 

SAMENVATTING 

In het verleden vond de zandontginning in het Belgisch deel van de Noordzee (BNZ) hoofdzakelijk 

plaats op de Kwintebank. Recent echter verplaatste de meest intensieve ontginning zich naar de 

Buitenratel, waar het ontgonnen volume, in 2010, 70% bedroeg van het totale ontgonnen volume in 

BNZ. Deze studie wil dan ook nagaan wat de biologisch impact van dergelijke intensieve ontginning is 

nadat een gebied reeds voor geruime tijd gesloten is voor zandontginning (Kwintebank) en terwijl er 

nog volop  ontginning plaatsvindt (Buitenratel). In beide gesloten zones op de Kwintebank worden 
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gelijkaardige biologische herstelprocessen waargenomen. Van zodra de ontginningsactiviteiten 

stoppen, vindt er een snelle herkolonisatie plaats door opportunistische, interstitiële en juveniele 

soorten. De resultaten suggereren dat de intensieve ontginning niet leidt tot negatieve effecten op 

lange termijn maar dat herkolonisatie slechts 1 tot 2 jaar duurt. Herstel van de biomassa duurt echter 

2 tot 5 jaar. Terwijl de ontginning op de Kwintebank leidde tot een verarming van de gemeenschap, 

lijkt de intensieve ontginning op de Buitenratel te zorgen voor een meer diverse benthische 

gemeenschap. Deze verhoogde diversiteit is te wijten aan een instroom van typisch fijnzandige 

soorten in dit van nature grofkorrelig gebied. Deze soorten worden aangetrokken tot dit gebied door 

de aanwezigheid van een laag percentage zeer fijn zand, waarschijnlijk veroorzaakt door de ‘overflow’ 

tijdens ontginning en/of de betere beschikbaarheid van deze fractie door herwerken van de 

zeebodem.  

Beide contrasterende resultaten wijzen erop dat de biologische impact van intensieve zandontginning 

sterk afhankelijk is van de natuurlijke omstandigheden in het gebied waar zand ontgonnen wordt.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Dredging in the Belgian Part of the North Sea (BPNS) started in 1976, and has always been 

concentrated in concession zone 2. Within zone 2, most activities focused on the Kwintebank with at 

least 70% of the total volume extracted on this sandbank during several consecutive years (‘76-’05). 

This resulted in the closure of the central depression in February 2003 and the closure of the northern 

depression in March 2006 because federal legislation prohibits further exploitation when a deepening 

of 5 m occurs with respect to the most recent hydrographical charts. Consequently, dredging activities 

shifted towards the nearby sand bank in zone 2, the Buitenratel. Since 2005 extraction steadily 

increased on the Buitenratel and totalised 70% in 2009 (1 168 367 m³), of which 60% was located in 

the BRMC subarea (see map in section 3 for location of this area). This paper focuses therefore on 

the ecological impact of intensive dredging in areas that have been and are currently intensively 

impacted. 

The bio-environmental research group of ILVO-Fisheries has been sampling these areas since 2003, 

and this study focuses on the results of the biological evolution of the closed areas on the 

Kwintebank, and of the ecological impact of the present intensive extraction on the Buitenratel. For 

this study, the choice of macrobenthos as indicators for assessing the impact was obvious because 

these organisms (> 1 mm) are closely associated with the seafloor for the major part of their life. 

Furthermore, most species have a limited mobility and are forced to adapt to natural fluctuations and 

anthropogenic influences, which makes them a well suited indicator for assessing the state of the 

marine environment. Moreover, they form an important basis of the food web being a major food 

source for epibenthos and demersal fish.  
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In a last section, the adjustments made to our monitoring strategy are discussed in short and an 

overview is given of all stations sampled by ILVO-Fisheries in the framework of sand extraction. 

 

BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION WITHIN THE DEPRESSIONS ON THE KWINTEBANK 

Sampling strategy and methodology 

In both depressions, a number of sampling stations for macrobenthos have been allocated after 

closure of the areas for extraction. In the central depression, 6 stations have been sampled since the 

closure in February 2003. In the northern depression, 12 stations have been sampled since the 

closure in March 2006, but this was reduced to 6 stations since October 2008 (Figure 1). All stations 

were sampled twice a year in spring and autumn with a Van Veen grab (0.1m²) and sieved after 

fixation on a 1 mm sieve, except the samples of 2010 which were sieved alive (see further in section 

4). At each sampling location, a sample was taken for grain size analysis. Until 2006, it was a 

separate Van Veen grab, while from spring 2006 onwards, it was a subsample with a 3.6 cm Ø core 

from the biological sample to directly link the sediment to the biology, and as such exclude small-scale 

spatial variability due to different sampling locations. There was also a switch in methodology for 

analysing sediment samples. In the past, grain size analysis was performed using a sieve tower, in 

2007 the latter was replaced by a Malvern Mastersizer 2000. 

 
Figure 1: Sampling locations within the closed areas on the Kwintebank. 

Abundance data of the biological samples were analysed in the PRIMER v6 software. Parameters 

density, diversity,species richness and biomass were determined and statistically analysed in 

Permanova+ for Primer.  
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Northern depression ( cf. KBMB) 

During the 5 year period after closure of the area in 2006, no big changes in community structure 

have been observed (R=0.165, crossed ANOSIM, not shown). The dominant species are similar over 

the years with only small changes in relative abundance of the most common species (SIMPER 

analysis). The community is characterised by the bristle worm Nephtys cirrosa, juveniles of Nephtys, 

the interstitial worm Hesionura elongata and the amphipod Urothoe brevicornis, which are all species 

typical for medium sands (250-500 µm). This result was expected since multibeam measurements 

(see Roche et al., this volume) show a stabilisation of the bathymetry, and no significant changes in 

backscatter values, indicating stable sediment characteristics since the closure. This is supported by 

our sediment grain size analyses showing no significant changes over the years in median grain size 

(avg. 350-400 µm, not shown) (PERMANOVA p=0.12). The distribution of macrobenthic communities 

is strongly correlated with the type of sediment, which is related to a wider set of variables such as 

current speed and organic content of the sediment (Gray 1974; Snelgrove and Butman 1994). 

Consequently, (large) changes in communities are only expected when (large) changes in the 

sediment characteristics occur.  

Although no changes in community structure are observed, community measures as density (N), 

species richness (S), diversity (N1) and biomass show changes, though not significant, which could 

be related to dredging activities. All parameters show the smallest values in 2006 just after closure of 

the area and increase in the next year (Figure 1). Density doubles in the year after the closure and 

Figure 1: Averages (±SE) for the community measures density (N), biomass, species richness (S) and diversity N1 within the 
northern depression (blue) and in station ZG01, just outside the depression (red) from autumn samples for the different years. 

Spring samples show similar, but less pronounced, patterns. 
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this is mainly due to a huge increase in spring 2007 of the interstitial species Microphthalmus sp., 

Polygordius sp., Hesionura elongata and juveniles of Nephtys and Glycera compared to spring 2006, 

while in autumn there is a further increase of Hesionura and juvenile Nephtys. All these species are 

known to be opportunistic, and as soon as extraction stops, they start colonising the no longer 

disturbed habitat. Comparison of density with station ZG01, situated just outside the closed area (see 

Figure 1), where extraction continued until 2008, shows higher densities in the closed area. As soon 

as extraction stops in ZG01, a similar huge increase in density is noticed (Figure 1), which can be 

contributed to the same opportunistic species but also to the presence of the tube worm Spiophanes 

bombyx. The same pattern is observed for species richness and diversity N1 with an increase towards 

2007 in the northern depression. In ZG01, the increase is one year later. For biomass, there is a one 

year lag, with values increasing two years after extraction stopped (Figure 1). This can be explained 

as maturing of the species, and species growing bigger once the anthropogenic pressure stopped.  

Central depression (cf. KBMA) 

Spatial variation between the stations is large, especially in the sediment characteristics, and this is 

reflected in the macrobenthos, where the differences beween stations (R=0.297) are larger than 

season (R=0.134) or year differences (R=0.199) (Figure 2). These small-scale environmental 

differences might have been enhanced by the continuous intensive dredging activities during years in 

this area, since these are known to increase the variability (Newell et al. 1998). Unfortunately, 

biological sampling in this area started only after its closure in 2003, so causal relationships are 

difficult to prove. Nevertheless, despite the high spatial variability, certain overall trends are clear, and 

are most probably related to cessation of the dredging.  

As mentioned above, the species community shows no considerable changes over the years 

(R=0.199). However, 2003, the year of the closure of the area (illustrated in the MDS plot by the green 

rectangles), is located more on the outside of the plot (especially the spring samples) (Figure 2). This 

is an indication of an impoverished community because the dominant species that occur are similar 

compared to the following years but average abundances are much lower (SIMPER analysis).  

Figure 2: MDS plot from the samples taken in the central depression from 2003 till 2010 with indication of the different stations 
(left) and years and seasons (right). 
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Furthermore, 2003 has a significantly larger dispersion than all other years (PERMDISP p=0.0011), 

which is again an indication of a stressed community showing larger variability between the samples 

because maybe some samples were taken from the dredged furrows themselves, whereas others 

were from areas between the dredged furrows (Newell et al. 1998). In 2003, these furrows would still 

exist, while they should have disappeared in the following year. The larger dispersion could also be 

related to recolonisation taking place between spring and autumn, causing a more scattered plot for 

2003. 

Although over the years, only small changes in community structure are distinguished, significant 

differences in grain size distribution and median grain size of the sand fraction are observed 

(Permanova, resp. p=0.0001 and p=0.0006). A slight coarsening of the sediment is noted, mainly 

caused by an increase in the coarse sand fraction (500-1000 µm), coinciding with a decrease in the 

fine fraction (125-250 µm) (Figure 3). However, also a decrease in %gravel (>2000 µm) is detected 

(Figure 3). Coarsening is also visible as an increase of the median grain size of the sand fraction from 

an average of 270 µm in 2003 to (>) 350 µm since 2006 (Figure 3). These changes in sediment 

composition are however not (yet) substantial enough to cause a possible shift in the benthic 

community towards the Ophelia limacina community, becoming as such richer in diversity.  

For the univariate community measures density (N), species richness (S), diversity (N1) and biomass, 

we do observe a considerable increase during the consecutive years, suggesting recolonisation of the 

previously disturbed area. Density, species richness and diversity N1 in autumn are significantly lower 

in 2003-2004 compared to the following years (except 2006) (pairwise tests Permanova) (Figure 4). 

From 2005 onwards, these parameters are more or less stable, and no significant differences 

between the years are found, suggesting that the recolonisation rate in this area would be around two 

years. Nevertheless, the density in the area (≤ 100 ind./m²) is very low (Figure 4), lower than to be 

expected for this type of community, for which averages of 200-400 ind./m² are described in Van Hoey 

et al.(2004). This might be an indication that full recovery in the area has not yet taken place, despite 

the recolonisation of most species. It is, however, difficult and ‘dangerous’ to make any assumption on 

whether or not recovery has taken place, because of the lack of data from before the impact or during 

extraction. In spring, the interannual variability in N, S and N1 is much higher, and as such the 

patterns are less straight forward, but they tend to follow the autumn patterns. The increase in density 

was, as for the northern depression (see above), mainly caused by the presence of the interstitial 

species Microphthalmus sp., Polygordius sp., Hesionura elongata and the juveniles of Nephtys and 

Figure 3: Changes in sediment characteristics from 2003 until 2010. (Left) grain size composition, (middle) median of the sand 
fraction +/- SE, (right) % shell gravel +/- SE. 
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Glycera, all opportunists that benefit from the newly available undisturbed area. Other species that 

increased in density were Scoloplos armiger, Ophelia limacina and Urothoe brevicornis, these are 

species known to prefer somewhat coarser sediments (Degraer et al. 2006). The increasing densities 

of these species are probably related to the coarsening of the sediment. 

Increase of the biomass is delayed, just as for the northern depression (see above). Biomass only 

starts increasing significantly from 2007 onwards (Permanova pairwise tests), 4 years after cessation 

of the extraction.  

  

Conclusion 

For both closed areas on the Kwintebank, similar patterns have been observed within the biological 

recovery processes. For  the central depression, the observed trends are statistically significant, while 

this is not the case for the northern depression. Nevertheless, there is in both areas a rapid increase 

in density, mainly due to opportunistic, interstitial  and juvenile species, which are the same in both 

areas. However, density in the central depression remains very low compared to what is expected in 

similar habitats. Species richness and diversity also increase one or two year after cessation of the 

dredging. After two years, these community parameters stabilise and show natural variation over the 

years. Community structure in both areas does not show any large shifts over the years, but in the 

central depression, there is evidence of an impoverished community in (spring) 2003.  

Figure 4: Averages (±SE) for the community measures density (N), biomass, species richness (S) and diversity N1 within the 
central depression for spring (red) and autumn (blue) samples in the different years. 
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It is, however, not possible to conclude whether the benthic community has fully recovered to pre-

extraction conditions because sampling started only after cessation of the dredging activities.  

Furthermore, the extraction goes back more than 30 years and we do not have an exact idea of the 

pre-impact situation of these communities. However, the present results indicate that during sand 

extraction, community measures were generally much lower than expected, and that recolonisation 

started as soon as the anthropogenic pressure stopped. This suggests that there are no immediate 

long-term effects of the intensive dredging activities on the Kwintebank, and  that it takes the 

surrounding community only 1 to 2 years to colonise the impacted area. Biomass recovery, however, 

takes longer ranging from 2 years in the northern depression to 5 years in the central depression.  

As said, we cannot conclude whether the benthic community has again reached pre-impact levels or 

not. Therefore, it is imperative in future research to have reference samples and pre-impact samples 

for comparison. Adjustments have already been made to our current sampling strategy enabling us to 

assess the situation more thoroughly and make more conclusive statements concerning the recovery 

of impacted areas (see section 4). 

 

IMPACT OF THE PRESENT EXTRACTION ON THE BUITENRATEL 

Sampling strategy and methodology 

In March 2010, based on the black box data, three macrobenthos sampling stations have been 

allocated in the most intensively dredged area (BRMC) to investigate the impact of the increased 

physical human disturbance on the macrobenthos. Besides these impact points, several non-

impacted stations, at similar depth contours, were allocated both in the north and the south of the 

Buitenratel outside the concession zone to allow for impact assessment. In October 2010 and March 

2011, four extra stations were allocated inside the heavy extraction area and two extra stations in the 

undisturbed gully (BRN17-18) (Figure 5).  

At each sampling occasion, one Van Veen grab with a sampling surface of 0.1 m² was taken per 

station and sieved alive over a 1 mm sieve. The residue was preserved in an 8% formaldehyde-

seawater solution and stained with eosin. Species were identified to species level if possible, counted 

and weighed wet. From each Van Veen sample, a subsample for grain size analysis was taken with a 

3.6 cm Ø core. These samples were dried at 60° C and analysed with a Malvern Mastersizer 2000 

following a standardised protocol. Additionally, depth and position were acquired during the sampling 

campaign. Abundance and biomass data of the biological samples were analysed in the PRIMER v6 

software and relationships with the environmental data (sediment, depth, current velocity and 

extraction volume) were investigated.  
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Based on the black-box data, dredging intensity (volume extracted, m³) per station was calculated in 

ArcGIS by summing up all extraction volumes in a 150 m buffer around the station dredged within a 6 

months period prior to biological sampling. Based on these intensity data, the different stations could 

be categorised as zero (0 m³), low (< 6000 m³) or high (> 10000 m³) impacted by sand extraction. The 

zero category contains the reference samples, and within this category a further division is made, 

based on distance to the impacted area: nearby zero (BRN 17 and 18) and (far) zero (outside the 

concession area) (Figure 5). These categories were further used in statistics and for visualisation 

purposes in the multivariate plots. 

Results 

The macrobenthos habitat suitability map of the BPNS shows that the Ophelia limacina biotope 

occurs in the proximity of the BRMC area, while the rest of the Buitenratel is mainly charted as 

Nephtys cirrosa biotope, although two small areas of Abra alba biotope occur as well (see map in 

Figure 10, Degraer et al. 2009). Because this map used the available knowledge on sediment 

composition of the BPNS to predict habitat suitability for the different biotopes, we could expect a 

different sediment composition in the BRMC area. This is confirmed by significant differences in 

sediment composition between the high impact and nearby zero group and the low impact and zero 

group (Permanova pairwise tests) (Figure 6). The median grain size is significantly higher in the high 

impact and nearby zero group. In general, sediments in the high impact and nearby zero group are 

significantly coarser compared to the zero and low impact group. A higher percentage of coarser sand 

(500-1000 µm and 1000-1600 µm) and the presence of a considerable gravel fraction explains this 

phenomenon (Permanova pairwise tests) (Figure 6). On the other hand, the very fine sand fraction 

(63-125 µm) is as well significantly higher in the high impact group, indicating the presence of mixed 

sediments in the high impact group, while in the nearby zero group this fraction is also present but in 

a lower percentage. The low impact and zero group are characterised by medium sands. 

Figure 5: Map of the biological sampling stations on the Buitenratel with indication of the impact groups to which they belong. 
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Furthermore, COPCO measured a significant increase in backscatter between 2002 and 2010, 

suggesting a coarsening of the sediment and/or an increase in rugosity due to the dredging activities 

(see Roche et al., this volume). 

 

The MDS plot of all stations sampled in 2010 and 2011, based on their species abundance and 

biomass data, shows a significant distinction  in species composition between the different impact 

groups over the two years (Figure 7, global R = 0.437, p=0.0001). For the biomass data, this pattern 

is even more pronounced (Figure 7, global R= 0.496, p=0.0001). While only small differences in 

community structure are found between the two years 2010 and 2011 (global R= 0.156, p=0.05). As 

shown in the MDS plots (Figure 7), samples from the low and zero impact group are closer related in 

species composition1, while the high impact samples have a significantly different community 

composition compared to the zero (R= 0.709, p= 0.0001) and low (R= 0.567, p= 0.001) impact 

samples. Although no significant differences in species composition are found between the high 

impact and the nearby zero samples, it should be noticed that the nearby zero samples are on the 

transition between the zero and low impact group and the high impact group (more distinct in the 

biomass plot). Another fact to consider is that the samples of the high impact group are more 

dispersed in the plot compared to all other groups, meaning that they show a higher variability in 

species composition. This is again more distinct in the biomass plot. 

The species composition of the zero and low group is a typical example of the Nephtys cirrosa 

biotope, while the nearby zero and the high group are in species composition more related to the 

Ophelia limacina biotope. This is indicated by the presence of Ophelia species in both groups 

(SIMPER analysis), and this species is also  characteristic for coarser sediments. In the zero and low 

group, there are fewer but more dominant species present i.e. 2 to 3 species contributing to 50% of 

the overall abundance (i.e. the bristle worm Nephtys cirrosa, the amphipod Urothoe brevicornis and 

the sea urchin Echinocardium cordatum), and all being characteristic for medium sands and the 

Nephtys cirrosa biotope. 

                                                   

1 Points that are close together represent samples that are very similar in community composition, 
and points that are far apart correspond to samples that are very different in community composition. 

 
Figure 6: Sediment characteristics in the different impact groups on the Buitenratel. (Left) median grain size, (right) relative 

abundance of the different sediment fractions. 
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Although the nearby and high group are closely related, mainly due to the presence of Ophelia, there 

is a difference when comparing species composition. The nearby zero group has fewer species with a 

couple of dominant species (i.e. 4 species contributing to 50% of the overall abundance), and all 

species are characteristic for coarse to medium sands, while the high impact group is characterised 

by a higher number of species but present in lower densities i.e. 10 species contributing to 50 % of 

the overall abundance. These species are characteristic for both coarse to medium and very fine 

sediments (i.e. the bristle worms O. limacina, Spio sp. and Notomastus latericeus, the tube building 

worms Lanice conchilega and Spiophanes bombyx, the bivalve Abra alba and the amphipod U. 

brevicornis).  

The relationship between environmental variables and the multivariate data cloud can be illustrated by 

the use of predictors. Possible predictors in this survey are: 1) the actual values of extraction intensity 

within a buffer of 150 m per station in the 6 months prior to sampling, 2) depth, 3) median grain size of 

the sand fraction and 4) the percentages of the different sediment fractions not highly correlated 

(r<0.8) with the median sand fraction (< 63 µm, 63-125 µm, 250-500 µm and > 1600 µm). The 

combination of predictor variables that best explain the multivariate data cloud are dredging intensity, 

median grain size of the sand fraction and the 63-125 µm fraction (DISTLM, BEST procedure, BIC) 

(Figure 8). This model explains 31.5% of the variation in the multivariate data cloud whereof extraction 

intensity (16.2%) and median grain size (10.4%) are the most important predictor variables. 

Nevertheless, 31.5% is still a quite low proportion of the variation that is explained, indicating that 

there is still a considerable part of unexplained or natural variation present.  

Figure 7: MDS plots of the samples on the Buitenratel with indication of the different impact groups. (Left) abundance data, (right) 
biomass data. 
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Univariate analysis shows that the high impact group represents the highest values in average 

number of species (S), density (N), diversity N1 and N2 and biomass without Echinocardium (Figure 

9). However, when the biomass of the sea urchin Echinocardium is included, biomass of the zero 

group is exceptionally higher in comparison with the other groups, revealing that there are no adult 

sea urchins in the impact stations (Figure 9). Apparently, E. cordatum is extremely sensitive to 

aggregate extraction, as soon as there is (continuous) low extraction the adult individuals disappear 

from the impacted stations. For all univariate parameters (except for biomass including 

Echinocardium), the values for the high impact group are significantly higher compared to the zero 

impact group, and (except for density) also to the low impact group (PERMANOVA pairwise tests). No 

significant differences are observed between the nearby zero and high impact group, nevertheless we 

observe (slighty) higher values of all parameters in the high impact group. 

 

Figure 8: dbRDA plot showing the combination of predictor variables that explain the dispersion of the multivariate data cloud best. 
Impact groups are indicated on the plot. 
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Discussion and conclusions 

The lack of biological data, before the intensive extraction was initiated at the BRMC area, is a serious 

drawback in trying  to assess the possible biological impact of such activities.  This is partly a 

consequence of the fact that black-box data are only available approximately a year after the 

extraction. A third aspect that needs some consideration is the lack of decent base line (before 

impact) studies in concession  zone 2, which is the consequence of zone 2 being a ‘historic’ dredging 

area. Notwithstanding these remarks, the current results demonstrate that a different species 

assemblage is present in the ‘kink’ area of the Buitenratel, where BRMC is located, due to the 

presence of coarser sediment. This confirms the model results from the habitat suitability map of the 

BPNS created by Degraer et al. (2009). The zero and low impact group belong as such to a different 

species assemblage compared to the nearby zero  and high impact group. This difference in species 

assemblage, resp. Nepthys cirrosa and Ophelia limacina, is a result of the natural sediment 

distribution on the Buitenratel with medium sands occurring on the locations of our zero and low 

impact samples (300-350 µm median grain size) and coarser sediments occurring on the locations of 

our nearby zero and high impact samples (450-500 µm). Therefore, to allow for a consistent impact 

assessment in the BRMC area, the assessment should be based on the comparison of the nearby 

zero and high impact stations. Although, none of the difference in species community, sediment 

characteristics or community parameters are significant between the nearby zero and high impact 

group, there is an indication that there is an ecological impact caused by the intensive dredging 

activities. The species composition in the nearby zero group reflects a pure Ophelia limacina 

community with species typical for coarser sediments, while in the high impact group, a mixture of 

Ophelia limacina and Abra alba community is observed with species typical for both coarse and very 

Figure 9: Averages (±SE) for the community measures density (N), biomass, species richness (S) and diversity N1 and N2 
within the different impact groups on the Buitenratel. 
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fine sediments. The mixture of coarse and fine sediment species causes an increase in the 

community parameters (species number, diversity and density) in the high impact compared to the 

nearby zero impact group. Attraction of several fine sediment ‘loving’ species is related to the 

presence of 1% very fine sand (63-125 µm), which is also defined as one of the explanatory predictor 

variables (Figure 8). We suggest that the presence of this very fine sand is induced by the dredging 

activities due to overflow and/or due to the increased availability of these fines caused by the heavy 

reworking of the sediment during dredging. A second indication of ecological impact caused by the 

dredging activities is the wider dispersion of the high impact samples suggesting a higher degree of 

variance which is typical for disturbed communities and would e.g. be expected when some samples 

are taken from the dredged furrows themselves, whereas others are from areas between furrows 

(Newell et al. 1998). Noteworthy is also that in autumn 2010, dense aggregations of the tube worm 

Lanice conchilega (>1000 ind/m²) were present in some of the high impact samples. The presence of 

Lanice aggregations attracts other species and these aggregations are known to increase species 

richness 4 to 6 times and densities of the species even 34 times (Rabaut et al. 2007; Van Hoey et al. 

2008). These aggregations could thus be a secondary reason for the more diverse community in the 

high impact group. However, in spring 2011, these aggregations disappeared but diversity remained 

high. 

To conclude, this study suggests that the intensive dredging activities in the BRMC area contributed 

to a more diverse benthic community by inducing an increase in the very fine sediment fraction. The 

combination of this fine fraction together with the naturally occurring coarse material attracts different 

species increasing the diversity. For conclusive evidence of these indications, more nearby reference 

samples will be taken in future campaigns. It is, however, important to emphasise that these results 

should not be generalised. The outcome of the impact on the ecology is totally dependent on local 

natural conditions such as for instance sediment type and current velocities, and the impact can also 

be negative as seen at the Kwintebank (see previous section 2).   

 

ADJUSTMENT OF ILVO MONITORING STRATEGY SINCE SPRING 2010 

The adjustments in the monitoring strategy are based on the main conclusions and recommendations 

drawn in the report of De Backer et al. (2010). There was an urgent need for more accurate reference 

stations on the same sand bank system as the dredged area, both for macrobenthos,  epibenthos and 

demersal fish. These reference stations have been allocated in spring 2010 just outside the impact 

areas and are sampled since. A preliminary analysis of the samples shows that most reference 

stations are well chosen, and are representative for the impact area. Furthermore, sampling is 

simultaneous in both impact and reference stations, as this has not always been the case in the past, 

but it is imperative for sound impact assessment. Moreover, considering that the extraction is mainly 

concentrated on top of the sand banks, we have concentrated the impact sampling in these areas 

with transects following the direction of the sand bank ridge. Gully samples have been reduced as the 
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impact is not directed towards these gullies. In Figure 10, an overview is given of all current 

macrobenthos and epibenthos/demersal fish sampling stations. 

 

Evaluation of the most recent black box data is crucial in allocating future sampling stations because 

the benthos quickly responds on environmental changes, and because these data allow for more 

accurate location of the most intensive impact. It should therefore be stressed that it is of the utmost 

importance to receive the black box data at regular time intervals (preferably twice a year), as to be 

able to adjust our sampling to the most recent extraction data. The latter applies especially for the 

future extraction activities in the Hinderbank area.  

For the macrobenthos, we showed that seasonal variation is not the main structuring variable (De 

Backer et al. 2010), so temporal monitoring of the macrobenthos is reduced to once per year in 

autumn after the recruitment period, when populations are at their maximum. Instead we focus on a 

high spatial coverage of the extraction zones and adjacent reference stations. This type of sampling 

design will enable the use of benthic indicators to assess the impact following the Marine Strategy 

Figure 10: Overview of the current macrobenthos (Van Veen) and epibenthos/demersal fish (Fish track) sampling stations plotted 
on the macrobenthos habitat suitability map (Degraer et al. 2009). 
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Framework Directive (MSFD). In areas with heavy extraction however, sampling can continue on a 

twice a year basis. For epibenthos and demersal fish on the other hand, it is important to cover the 

temporal variation, since differences in species community between seasons occur and therefore this 

ecosystem component is sampled twice a year, just as in the past.  

Since 2010, macrobenthos samples are sieved alive since this is the standard in macrobenthic 

research and it reduces the (toxic) formaldehyde consumption. This might cause a shift in the time 

series data but will not affect the impact study since both impact and reference samples are treated in 

the same way. Moreover, 2010 is a transition year in which the old (sieving after fixation) and new 

(sieving alive) method are used side by side in a couple of stations to allow for comparison. 

Furthermore, the fish tracks are shortened from two to one nautical miles to be able to restrict them to 

the effective impact area. For a couple of sampling stations, both long and short tracks have been 

taken to allow for comparison of both methods. 
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ABSTRACT  

Long-term (1999-2010), hydro-meteorological modelling data have been compiled into relational 

databases to evaluate seafloor mobility along the Belgian part of the North Sea. Modelling results are 

based on coupled current-wave, and sediment transport models running on a 750m grid resolution. 

Parameters relate to significant wave height/period/direction and mean current velocity/direction. For 

sediment transport, bottom stresses, total load, and bed evolution are incorporated at a half hourly 

time step. Evaluation is performed in function of natural variability assessment, of use in 

environmental monitoring. A case study is presented for the Buiten Ratel, a tidal sandbank in the 

Belgian part of the North Sea, where intensive marine aggregate extraction is executed in 20m of 

water depth. Results show the spatial and temporal variability of seabed responses. According to the 

location of the extraction area, bed evolution may be depositional or erosional under varying hydro-

meteorological conditions, and/or extraction activities. Depth variability imposed by human activities is 

an order of magnitude larger than the modelled natural bed evolution. Cases do exist where most 

negative seabed responses were monitored after moderate extraction activities, only. A combination 

with intensified current-wave interaction significantly added to the erosional trend. Future perspectives 

include a progressive use of numerical modelling results as a spatial planning tool, in support of 

environmental monitoring. 

 

SAMENVATTING 

Lange-termijns (1999-2010) hydro-meteorologische modelleringsdata werden gecompileerd in 

relationele databanken voor de evaluatie van zeebodemmobiliteit van het Belgische deel van de 

Noordzee. Modelleerresultaten zijn gebaseerd op gekoppelde stromings-golf-, en sediment-
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transportmodellen met een 750*750m gridresolutie. Parameters omvatten significante 

golfhoogte/periode/richting, alsook gemiddelde stromingssterkte/richting. Voor sedimenttransport 

worden bodemschuifspanning, totaaltransport, alsook bodemevolutie aangeleverd, met een 

tijdsinterval van 0.5u. Evaluaties worden uitgevoerd ter bepaling van de natuurlijke variabiliteit, in 

functie van de opvolging van het mariene milieu. Een case study zal worden voorgesteld m.b.t. de 

Buiten Ratel, een getijdezandbank in het Belgische deel van de Noordzee, waar mariene aggregaten 

worden ontgonnen in 20m waterdiepte. Resultaten tonen de ruimtelijke en temporele variabiliteit in 

zeebodemveranderingen. Naargelang de locatie van het gebied dat geëxtraheerd wordt, kan de 

bodemevolutie zowel sedimentatie als erosie ondergaan, op basis van de heersende hydro-

meteorologische omstandigheden en/of extractie-activiteiten. Diepteveranderingen t.g.v. extractie zijn 

een magnitude groter dan de gemodelleerde natuurlijke bodemevolutie. In sommige gevallen wordt 

echter een belangrijke bodemerosie gemeten, zelfs na middelmatige extractie-activiteiten. Indien 

deze samenvalt met periodes van intense hydro-meteorologsche omstandigheden kan de erosieve 

trend in belangrijke mate toenemen. In de toekomst wordt het aanbevolen toenemend gebruik te 

maken van numerische modelleerresultaten, als een ruimtelijk planningsinstrument ter ondersteuning 

van monitoring. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Evaluation of effects of human activity on seabed nature and processes has always been rather 

difficult. Time series in depth evolution are mostly complex and show a variability that cannot always 

be explained from varying intensities in human activities alone. The seabed is subdued to natural 

forcing too, though quantification is not straightforward, and often prone to large uncertainties. Our 

goal is to calculate multi-year time series of sediment transport parameters and develop statistics to 

describe the strength, spatial distribution, temporal variability, and relative importance of various 

causes of natural variability over the Belgian part of the North Sea. Since these variables affect the 

use of the seafloor, and in part define the benthic environment, they play an important role in 

influencing ecosystems and habitats. 

A case study is presented for the Buiten Ratel, a tidal sandbank located in the Belgian part of the 

North Sea, in water depths of -8 to -27 m MLLWS (mean lowest low water at spring tides). The Buiten 

Ratel is a linear sandbank, though towards the North, its main body evolves into a broad head. 

Current interaction in the transition zone between both main morphological entities created a ‘bottle 

neck’ and  kink feature: current velocities are enhanced in that zone, and grain-size is coarser than in 

its surrounding environment. Large to vary large dunes are present in the area. Figures 1 and 2 show 

an overview of the spatial variability of grain-size and dune asymmetries, together with variations in 

maximum current velocities and sand transport (Baeye, 2006). 
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Selected locations along the Buiten Ratel are extensively exploited for marine aggregates. FPS 

Economy, SME’s, Self-Employed and Energy, Marine Sand Fund monitored seabed evolution in three 

areas of exploitation (see Roche et al., this volume); whilst the Institute of Sea Fisheries (ILVO) 

carried out biological sampling along locations, spread over the sandbank’s morphological entities 

(see Debacker et al., this volume). In this contribution, natural variability in sediment transport has 

been evaluated for 9 locations.  

Figure 1: (A) Bathymetry and median grain-size. Arrows indicate the directions of the large to very large dunes in the 

area. Note the coarser grain-size in the bottle neck and kink area (Baeye 2006); (B) Maximum current velocity, based 

on the 750*750m hydrodynamic model. 

Figure 2: Sand transport magnitude and direction (750*750m) along the Buiten Ratel. Note the higher sand 

transport along the western part of the linear sandbank (Baeye 2006). 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Numerical modelling databases 

Results from long-term modelling have been used for the evaluation of hydrodynamics and sediment 

transport along the Buiten Ratel. A numerical wave database was used, set-up for the entire Belgian 

shelf (see Fernández et al., 2011, for a detailed description) and covering the period 1999-2010. 

Wave information is available every 3 hours, with a spatial resolution of the order of 1x1km2. Model 

results have been validated using buoy data from the Monitoring Network Flemish Banks (Flemish 

Hydrography, VLIZ Interface). The model used varying current and water levels that were obtained 

from the Coherens OPTOS BCZ model, a three-dimensional multi-purpose numerical model for 

coastal and shelf seas (Luyten, 2011). Output parameters related to the wave and current regime 

(mainly significant wave height, period, wave direction and mean current velocity, direction). Model 

output was further used for sediment transport calculations (bottom stresses, total load (Ackers-White 

formulae) (bedload and suspension load), and bed evolution) (see Van den Eynde, 2010, for a 

detailed description). Bathymetry data originated from the Flemish Hydrography (Maritime Services). 

For grain-size parameterization, the surficial sediment grid of Van Lancker et al. (2007) was used. 

Final model output was generated at a 0.5hr interval over the period 1999-2010; resolution 750m.  

Evaluation  

In this contribution, model results are presented for 9 locations along the Buiten Ratel. Positions have 

been chosen in the vicinity of the ILVO biological monitoring stations (see Debacker et al., this 

volume), in combination with the multibeam monitoring areas (MBES areas) (see Roche et al., this 

volume). It was aimed at evaluating differences along the linear part of the sandbank (west and east 

flank), and along the head of the Buiten Ratel. Modelling data were compiled into relational databases 

and further queried.  

All model results (currents, waves, bottom shear stresses, total load transport, bed evolution), and 

hydro-meteo conditions have been compiled into 1 database for each of the locations over the period 

1999-2010. However, model data are available along the entire Belgian part of the North Sea for this 

period, enabling ad hoc calculations at any location and over any chosen time period or event. The 

latter were chosen, based on wind characteristics, extracted for the Westhinder measuring pile 

(Hydro-meteo network ‘Flemish Banks’, Flemish Hydrography). 

To compare natural and anthropogenically-induced sediment dynamics, natural variability was studied 

within the periods that depths were measured, using multibeam technology. Dates were matched as 

close as possible, though periods with data gaps or erroneous data were filtered. Depth differences, 

derived from Black Box data, are also provided. See Roche et al. (this volume) for results on depth 

differences in the marine extraction areas, and their correlation with extraction intensities. 
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Figure 3: Buiten Ratel locations for sediment transport evaluation. Multibeam bathymetry from FPS Economy, SME’s, Self-

Employed and Energy, Marine Sand Fund. The black boxes indicate the monitoring areas (BRMA, BRMB, BRMC). 

 

ID Latitude Longitude Morphological Entity MSL 
(m) 

d50 
(µm) 

MBES area ILVO 
sample 

1 51.314850 2.562589 Head NW 19 276 BRMB BRN03 

2 51.250340 2.507864 Linear part W 15 247  BRZR08 

3 51.235363 2.530833 Linear part E_s 16 246  BRZR04 

4 51.272510 2.581962 Linear part E_m 16 264 BRMA BRC10 

5 51.301071 2.613918 Linear part E_n 17 291  BRC09 

6 51.313652 2.608725 Head kink_n 19 383 BRMC BRN10 

7 51.308060 2.594544 Head kink_s 24 409 BRMC BRN15 

8 51.292484 2.559593 Channel kink 25 290  BRN18 

9 51.342414 2.635288 Head N 22 279  BRNR01 

Table 1: Selected locations along the Buiten Ratel. Depth is recalculated from bathymetry data from the Flemish Hydrography; 

surficial sediments are derived from the sedisurf@sea database (Van Lancker et al., 2007). Note that depths range between 15 

and 25m Mean sea-level (msl). 
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Location Head NW Linear part 
W

Linear part 
E_s

Linear part 
E_m

Linear part 
E_n

Head 
kink_n

Head 
kink_s

Channel 
kink

Head N

Station 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Current (m/s) Tides alone

Max flood 0.82 0.93 0.76 0.8 0.82 0.98 0.97 0.88 0.79
Max ebb 0.78 0.56 0.89 0.94 0.91 0.85 0.8 0.82 0.83

Slack High Water 0.09 0 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.08 0.16
Slack Low Water 0.37 0.29 0.22 0.33 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.32 0.33

flood/ebb ratio 1.05 1.65 0.85 0.84 0.9 1.15 1.21 1.07 0.95
Eccentricity tidal ellipse 0.29 0.19 0.22 0.27 0.28 0.27 0.28 0.23 0.3

Residual current 0.09 0.17 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.1 0.1 0.05
Residual current dir 353 29 241 271 276 20 14 13 9

Seabed mobility tidal 
cycle

Time (%) (ST) 65 43 48 56 58 58 53 60 62
Sed.Tr. (kg/m/s) (ST) 0.12489 0.20093 0.03283 0.06262 0.03185 0.13169 0.11467 0.07316 0.02782

Sed.Tr. dir (°) (ST) 47 55 220 225 216 60 60 54 64
Bed evolution (m) (ST) 0.00785 -0.06792 0.01713 -0.01807 -0.00417 0.01066 -0.00173 -0.00574 -0.00017

Time (%) (NT) 27 21 18 22 22 25 19 24 22
Sed.Tr. (kg/m/s) (NT) 0.00563 0.00548 0.00452 0.01239 0.01017 0.00047 0.00516 0.00039 0.00442

Sed.Tr. dir (°) (NT) 37 48 225 228 226 19 43 11 224
Bed evolution (m) (NT) 0.00118 -0.10657 0.0239 -0.01239 -0.00141 0.00506 -0.00258 0.02244 0.00158

Long-term evolution
1999-2010 stable to erosion>> deposition erosion stable stable to stable stable to stable

deposition deposition deposition

RESULTS 

Evaluation of seabed mobility  

Tidal cycle variation 

Current velocities amount up to 1 m/s, with highest current velocities along the head of the Buiten 

Ratel. Within the same depth zone, velocities were lower along the linear part of the bank. However, 

shallower locations (such as location 2) witnessed higher velocities. Overall, the flood current was 

dominant, except for the eastern flank of the sandbank. Still, the ratio flood/ebb varied around 1, 

hence both forces are highly competitive. Tidal ellipses were semi-circular, with eccentricity values 

(axis of slack water current direction vs axis maximum current direction during flood/ebb) varies 

around 0.25. Higher up the bank, the ellipses would become more circular. Residual currents were 

northwards directed for the western part of the sandbank, as also along its head part. In the locations 

along the eastern flank, residual currents were SSW directed. Evaluating seabed mobility, results 

showed that the bed was mobile for 50 to 60% of the time under Spring conditions, whilst less than 

25% during Neap tide. Natural bed evolution varied according to location; most locations were stable 

(less than 1 cm difference), except for location 2 and 4 that showed erosion, respectively along the 

western and eastern flank of the linear part of the sandbank. Deposition was calculated along the kink 

or bottle neck part of the head (location 6). Similar tendencies were retained during neap tide, though 

along the bottle neck deposition is calculated. Table 1 provides a synthesis of seabed variability 

discussed in the previous section. 

Table 2: Seafloor mobility assessment for 9 locations along the Buiten Ratel sandbank. Current characteristics and tidal cycle 

variability under a Spring and Neap tidal cycle. 
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Campaigns Mean corrected 
depth

Mean corrected 
depth difference

Mean depth difference 
from BB

BRMA0723 2003-01-01 2007-10-08 -12.75 -0.13 -0.24
BRMB0816 2003-01-01 2008-07-02 -13.43 -0.01 -0.10
BRMC1005 2003-01-01 2010-02-25 -19.74 -19.99 -0.53
BRMA0816 2007-10-08 2008-07-01 -12.91 -0.16 -0.03
BRMA0820 2008-07-01 2008-09-08 -12.96 -0.05 0.00
BRMB0820 2008-07-02 2008-09-09 -13.52 -0.09 0.00
BRMA0830* 2008-09-08 2008-12-08 -12.91 0.05 -0.01
BRMB0830* 2008-09-09 2008-12-09 -13.43 0.09 0.00
BRMA0911 2008-12-08 2009-04-15 -12.85 0.06 -0.01
BRMB0911 2008-12-09 2009-04-15 -13.45 -0.02 0.00
BRMA0926 2009-04-15 2009-10-06 -12.96 -0.11 -0.02
BRMB0926 2009-04-15 2009-10-06 -13.50 -0.05 0.00
BRMA1005 2009-10-06 2010-02-23 -12.87 0.09 -0.01
BRMB1005 2009-10-06 2010-02-23 -13.45 0.05 0.00
BRMA1022 2010-02-23 2010-09-07 -13.07 -0.20 -0.04
BRMB1022 2010-02-23 2010-09-07 -13.50 -0.05 0.00
BRMC1015 2010-02-25 2010-05-26 -19.75 -0.01 -0.10
BRMC1022 2010-05-26 2010-09-06 -20.12 -0.37 -0.10
BRMA1030 2010-09-07 2010-11-25 -12.97 0.10 -0.01
BRMB1030 2010-09-07 2010-11-24 -13.41 0.09 0.00
BRMC1030 2010-09-06 2010-11-24 -20.00 0.12 -0.07

Inter campaign period

Campaigns Wind 
velocity

Wind 
direction

Hs Residual 
current 
velocity

Residual 
current 

direction

Total load Total load 
direction

Trend bed 
evolution

BRMA0723 2007-08-01 2007-10-08 7.54 SSW 0.68 0.05 SSW 6.723 SW erosion
BRMB0816 2008-04-01 2008-07-02 7.34 SSE 0.67 0.01 NE 3.048 NE erosion
BRMC1005 2009-10-07 2010-02-25 9.54 S 1.10 0.02 NNW 4.512 ENE erosion
BRMA0816 2008-04-01 2008-07-02 7.34 SSE 0.65 0.02 ENE 0.234 E deposition
BRMA0820 2008-07-02 2008-09-08 8.69 SSW 0.75 0.02 ENE 0.296 SSW deposition
BRMB0820 2008-07-02 2008-09-09 8.69 SSW 0.79 0.01 NE 2.756 NE stable
BRMA0830* 2008-10-01 2008-12-08 9.12 SSW 0.95 0.02 ENE 0.436 SSW deposition
BRMB0830* 2008-10-01 2008-12-09 9.12 SSW 1.00 0.01 NE 2.350 NE deposition
BRMA0911 2008-12-12 2009-04-15 8.06 SSW 0.76 0.09 SSW 2.576 SW deposition
BRMB0911 2008-12-12 2009-04-15 8.06 SSW 0.79 0.05 WSW 4.062 NE erosion
BRMA0926 2009-09-02 2009-10-06 8.42 S 0.92 0.04 WSW 0.977 SW erosion
BRMB0926 2009-09-02 2009-10-06 8.42 S 0.97 0.04 NNW 0.887 NE deposition
BRMA1005 2009-10-07 2010-02-23 9.54 S 1.03 0.04 WSW 3.492 SW erosion
BRMB1005 2009-10-07 2010-02-23 9.54 S 1.09 0.04 NNW 8.513 NE deposition
BRMA1022 2010-05-27 2010-09-07 7.16 SSW 0.87 0.04 WSW 0.934 SSW erosion
BRMB1022 2010-05-27 2010-09-07 7.16 SSW 0.92 0.04 NNW 21.054 NE erosion
BRMC1015 2010-02-25 2010-05-26 7.61 SE 0.94 0.02 NNW 3.656 ENE erosion
BRMC1022 2010-05-27 2010-09-06 7.16 SSW 0.92 0.02 NNW 6.208 ENE erosion
BRMA1030 2010-09-09 2010-11-25 9.37 SSW 1.15 0.04 WSW 3.943 SW erosion
BRMB1030 2010-09-09 2010-11-24 9.37 SSW 1.22 0.04 NNW 5.297 NNE deposition
BRMC1030 2010-09-09 2010-11-24 9.37 SSW 1.23 0.02 NNW 2.789 ENE deposition

Italic: major deviation from inter campaign period, due to data gaps or erroneous values

HM extracted

Medium-term natural variability – comparison with seabed monitoring 

Table 3 provides the results of the measurement campaigns, as reported in detail in Roche et al. (this 

volume), together with the extracted hydro-meteorological and sediment transport modelling results 

for the respective periods. From averaged conditions, no obvious quantitative correlations could be 

found between the natural variation and the variation imposed by the extraction. More in-depth 

analyses are underway.  

 

Table 3. Natural seabed evolution in-between multibeam measurement campaigns. A. Period between successive 

multibeam campaigns with variation in mean depth and depth difference. Mean depth differences derived from Black Box 

(BB) data are also provided (see Roche et al., this volume). B. Hydro-meteo (HM) extracted, matching as close as possible 

the inter campaign periods. Velocities are given in m/s; Hs (m) is significant wave height, both are averaged conditions. For 

total load sediment transport (kg/m/s) and bed evolution, the sum of the values was taken. Bed evolution is here represented 

as a trend. 
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Figure 4: Combined plot of the evolution of derived depth differences (black line) from multibeam and black box data (dashed 

red line) (left axis) and bed evolution (m) from modelling results (right axis) (Data from Roche et al., this volume). Although the 

variations differ in an order of magnitude, most measured seabed erosion tends to correspond with periods of elevated 

negative bed evolution, due to hydro-meteorological forcing. Area BRMA, modelling results at location 4; east flank of the linear 

part of the sandbank. The negative bed evolution around 09/10 is shown in detail in the following figure. 

Long-term seabed evolution 

Seabed mobility or bed evolution on the long-term (1999-2010; 2003-2010; 2006-2010) showed 

similar tendencies as the evolution under a tidal cycle: (1) stable for most locations; (2) erosion along 

the linear part of the bank, west and east; and (3) deposition along the kink or bottle neck part and 

locally along the head of the bank. Figure 5 shows the bed evolution pattern for the monitoring areas. 
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Figure 5. Modelled decadal bed evolution along 4 locations: green: location 1, along the NW flank of the Buiten Ratel Head, 

tendency to long-term deposition (BRMB); red: location 4, along the eastern flank of the linear part of the sandbank (BRMA), 

mostly erosive; cyan: location 6, in the kink part of the head (north) (BRMC) with a tendency to deposition; and blue: location 7, 

also in the kink part of the head (south) (BRMC) showing a rather stable trend. 
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Figure 6: Location 4 within the BRMA monitoring area. Hydro-meteorological and modelled sediment transport 

parameters for the period May – September 2010. This period corresponds to the most negative measured seabed 

response, as show in Figure 6. Note a fairly consistent wind direction from the SW; significant wave heights more 

than 3m and highest during Spring tide conditions. Bed shear stresses reached nearly 2 Pa, resulting in significant 

sediment transport and subsequently negative seabed responses. Dashed lines indicate successive Spring-Neap 

cycles. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Some results are shown from a study on the long-term evaluation of natural variability along the 

Belgian part of the North Sea. Together with data from human activities, and monitoring results of 

seabed changes, it becomes possible to assess natural versus anthropogenically-induced sediment 

dynamics. Spatial and temporal variability of natural processes are important to further assess the 

recovery potential after human activities have ceased. Future perspectives include integration of 

numerical models in geographic databases. Examples in literature (e.g. Painho et al. 2002) show how 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are able to organize and interface information from a large 

range of public and private data sources, and combine this information into comprehensible system 

knowledge in function of management decisions. 
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ABSTRACT 

Met deze presentatie wensen we een korte inleiding te geven over de EU-Habitatrichtlijn (92/43/EEG) 

en de EU-Vogelrichtlijn (2009/147/EG), de stand van zaken over de omzetting van deze richtlijnen in 

het Belgische deel van de Noordzee (BNZ) en de gevolgen van deze hoekstenen van het Europese 

biodiversiteitsbeleid voor de economische sectoren en administraties die actief zijn in de zand- en 

grindwinning op zee. Natura 2000 gebieden zijn natuurbeschermingsgebieden van Europees belang 

waarin en waarrond menselijke activiteiten mogelijk zijn, zolang deze het behouden of herstellen van 

de instandhoudingsdoelstelling niet onmogelijk maken. Daarom voorziet de EU-Habitatrichtlijn in een 

“passende beoordeling” om het effect van plannen en programma’s op de Natura 2000 gebieden te 

beoordelen.  

 

DOEL VAN DE BEIDE RICHTLIJNEN 

De EU-Vogelrichtlijn (2009/147/EG) en de EU-Habitatrichtlijn (92/43/EEG) vormen de hoekstenen van 

het Europese natuurbeschermingsbeleid. Beide richtlijnen gaan over een aantal bedreigde soorten en 

habitats die moeten beschermd worden in een “gunstige staat van instandhouding”. Daartoe moeten 

de lidstaten voor een aantal soorten en habitats uit de bijlagen speciale beschermingszones (Habitat- 

of Vogelrichtlijngebieden) selecteren, deze bij de Europese Commissie aanmelden, vervolgens 

aanwijzen met duidelijk omschreven instandhoudingsdoelen en tenslotte deze beschermde gebieden 

beheren, waar nodig herstellen en monitoren.  

 

DE UITVOERING VAN BEIDE RICHTLIJNEN IN HET BELGISCHE DEEL VAN DE NOORDZEE 

België heeft in 2005, door middel van het Koninklijk Besluit van 15 oktober twee 

Habitatrichtlijngebieden en drie Vogelrichtlijngebieden aangewezen.   
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Het Habitatrichtlijngebied ‘Trapegeer-Stroombank” en het Habitatrichtlijngebied ”Vlakte van de Raan”. 

Beide gebieden werden aangewezen voor het habitattype “1110 Permanent met zeewater van 

geringe diepte overstroomde zandbanken” en voor de ‘Gewone Zeehond. Echter, in 2008 werd de 

aanwijzing van de Vlakte van de Raan als Habitatrichtlijn door de Raad van State vernietigd.  

De drie Vogelrichtlijngebieden SBZ1, SBZ2, en SBZ3 (Speciale Beschermingszones) werden 

ingesteld voor de bescherming van de Grote Stern, de Fuut, de Visdief en de Dwergmeeuw.  

Deze Habitat- en Vogelrichtlijngebieden maken samen deel uit van het Europese netwerk van 

beschermde gebieden, het Natura 2000 Netwerk. 

In 2009 werden voor deze gebieden beleidsplannen opgesteld en door de bevoegde Staatssecretaris 

(Etienne Schouppe) goedgekeurd. Deze beleidsplannen bevatten een aantal actiepunten waarvoor 

de volgende belangrijk zijn in de context van deze studiedag: 

• De selectie van een bijkomend Habitatrichtlijngebied in de EEZ (Exclusief Economische 

Zone) 

• Het bepalen van de “instandhoudingsdoelstellingen” 

• De aanwijzing van het nieuwe Habitatrichtlijngebied door middel van een (te herzien) 

Koninklijk Besluit. 

De selectie van een bijkomend Habitatrichtlijngebied was een verplichting van de Europese 

Commissie gezien de richtlijn ook van toepassing is in de EEZ. Daarom gaf de dienst Marien Milieu in 

2008 de opdracht aan de BMM om, in samenwerking met het ILVO, INBO en de UGent (1) na te gaan 

voor welke soorten en habitats beschermde gebieden moeten aangemeld worden en (2) om conform 

de criteria (vastgelegd in bijlage III van de EU-Habitatrichtlijn) een of meerdere gebieden als 

“potentiële Habitatrichtlijngebieden” voor te stellen. 

De studie (Degraer et al., 2009) wees uit dat voor de volgende habitats en soorten 

Habitatrichtlijngebieden moeten ingesteld worden:  

• de habitattypes 1110 “Permanent met zeewater van geringe diepte overstroomde 

zandbanken” en 1170 “Riffen”  

• de Gewone Zeehond (Phoca vitulina) en de Fint (Alosa fallax).  

Er werd in deze studie één potentieel Habitatrichtlijngebied voorgesteld, dat na een publieksbevraging 

en aanpassing van de perimeter, door de België bij de Europese Commissie als “Gebied van 

Communautair Belang” werd aangemeld (“notificatie”).  
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DE BEPALING VAN DE INSTANDHOUDINGSDOELSTELLINGEN 

Voor de soorten en habitattypes waarvoor Natura 2000 gebieden zijn aangemeld, moeten 

“instandhoudingsdoelstellingen” bepaald worden. De Habitatrichtlijn geeft een bepaling van “staat van 

instandhouding” voor habitats en voor soorten (art 1).  

Voor een natuurlijke habitat: de som van de invloeden die op de betrokken natuurlijke habitat en de 

daar voorkomende typische soorten inwerken en op lange termijn een verandering kunnen 

bewerkstelligen in de natuurlijke verspreiding, de structuur en de functies van die habitat, of die van 

invloed kunnen zijn op het voortbestaan op lange termijn van de betrokken typische soorten in het 

grondgebied. De „staat van instandhouding” van een natuurlijke habitat wordt als „gunstig” 

beschouwd wanneer: 

• het natuurlijke verspreidingsgebied van de habitat en de oppervlakte van die habitat binnen 

dat gebied stabiel zijn of toenemen, en 

• de voor behoud op lange termijn nodige specifieke structuur en functies bestaan en in de 

afzienbare toekomst vermoedelijk zullen blijven bestaan, en  

• de staat van instandhouding van de voor die habitat typische soorten gunstig is. 

Voor een soort: het effect van de som van de invloeden die op de betrokken soort inwerken en op 

lange termijn een verandering kunnen bewerkstelligen in de verspreiding en de grootte van de 

populaties van die soort op het in artikel 2 bedoelde grondgebied.  De „staat van instandhouding” 

wordt als „gunstig” beschouwd wanneer: 

• uit populatiedynamische gegevens blijkt dat de betrokken soort nog steeds een levensvatbare 

component is van de natuurlijke habitat waarin hij voorkomt, en dat vermoedelijk op lange 

termijn zal blijven, en 

• het natuurlijke verspreidingsgebied van die soort niet kleiner wordt of binnen afzienbare tijd 

lijkt te zullen worden, en 

• er een voldoende grote habitat bestaat en waarschijnlijk zal blijven bestaan om de populaties 

van die soort op lange termijn in stand te houden. 

Om deze staat van instandhouding voor de soorten en habitats te bepalen, werd door de BMM (in 

samenwerking met ILVO en INBO) een wetenschappelijk rapport opgesteld over de 

instandhoudingsdoelstellingen. Deze doelstellingen moeten nog operationeel vertaald worden om 

vervolgens een beheer te kunnen voeren dat gericht is op het behoud of herstel van de soorten en 

habitats in de “gunstige staat van instandhouding”. 
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DE AANWIJZING VAN HET NIEUWE HABITATRICHTLIJNGEBIED 

De dienst Marien Milieu bereidt een KB voor om het nieuwe Habitatrichtlijngebied conform Belgische 

wetgeving te beschermen. Dit nieuwe gebied, met de naam “Vlaamse Banken”, omvat het bestaande 

Habitatrichtlijngebied ‘Trapegeer-Stroombank” én het uitbreidingsgebied. Dit nieuwe KB zal dus de 

KBs van 14 oktober 2005 over de aanwijzing van de Speciale Beschermingszones en het KB van 14 

oktober 2005 over de beleidsplannen en gebruikersovereenkomsten en mogelijk de wet Marien Milieu 

van 20 januari 1999 wijzigen. Het is de bedoeling om een goed juridisch kader te creëren om o.a. 

artikel 6 van de Habitatrichtlijn in om te zetten.  

 

ARTIKEL 6 VAN DE HABITATRICHTLIJN 

Artikel 6 van de Habitatrichtlijn is een bijzonder belangrijk artikel omdat het een juridisch kader schept 

voor het maatregelenbeleid. Dit artikel kan onderverdeeld worden in twee grote delen:  

Art.6 §1 en §2 gaan over het “pro-actieve beleid” om de gebieden te beheren.  

• Art.6 §1 verplicht de lidstaten om de nodige instandhoudingsmaatregelen te nemen voor de 

speciale beschermingszones; deze behelzen zonodig “passende specifieke of van ruimtelijke-

ordeningsplannen deeluitmakende beheersplannen en passende wettelijke, 

bestuursrechtelijke of op een overeenkomst berustende maatregelen, die beantwoorden aan 

de ecologische vereisten van de typen natuurlijke habitats van bijlage I en de soorten van 

bijlage II die in die gebieden voorkomen.” 

• Art.6 §2 verplicht de lidstaten om in Natura 2000 gebieden “ervoor te zorgen dat de kwaliteit 

van de habitats en de habitats van soorten in de speciale beschermingszones niet 

verslechtert en er geen storende factoren optreden voor de soorten waarvoor de zones zijn 

aangewezen voor zover die factoren een significant effect zouden hebben”. 

Art.6 §3 en §4 gaan over plannen en projecten die niet direct verband houden met het beheer van het 

gebied, maar wel over de mogelijke impact van andere menselijke activiteiten op soorten en habitats 

waarvoor Natura 2000 gebieden zijn ingesteld. Art.6 §3 en §4 zijn zeer belangrijke onderdelen van de 

EU-Habitatrichtlijn. Ze scheppen nl. het kader hoe men met plannen en projecten moeten omgaan, 

zowel binnen als buiten een Natura 2000 gebied.  

• Art.6 §3. “Voor elk plan of project dat niet direct verband houdt met of nodig is voor het 

beheer van het gebied, maar afzonderlijk of in combinatie met andere plannen of projecten 

significante gevolgen kan hebben voor zo'n gebied, wordt een passende beoordeling 

gemaakt van de gevolgen voor het gebied, rekening houdend met de 

instandhoudingsdoelstellingen van dat gebied. Gelet op de conclusies van de beoordeling 

van de gevolgen voor het gebied en onder voorbehoud van het bepaalde in § 4, geven de 
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bevoegde nationale instanties slechts toestemming voor dat plan of project nadat zij de 

zekerheid hebben verkregen dat het de natuurlijke kenmerken van het betrokken gebied niet 

zal aantasten en nadat zij in voorkomend geval inspraakmogelijkheden hebben geboden”. 

• Art.6 §4. “Indien een plan of project, ondanks negatieve conclusies van de beoordeling van 

de gevolgen voor het gebied, bij ontstentenis van alternatieve oplossingen, om dwingende 

redenen van groot openbaar belang, met inbegrip van redenen van sociale of economische 

aard, toch moet worden gerealiseerd, neemt de Lidstaat alle nodige compenserende 

maatregelen om te waarborgen dat de gehele samenhang van Natura 2000 bewaard blijft. De 

Lidstaat stelt de Commissie op de hoogte van de genomen compenserende maatregelen. 

Wanneer het betrokken gebied een gebied met een prioritair type natuurlijke habitat en/of een 

prioritaire soort is, kunnen alleen argumenten die verband houden met de menselijke 

gezondheid, de openbare veiligheid of met voor het milieu wezenlijke gunstige effecten dan 

wel, na advies van de Commissie, andere dwingende redenen van groot openbaar belang 

worden aangevoerd” 

Figuur 1 geeft een flowchart weer van de verschillende stappen van de passende beoordeling zoals 

in art.6 $2 en $4 verwoord. 

Naast de Habitatrichtlijn (art. 6) over de “passende beoordeling”, zijn er nog twee belangrijke EU-

milieurichtlijnen die een kader voor de milieuvergunningen scheppen:  

• Richtlijn 2001/42/EC mbt tot de strategische milieubeoordeling (Plan-MER of SEA-Directive) 

• Richtlijn 85/337/EEC mbt tot de milieueffectenbeoordeling (EIA-Directive) 

Hoewel er overeenkomsten zijn tussen “passende beoordeling”, “Plan-MER” en “MER”, kan een plan-

MER of MER niet als alternatief voor de “passende beoordeling” gebruikt worden. De procedures voor 

plan-MER, MER of “passende beoordeling” kunnen simultaan verlopen, maar in ieder geval moet de 

“passende beoordeling” duidelijk onderscheidbaar en identificeerbaar zijn. 

Andere zeer belangrijke verschillen tussen plan-MERs en MERs enerzijds en “passende beoordeling” 

anderzijds zijn:  

• de “passende beoordeling” gaat specifiek over de soorten en habitattypes waarvoor de 

Natura 2000 gebieden aangemeld zijn; (2)  

• de “passende beoordeling” werkt met een verplichte milieustandaard “de Natura 2000 

instandhoudingsdoelstelling van het betreffende gebied”  

• Het resultaat van een passende beoordeling is “bindend”. 
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PASSENDE BEOORDELING MBT GRONDSTOFWINNING 

Om de lidstaten te helpen, heeft de Europese Commissie (DG Leefmilieu) uitvoerig over de passende 

beoordeling gecommuniceerd (Europese Commissie 2000) en recent een aantal documenten 

opgesteld om de stakeholders te informeren. Eén van deze documenten gaat specifiek over de 

grondstofwinning (“non-energy extractive activities”), (European Commission 2010). De meest 

relevante elementen voor deze workshop zijn: 

Beschrijving van de mogelijke effecten: verlies en degradatie van de habitat, verstoring van soorten 

en verplaatsing van soorten, verandering van de waterkwaliteit met effect op soorten/habitats, 

geluidsoverlast, verstoring tgv transport, cumulatieve effecten, … 

Beschrijving van de elementen waarmee rekening gehouden moet worden: aard, grootte, duur, 

intensiteit, periode, … 

Algemene suggestie om pro-actief de activiteiten te plannen, vb ruimtelijke planning.… 

De “passende beoordeling” (art.6 $3 en $4) bestaat uit drie delen 

• De “screening”: een passende beoordeling is nodig voor alle plannen en projecten (PP) die 

niet rechtstreeks met het beheer van het Natura 2000 gebied te maken hebben maar die wel 

een mogelijk significante gevolgen hebben in het licht van de instandhoudingsdoelstellingen 

van een Natura 2000 gebied.  Een passende beoordeling nodig ongeacht of de PP betrekking 

hebben op activiteiten die binnen of buiten Natura 2000 gebieden zullen plaatsvinden; in dit 

geval is een passende beoordeling ook nodig voor nieuwe vergunningen of vernieuwing van 

bestaande vergunningen; over PP die; 

• De echte “passende beoordeling”: tijdens deze fase evalueert de implicaties van de PP op de 

instandhoudingsdoelstellingen.  Heeft het PP een negatief effect op het Natura 2000 gebied? 

Zo ja, zijn er alternatieve mogelijkheden? Zo ja, dan moet ofwel een nieuw PP opgesteld 

worden en opnieuw onderzocht worden wat de impact op het gebied is; ofwel moet het PP 

aangepast worden met mitigerende maatregelen. Indien er geen alternatieven van de PP zijn, 

onderzoek de derogatiemogelijkheden (volgend punt). 

• Derogaties: indien er geen alternatieve PP kunnen voorgesteld worden, moet eerst de vraag 

gesteld worden of het Natura 2000 gebied prioritaire soorten of habitats heeft1. Indien dit niet 

het geval is, kan het PP enkel goedgekeurd worden indien er “dwingende redenen zijn van 

groot openbaar belang, met inbegrip van redenen van sociale of economische aard”. Echter, 

nadat er gepaste compenserende maatregelen werden genomen én de Europese Commissie 

hierover werd geïnformeerd.  

                                                 
1 In het Belgische deel van de Noordzee zijn er geen prioritaire soorten of habitats waarvoor Natura 
2000 gebieden aangemeld zijn. 
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De dienst Marien Milieu bereidt op dit ogenblik een brochure voor om alle stakeholders met 

activiteiten op zee en aan de kust te informeren over hoe deze “passende beoordeling” moet 

toegepast worden.  Ook werkt de dienst Marien Milieu aan een passend juridisch instrument, inclusief 

procedure om de passende beoordeling conform de EU-Habitatrichtlijn te kunnen uitvoeren. 
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redenen van groot openbaar 

belang, na overleg met de 
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Flow chart voor de “passende beoordeling” van de effecten van plannen en  

projecten (PP) op soorten of habitats in Natura2000 gebieden (artikel 6§4) 
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EUROPEAN MARINE STRATEGY – SPACE FOR SAND EXTRACTION 
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ABSTRACT 

De Europese Kaderrichtlijn mariene strategie is één van de belangrijke wetgevende instrumenten die 

in de komende decennia het beleid van het Europees marien milieu zal uitstippelen. Deze 

kaderrichtlijn verplicht elke Europese lidstaat tot het vaststellen van een mariene strategie die gericht 

is op bescherming, behoud en herstel van het mariene milieu. Het doel is om tegen 2020 een goede 

milieutoestand van de Noordzee te behouden of te bereiken, waarbij tevens een duurzaam gebruik 

van de mariene wateren wordt gegarandeerd. Door milieu-descriptoren concreet te koppelen aan 

volksgezondheid, recreatie en economische groei, kunnen belangrijke stappen worden gezet om de 

negatieve effecten van het menselijk gebruik van de zee te minimaliseren. De Kaderrichtlijn mariene 

strategie draagt aldus bij tot de samenhang van de verschillende beleidsterreinen, overeenkomsten 

en wetgevende maatregelen die van invloed zijn op het mariene milieu, en streeft ernaar de integratie 

van de milieudimensie daarin te waarborgen. 

La directive-cadre européenne "Stratégie pour le milieu marin" est l'un des principaux outils législatifs 

qui, au cours des décennies à venir, permettront de définir la politique à mener dans le domaine du 

milieu marin européen. Cette directive-cadre oblige chaque Etat membre de l'Union européenne à 

élaborer une stratégie marine axée sur la protection, la conservation et la restauration du milieu 

marin. L'objectif est de maintenir ou d'atteindre un bon état écologique de la Mer du Nord d'ici 2020, 

tout en garantissant l'utilisation durable des eaux marines. L'association concrète de descripteurs 

environnementaux à la santé publique, aux loisirs et à la croissance économique permettra à cet 

égard de franchir des étapes importantes en vue de minimiser les impacts négatifs de l’utilisation 

humaine de la mer. La directive-cadre "Stratégie pour le milieu marin" contribue ainsi à la cohérence 

des différents terrains d'action politique, accords et mesures législatives qui ont une influence sur le 

milieu marin et vise à y garantir l'intégration de la dimension environnementale.  
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INTRODUCTION TO THE EUROPEAN MARINE STRATEGY FRAMEWORK DIRECTIVE 

(2008/56/EG) 

The European seas are crucial for mankind and nature. They produce oxygen, contribute to the 

climate regulation and constitute a key habitat for animals and plants. Therefore, among other 

reasons, they are of a major economic and societal importance.  However these seas are threatened 

in various manners by human activity: biodiversity suffers loss or damage, ecological structures are 

affected due to overfishing among other causes, important habitats are lost, and this important 

environment is affected by pollution, eutrophication and climate change.  

Even though existing measures already intended to limit and reduce the threat and pressure on the 

marine environment, they originated from a sectoral approach resulting in a range of policy measures, 

regulations, programmes and action plans for the protection of the marine environment on the 

national, regional, EU and international level. By introducing the Marine Strategy Framework Directive 

(MSFD) on December 11th, 2007, a European policy framework was created in order to offer the 

required high protection level for the marine environment. As from July 15th, 2008 the MSFD has 

actually taken effect. The directive outlines a framework through which the EU Member states can 

establish or maintain a good status of the marine environment by 2020. A good environmental status 

of the waters also includes an optimal situation as far as the biological diversity, the presence of non 

indigenous species, the health situation of the fish populations, the food chains, eutrophication, 

changes in the hydrographical conditions and the concentration of pollutions, the amount of litter and 

the level of sound pollution are concerned.  In order to reach this status, marine strategies are 

developed and implemented. The MSFD constitutes the environmental component of the green pillar 

of the future Common Maritime Strategy, aiming at the further development of the economic potential 

in the oceans.  

In Belgium, the Marine Environment Service of the Federal Public Service for Public Health, Food 

Chain Safety and Environment is responsible for supporting the national implementation of the MSFD. 

The global implementation schedule as proposed in the framework directive, features a development 

in two major phases; a preparatory phase up to May 2015, and an executive phase as from 2016. For 

2012, the initial assessment of the current environmental status and the environmental impact of 

human activities is scheduled, as well as the description of a good environmental status.  

Furthermore, a number of environmental objectives and related indicators have to be established.  In 

2014, a monitoring programme will be established and implemented. Finally, in the 2015-2016 span of 

time, the programme of measures takes effect. However, in order to achieve a successful national 

implementation, the Marine Environment Service needs a detailed step-by-step plan that has been 

agreed upon in the International Environmental Policy Coordination Committee.  

An analysis of the outset situation, both on a national and on an international level, will constitute the 

basis for this step-by-step plan. Taking the existing national and international legislation as well as 

existing structures and engagements into account, a number of deliverables (designation of the 
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competent authority, policy coordination) will be developed.  This will happen in true consideration of 

the judicial as well as and the scientific and administrative context. 

 

MAIN OUTLINES 

In order to set about the MSFD implementation in a logical way, a profound analysis of its scope is 

essential. The starting point is that the MSFD has a double functionality: protecting and restoring the 

European seas, and guaranteeing the sustainability of economic activities with respect to the marine 

environment, as from now until 2021. 

First of all, European Marine Regions were established in order to provide a cooperation framework 

for member states. Subsequently each member state has to determine its own marine strategy in 

relation to the marine region to which its territory belongs. This includes a description of the current 

status of the marine environment for the marine region concerned, with an analysis of the most 

important impacts and pressure factors, specifically the ones due to human activity influencing the 

properties of the waters, and an economic and social analysis of the use of these waters and an 

analysis of the cost of the marine environmental degradation.  Subsequently a set of criteria has to be 

established for each region, describing a good environmental status. On the basis of the assessment 

of the waters, the states determine objectives and indicators in order to achieve this good 

environmental status.  

Monitoring programmes continuously assess the achievement of the objectives and of the good 

environmental status. Afterwards operational programmes of measures have to be developed and 

implemented in order to achieve the objective of a good environmental status.  Progress reports on 

this process are to be submitted to the EC.  

The detailed analysis of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive results in a listing of its most 

important executive instruments. The whole process has to be gone through in consecutive cycles of 

6 years.  

The six MSFD key requirements are listed below: 

(1) Delimitation of marine regions and sub-regions and designation of competent authority/authorities 

(art. 4 & 7 EMS) in 2010; 

(2) Initial assessment of the current environmental status and of the environmental impact of human 

activities (art. 8 EMS) in 2012; 

(3) Description of the good environmental status (art. 9 EMS) in 2012; 

(4) Definition of a range of environmental objectives and related indicators (art. 10 EMS) in 2012; 
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(5) Definition and implementation of a monitoring programme for continuous assessment and 

periodical updating of the objectives (art. 11 EMS) in 2014; 

(6) Development of a programme of measures in order to achieve or maintain a good environmental 

status (art. 13 et seq EMS) in 2015-2016. 

 

THE RELATION BETWEEN EMS AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS ON AN INTERNATIONAL, EUROPEAN 

AND NATIONAL LEVEL 

As said above the Marine Strategy Framework Directive has to be considered in a larger regulating 

context, on an international, European and national level.  

In developing a marine strategy, the cooperation and coherence between the European Commission 

and the regional sea conventions within Europe (among which OSPAR and HELCOM) will be the 

object of particular attention. In the European Commission's view, the individual achievements of both 

OSPAR and HELCOM are still insufficient to reach an equal protection regime for all European 

waters. This needs to be considered within the setting of a number of issues that have witnessed 

substantial expansion, such as climate change, fish population problems, eutrophication and the 

intensification of maritime transports. An overall and integrating strategy is useful and also applicable 

outside the OSPAR region, like in the Baltic, the Black and the Mediterranean Seas. The MSFD 

requires that the assessment of the good environmental status of the marine environment be 

evaluated on the sub-regional level, OSPAR-regions being proposed as the standard for the 

subdivision of the EMS sub-regions.  

OSPAR already has 15 years of experience developing a conceptual framework for ecological 

indicators and objectives, and applying this framework in the North Sea as a testing area. The  

‘Ecological Quality Objectives’  (EcoQOs) that were developed within OSPAR have been defined as 

'An overall expression of the structure and function of the marine ecosystem taking into account the 

biological community and natural physiographic, geographic and climatic factors as well as physical 

and chemical conditions including those resulting from human activities.' The current set of EcoQOs 

however, is insufficient to achieve a fully integrated status assessment of the marine environment. 

The MSFD needs a more extensive set of operational indicators and objectives in order to meet all the 

‘Good Environmental Status’ descriptors by 2012. These descriptors include some new topics as 

underwater noise and non-indigenous species.  The active involvement of marine research institutes 

and ICES is necessary to develop coherent and scientifically founded sets of indicators. Existing 

frameworks, such as OSPAR's EcoQOs, HELCOM and other regional sea conventions will be 

integrated and adapted whenever possible during the implementation of the EMS. Using the concepts 

and the operational knowledge acquired within these networks will result in a considerable gain of 

time in developing the Marine Strategy. 
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INITIATING THE IMPLEMENTATION ON A FEDERAL LEVEL 

In order to achieve a thorough and adequate transposition of the MSFD in the national legislation, a 

temporary working group was established with jurists from the federal and regional authorities 

concerned. They tried to conciliate the respect for each others' competences with the need of an 

integrated Belgian implementation of the MSFD according to the timeline, sometimes leading to 

overlapping or exclusive competences having an impact on the competences of other services or 

authorities.  

The Belgian transposition of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive took effect in the Royal Decree 

of 23/06/2010 concerning the marine strategy for the Belgian sea grounds. It mentions the following 

key points:  

• The marine environment protection law remains unchanged but constitutes the legal basis for 

the royal decree (notably Art. 6 of this law); 

• The minister/secretary of state in charge of the marine environment is the 'political' 

coordinator for this exercise, the DG Environment of the FPS for Public Health, Food Chain 

Security and Environment is responsible for the coordination on the administrative level; the 

minister/secretary of state coordinates when the action to be taken has a political dimension, 

DG Environment coordinates all other eventualities;  

• The Management Unity for the Mathematical Model of the North Sea is in charge of designing 

and implementing the monitoring programme, the Service for the Continental Shelf of the 

Federal Public Service Economy is responsible for the implementation of this programme as 

far as sand and gravel exploitation is concerned;  

• The other competent federal ministers / services concur in this procedure;  

• The structure of the International Environmental Policy Coordination Committee will be used 

to provide for the coordinated implementation of this directive on a national level between the 

federal authority and the regions (in compliance with the cooperation agreement of April 5, 

1995); 

• A public consultation is organized for each phase of the marine strategy;  

• The directive is transposed in a rigorous way.  
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ROLE OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT SERVICE REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 

MSFD 

The actual obligation, responsibility and authority to carry out European directives like the Water 

Framework directive and the Marine Strategy Framework Directive, belong to the field of the federal 

state and the three regions, but of course this does not exclude cooperation between these separate 

authorities in their implementation.  In view of their outward consistency, notably in their reports to the 

European Commission it is even recommended that the federal authority, the Flemish and Walloon 

Region and the Brussels Capital Region would cooperate and consult one another. This consultation 

takes place in the International Environmental Policy Coordination Com mittee , providing 

structural consultation on the Belgian level between all authorities involved in the European (and 

international) environmental policy.  

As soon as the Framework Directive MSFD 2008/56/EC was published, the necessary organizational 

arrangements were made on the European level in order to implement this directive according to the 

given timelines.  Similar to the Water Framework Directive 2000/60/EC this process will take time and 

the promotion of coordination between Member states and the European Commission will be of 

crucial importance in order to guarantee the necessary consistency between the different seas of the 

European continent.  
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ABSTRACT 

De Europese regelgeving met daaraan gekoppelde mariene monitoringsverplichtingen zijn met de tijd 

toenemend complex geworden. Er wordt aangedrongen op een meer functionele en op een 

ecosysteem-gebaseerde benadering voor de opvolging van de status van het mariene milieu. Dit kan 

niet worden bereikt door een eenvoudige integratie van de huidige monitoringsactiviteiten. Nieuwe 

benaderingen bieden zich aan waaronder adaptieve monitoring en een op risico-gebaseerde 

monitoring; beide tevens in het perspectief om monitoring beheersbaar te houden, alsook tijd- en 

kostenefficiënt. 

European legislation for marine monitoring has become increasingly complex. Overall, there is a 

demand to move towards a functional and ecosystem-based approach to management. This cannot 

be achieved by merely integrating present-day monitoring activities. New approaches are needed of 

which adaptive and risk-based monitoring are promising concepts, in the view of keeping monitoring 

manageable, and time-and cost-efficient. 

 

EU DIRECTIVES AND MONITORING  

European Directives and international agreements require the monitoring of a range of marine biotic 

and abiotic parameters.  Knowledge is needed on the condition of ecosystems and how they change. 

This knowledge is gathered by long-term systematic monitoring of species and habitats.  

A good marine monitoring programme can quickly and reliably detect negative trends in the marine 

environment and trigger appropriate action. Monitoring data can often be used to show how specific 

human activities have specific impacts on the marine environment.  

Monitoring is required under Articles 11 and 17 of the Habitats Directive (Directive 92/42/EEC) and 

Articles 10 and 12 of the Birds Directive (Directive 79/409/EEC). There are also detailed requirements 
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for coastal and transitional waters under Articles 5, 8 and 15 of the Water Framework Directive (WFD, 

Directive 2000/60/EC). The reporting obligations under the Habitats Directive, in particular, call for 

comprehensive monitoring of the species and habitat types listed in the Directive’s Annexes.  

The OSPAR Convention for the North-East Atlantic also requires close monitoring of specific 

endangered and declining species, together with a set of ecological quality objectives (EcoQOs). 

Further requirements for marine biological monitoring are laid down by the Agreement on the 

Conservation of Small Cetaceans of the Baltic and North Seas (ASCOBANS). 

The Marine Strategy Framework Directive  (MSFD, Directive 2008/56/EC), adopted in June 2008 

and implemented in the Belgian legislation in June 2010, is the environmental pillar of the EU’s 

Integrated Maritime Policy aiming at achieving healthy marine waters by 2020 (for an overview, see 

Van Gaever, this volume). It applies an integrated approach to ecosystems and strives to contain the 

collective pressure of human activities within sustainable levels. It prescribes broad-based marine 

monitoring related to 11 descriptors, as a basis for assessing environmental status and for taking and 

measuring the success of any action needed. Table 1 lists the 11 descriptors enabling assessing 

good environmental status within the MSFD framework (Borja et al., 2010). Comparison is made to 

requirements of WFD and other Directives w.r.t. nutrients and eutrophication.  

The MSFD includes a requirement to adopt specific and standardized methods for monitoring and 

assessment to ensure consistency to compare the achievements of good environmental status 

throughout European seas, with the same level of ambition in protection and restoration (Borja et al., 

2010). MSFD requires an assessment of the marine habitat types (not directly required by WFD), with 

the additional issue that monitoring methods and indices of change may be habitat specific (Borja et 

al., 2010). WFD and MSFD should be integrated to give a land to open sea system of assessment 

and management (Borja et al., 2010).  

Within Member States, marine monitoring programmes are being adapted to the needs of the EU 

Birds Directive, Habitats Directive and Water Framework Directive (WFD), as also preparations are 

being made to implement MSFD. This involves standardising monitoring programmes that are already 

in place and others that are yet to be developed to create efficient integrated programmes. However, 

MSFD requires new methods of assessing the status of the marine environment to be developed and 

coordinated with other EU states. Table 2 outlines the needs of MSFD compliant monitoring 

programmes (Annex V of the Directive). Apart from these needs assessments should be made on the 

basis of the indicative lists of elements (e.g. characteristics of marine ecosystems and the possible 

pressures and impacts on them) set out in Annex III (Table 3), and with reference to environmental 

targets, yet to be defined. The latter, and associated indicators to be defined, need establishment by 

2012; establishment and implementation of monitoring programmes is due by 2014. 

Overall, all of these EU Directives demand a move towards a functional and ecosystem-based 

approach to management . This means that all elements should be considered that make up the 
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ecosystem1 (physical, chemical and biological variables), as well as activities that take place, in order 

to ensure that biodiversity, health and integrity of the marine environment is maintained in the longer 

term. However, this relies on the ability and the will to modify and extend the present monitoring 

practices and to move from ‘station-oriented monitoring’ to ‘basin or system-or iented 

monitoring ’, in combination with specific ‘cause–effect’ studies for the often highly dynamic marine 

systems (de Jonge et al., 2006). As such, some authors plead for a radical rethinking of marine 

monitoring, if we want to achieve marine sustainability  in EU waters, the common denominator of 

most EU objectives (Morris et al., 2011). Defining marine sustainability remains a challenge, but at 

least Rice et al. (in press) considers uses sustainable if: (1) pressures associated with the uses do not 

hinder the ecosystem components to retain their natural diversity, productivity and dynamic ecological 

processes; and (2) recovery from perturbations are rapid and secure, such that the attributes lie within 

their range of historical natural variation. As such, a significant restructuring of the system by which 

marine monitoring data are collected, collated, and interpreted is required. Ultimately, efficient 

monitoring programmes would show that our seas are clean, safe, healthy, productive (i.e. 

sustainable consumption and production) and diverse, and that management activities have 

succeeded (UKMMAS, 2007). 

The goal of this presentation is to reflect on setting-up integrated monitoring programmes w.r.t. EU 

Directives. Based on a literature review on monitoring approaches in EU context, ways forward in 

monitoring are suggested in view of ensuring marine sustainability.  

 

PRESENT-DAY MONITORING 

Regarding EU Directives, present-day monitoring is mostly focused on WFD requirements, and on the 

human activities subdued to Environmental Impact Assessments (Directive 85/336/EC). These 

primarily include marine aggregate extraction, windmill farm implantation, and dredging and disposal 

of dredged material. However, to comply with EU Directives on an overall level, and MSFD in 

particular, data are unlikely to be generated, directly, from existing monitoring programmes (Morris et 

al., 2011). Many elements of the marine ecosystem are not dealt with, nor are their assessments 

integrated towards an ecosystem-based approach to management. Mostly key elements such as 

                                                      

1 Marine ecosystem components can be grouped into 4 distinct, but interlinked systems: (1) water and 
sediment physico-chemical quality (incl. general conditions and contaminants); (2) planktonic system 
(phyto- and zooplankton); (3) mobile species system (e.g. fishes, sea mammals, seabirds); and (4) 
the benthic system (incl. species and habitats). Changes in the composition of these biological 
components can be related to changes of pressure parameters and those changes can be linked to 
normative definitions to further help with definitions to set critical boundaries or targets for desired 
ecosystem status (Borja et al. 2010). 
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issues, questions, choices regarding monitoring are missing, and limited account is taken of reaching 

sustainability of resources. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Left  – View of the existing applied marine science framework. Services, (such as marine measurements and sample 

collection) drive the effort, and tend to work in parallel, not having been integrated by an initial structured design, but rather 

formed in part by those services currently available within established institutions. At present, these can produce requests for 

refined resolution of measurements. Overall, the services tend to measure elements of the present and past marine system, 

whilst the direct connection to the delivery of the marine sustainability policy is ineffective. Right  – Key components of a future 

framework. The key elements of an integrated marine programme designed to help achieve marine sustainability. Integration 

starts with general and then specific questions, driving the integrated services (which include data gathering), and these form 

the basis for analysis and understanding of marine sustainability (Morris et al., 2011). 
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Table 1. Qualitative descriptors (1 to 11) for determining good environmental status, within the Marine Strategy Framework 

Directive (MSFD), compared with similar issues within the Water Framework Directive (WFD), and cross links related to a 

pressure (using nutrients and eutrophication as an example). BQE – biological quality elements (Borja et al., 2010). 
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Monitoring requirements under MSFD (After 2008/56/EC. Annex V. Monitoring Programmes): 

1. Need to provide information for an assessment of the environmental status  and for an estimate of the 

distance from, and progress towards, good environmental status in accordance with Annex III and with the criteria 

and methodological standards to be defined pursuant to Article 9(3)2. 

2. Need to ensure the generation of information enabling the identification of  suitable indicators for the 

environmental targets  provided for in Article 103. 

3. Need to ensure the generation of information allowing the assessment of the impact of the measures  

referred to in Article 13. 

4. Need to include activities to identify the cause of the cha nge  and hence the possible corrective 

measures  that would need to be taken to restore the good environmental status, when deviations from the 

desired status range have been identified. 

5. Need to provide information on chemical contaminants in species for human consumpt ion  from 

commercial fishing areas. 

6. Need to include activities to confirm that the corrective measures deliver the desired changes and not any 

unwanted side effects. 

7. Need to aggregate the information on the basis of marine re gions (e.g. North-east Atlantic Ocean) or 

subregions  (e.g. the Greater North Sea). 

8. Need to ensure comparability of assessment approaches and methods within and between marine 

regions and/or subregions . 

9. Need to develop technical specifications and standardised m ethods for monitoring  at Community 

level, so as to allow comparability of information. 

10. Need to ensure, as far as possible, compatibility with existing programmes developed at  regional 

and international level with a view to fostering consistency between these programmes and avoiding duplication 

of effort, making use of those monitoring guidelines that are the most relevant for the marine region or subregion 

concerned. 

                                                      

2 Article 9(3): Criteria and methodological standards to be used by the Member States, which are designed to 
amend non-essential elements of this Directive by supplementing it, shall be laid down, on the basis of Annexes I 
and III, in accordance with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny referred to in Article 25(3) by 15 July 2010 in 
such a way as to ensure consistency and to allow for comparison between marine regions or subregions of the 
extent to which good environmental status is being achieved. Before proposing such criteria and standards the 
Commission shall consult all interested parties, including Regional Sea Conventions. 

3 Article 10: Establishment of environmental targets. When devising targets and indicators, Member States shall 
take into account the continuing application of relevant existing environmental targets laid down at national, 
Community or international level in respect of the same waters, ensuring that these targets are mutually 
compatible and that relevant transboundary impacts and transboundary features are also taken into account, to 
the extent possible. 
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11. Need to include, as part of the initial assessment provided for in Article 8, an assessment of major 

changes in the environmental conditions  as well as, where necessary, new and emerging issues . 

12. Need to address, as part of the initial assessment provided for in Article 8, the relevant elements listed in 

Annex III 4 including their natural variability  and to evaluate the trends towards the achievement of the 

environmental targets laid down pursuant to Article 10(1), using, as appropriate, the indicators established and 

their limit or target reference points. 

As such, it is very unlikely that existing datasets can be integrated to produce a comprehensive 

understanding of whether human activities in the marine environment are detrimental to marine 

sustainability or not (Morris et al. 2011). Data from fine- to coarse-scale sampling cannot be combined 

without the generation of misleading inferences. Rebuilding dependencies and links from 

disconnected data is difficult, and reduce the chance of gaining benefits. Still, significant progress is 

being made in understanding the various time-scales and magnitudes of marine environmental 

change. However, establishing such knowledge bases needs time (e.g. time series need further 

extension), but meanwhile policy questions need addressing. Setting-up adaptive monitoring 

programmes are hence needed, evolving and adapting as science and policy further develop (e.g. 

Laane et al., in press). Monitoring is indeed not about the actual achievement, but good and 

informative monitoring is about ‘adjusting’ policy and actions (Morris et al., 2011). Most present 

monitoring programmes do not allow us reaching sustainability. Above all, most Member States are 

subdued to budget-driven programme reductions, hence calling for creative thinking and re-adjusting 

monitoring programmes in a most time- and cost-efficient manner. 

 

                                                      

4 Annex III refers to (1) Characteristics, e.g. physical and chemical features; habitat types; biological features; 
and (2) Pressures and impacts, e.g. physical loss and damage; other physical disturbance; interference with 
hydrological processes; contamination by hazardous substances; release of substances; nutrient and organic 
enrichment; and biological disturbance. See Table 3. 
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Table 3. Framework to select parameters to be monitored under MSFD, related to the list of relevant characteristics (A) and 

pressures and impacts (B) (Annex III of the MSFD Directive). D1 to D11 refers to Descriptors for which good environmental 

status should be achieved. D1 Biological diversity; D2 Non-indigenous species; D3 Commercial fish; D4 Food webs; D5 

Eutrophication; D6 Sea floor; D7 Hydrogeographical conditions; D8 Contaminants and pollution effects; D9 Contaminants in 

fish and other seafood; D10 Litter; D11 Energy/Noise. X = characteristic is an intrinsic part of the Descriptor; (X) = 

characteristics with an indirect relation, or a relation of secondary relevance with the Descriptor. For Table B, X = pressure is of 

primary importance for the descriptor; (X) = pressure is of secondary importance (Cardoso et al., 2010). 

 

 

 

A 

B 
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS TO MONITORING 

The development of a successful and economically viable monitoring plan, based on soundly 

formulated hypotheses, and containing appropriate verification instruments, would ideally have the 

following objectives (www.monae.org): (1) Provide an integrated approach to monitor all waters 

(transitional, coastal and marine waters); (2) Have the potential to address management issues, i.e. to 

be hypothesis-driven; (3) Establish the guidelines for monitoring throughout the next decades; (4) 

Integrate the monitoring requirements of EU Directives; (5) Define and apply a methodology for the 

definition of water bodies; (6) Possess internal flexibility, in order to accommodate new methodologies 

that may be developed and/or applied over its life-cycle; and (7) Use a hierarchical approach, allowing 

cost-optimisation with respect to information requirements.  

Gray and Elliott (2009) provide details of different monitoring types and strategies for implementation 

(Table 4). Surveillance, operational and investigative monitoring are widely applied within WFD. The 

latter is per definition aimed at hypothesis testing to further understand key processes. It must be built 

on the basis of meaningful research questions and take the form of scientific research projects. Any 

combination, mostly in a hierarchical approach, would be instrumental within the MSFD framework, 

provided time- and cost efficiency is demonstrated. Well-designed surveillance and operational 

monitoring will be needed, setting the scene for more specific and detailed investigative programmes. 

Adaptive monitoring 

Ideally, MSFD is implemented following an adaptive management approach, reflecting the need for a 

continuous cycle of data generation through monitoring, assessment and management actions 

(Morris et al., 2011; Laane et al., in press). It contrasts to the precautionary principle that was defined 

and applied by OSPAR in the 1980’s. In general, this approach is to stay on the very safe side and 

does not take into account new scientific developments and findings (in Laane et al., in press). 

Adaptive management has the attributes of being flexible, encouraging public input, and monitoring 

the results of actions for the purpose of adjusting plans and trying new or revised approaches. It is 

evidence-based and a learning process with the aim of reducing uncertainties, considering 

possibilities and calculating risks (Laane et al., in press). 
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Surveillance monitoring 

A posteriori detection of trends, with action then 

determined. Importance of spatial and temporal scales. 

Self-monitoring 

Carried out by developer/industry. 

Condition monitoring 

Determines the present status of an area, could be 

linked to biological valuation. 

Toxicity testing 

Testing either in the field or laboratory. 

Operational monitoring 

Carried out by industry and may be linked to 

management aims. Screening/verification of drivers-

pressure-state-response relationships. At the interface 

of monitoring modelling – ecological modelling. 

Investigative monitoring 

Applied research (cause and effect), once any 

deviation from perceived or required quality is detected 

then aim to look for explanations. Importance of 

process studies to understand the change. 

Compliance monitoring 

To determine compliancy with a set of conditions laid 

down by a licence. 

Diagnostic monitoring 

Determining effects, but link to cause. 

Check monitoring 

For a regulatory body to ensure that a developer is 

performing monitoring to best standards. 

Feedback monitoring 

Real-time analysis, linked to predetermined actions. 

Ability to control, prevent or stop an activity if a 

deleterious change is observed. 

Table 4. Types of monitoring (After Gray and Elliott, 2009; Ferreira et al., 2007). 

Understanding patterns, scale and process 

For implementing an ecosystem-based approach to management understanding patterns, scale and 

processes is important, for which new science is critical. The relationships between human activities 

and environmental conditions are context-dependent; temporal and spatial scales of impacts vary with 

different pressures and with system vulnerability, which, in turn, are dependent of the characteristics 

of the areas in question (Cardoso et al., 2010). In many cases, monitoring must be adapted to local 

conditions, and expanded for the seafloor, both in terms of area covered and types of attributes 

measured. The issue is faced that marine systems may be highly dynamic and variable in which the 

signal of change due to human actions is often difficult to detect against background variability 

(McLusky and Elliott, 2004), a remaining critical issue concerning monitoring programmes (de Jonge 

et al., 2006; Ferreira et al., 2007). Frequency of monitoring should ideally be related to seasonal 

dynamics and cover the natural variability within the habitats, though management actions or decision 

making may now require further adaptation of the plans. Generic guidance on number of samples is 
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not appropriate, but merely setting minimum levels of confidence and uncertainty should be strived at 

(Carstensen, 2007). Furthermore, there may be mismatches between what can be meaningfully 

monitored and what EU Directives require (de Jonge et al., 2006). In any case, a better understanding 

of the relation between structure and functioning of marine ecosystems is needed. Therefore, 

adoption of tiered approaches to sampling and observations is needed covering (simultaneously) 

several scales, and resolutions, backed-up by ground truth information. Authors plead for 

collaborative work to bring unique or expensive technologies together to work on projects of mutual 

interests. A network of reference sites would be able to provide long-term environmental data, linked-

up to spatially covering observations (platform/shipborne, airborne and from space). 

Risk based approach to monitoring 

In order to use resources wisely and maximize the information gathered, a pragmatic approach needs 

to be adopted for assessing the overall state of marine environments. Maximum use of ongoing 

monitoring programmes should be made, through combination and integration where possible. Still, 

management efforts should be targeted efficiently at the most serious environmental problems, while 

not losing sight of other environmental challenges that also need action (e.g. protection of areas that 

already have a good environmental status) and places where progress is being made (Cardoso et al., 

2010). Overall monitoring schemes are best confined to ecosystem features that are particularly 

vulnerable and where pressures are most exerted on the seabed. Cardoso et al. (2010) prioritizes 

assessment of areas and indicators related to: (1) the distribution of the intensity or severity of the 

pressures across the region at large; (2) the spatial extent of the pressures relative to the ecosystem 

properties possibly being impacted; (3) the sensitivity/vulnerability or resilience of the ecosystem 

properties to the pressures; (4) the ability of the ecosystem properties to recover from impacts, and 

the rate of such recovery; (5) the extent to which ecosystem functions may be altered by the impacts; 

and (6) where relevant, the timing and duration of the impact relative to the spatial and temporal 

extent of particular ecosystem functions (e.g. shelter, feeding, etc).  

The variation in scale of both environmental conditions and impacts of pressures means that 

assessments of good environmental status should begin with sub-areas of both greatest vulnerability 

and highest pressures. If the environmental status in these areas is good, then it can be assumed that 

the status over the larger area is ‛good‛. On the contrary, if the environmental status in the sub-areas 

is not ‘good’, then monitoring and assessments would be conducted stepwise at additional sites along 

the gradients of pressure or vulnerability (monitoring along gradients of degradation). The size of the 

appropriate steps along the gradient will depend on the nature of the gradient and the way the 

environmental conditions are being degraded. It may vary significantly with different cases. This risk-

based approach will be particularly effective for Descriptors that are spatially patchy and where 

pressures are applied at specific locations. Pragmatic prioritization of monitoring strategies enables 

general statements to be made about environmental status at large scales, while keeping monitoring 

requirements manageable (Cardoso et al., 2010). 
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Need for integrative assessments of marine waters 

With increasing monitoring demands, the need for coordination of assessments arises, together with 

multidisciplinary integration of approaches and data (Borja et al., 2010; Morris et al., 2011). 

Formulation of the science and policy context will need to be clear and systematic to allow such 

integrated approaches. MSFD requires assessment following a holistic functional approach, however, 

our knowledge of ecosystem functioning is much less developed and the methods and indices for 

their study are inherently more uncertain. A merged approach is needed, as also a harmonized, 

seamless transition from catchment through transitional waters and coast to an open marine system 

(Borja et al., 2010). MSFD will have to consider all habitats simultaneously, but being aware that tools 

are needed that are region specific. Within the integration exercise, comparisons can be made of 

changes against reference conditions, yet, especially in the developed countries, pristine, unchanged 

conditions rarely exist.  

 

DATA AND INFORMATION NEEDS 

Data collection is central to any observation programme. Facilitation and sharing of best available 

knowledge and data is crucial to efficient monitoring programmes. A data framework is needed, as 

well as methodological standards and quality assessment procedures of the monitoring programmes 

(e.g. appropriateness of time series and sampling station density; consistency of the programme). 

Apart from acquisition, standards are needed for collection analysis, storage and sharing of data and 

information. This is currently taken place in a number of European projects: Emodnet  or European 

Maritime Observatory Data NETwork (EU DG MARE) which is now in its prototype phase (2008-2013) 

and comprising preparatory actions (often with data portals) related to hydrography, geology, biology, 

chemistry and habitats. An operational phase is foreseen from 2014 onwards. Other relevant projects, 

delivering data following European standards and harmonized data products are the EU FP7 

Infrastructure projects SeaDataNet  (www.seadatanet.org/) and Geo-Seas  (www.geo-seas.eu), 

respectively w.r.t. oceanographic data and geological/geophysical data. Most of these initiatives strive at 

compliancy towards the INSPIRE Directive. Other dedicated portals for seabed (habitat) maps were 

provided by the EU Interreg IIIb projects MESH, Mapping European Seabed Habitats; 

www.searchmesh.net; MESH-Atlantic  (www.meshatlantic.eu), and OneGeology  (Applying 

Geoscience for Society) (www.onegeology.org), with tools for visualisation and downloading. For a 

data portal (and references to others) related to Marine Biodiversity and Ecosystem Functioning, 

reference is made to MarBEF  (http://www.marbef.org/). From a partnership between the European 

Commission (DG Environment, Joint Research Centre and Eurostat) and the European Environment 

Agency, a Water Information System for Europe (WISE) (http://water.europa.eu/) has been 

established. 
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Recent studies showed that one third of the Belgian coastline is not sufficiently protected against 

severe storm events. Therefore an Integrated Master Plan for Coastal Safety has been set up which 

forms the basis for the development of the seafront along the Belgian coast in the nearby and distant 

future (up till 2050) with safety against flooding as its main objective. The implementation phase of the 

Master Plan is planned between 2011 and 2015. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The Belgian coast is situated at the southern part of the North Sea between The Netherlands and 

France. The coastline is 67 km long consisting mostly of sandy beaches with sea walls in front of the 

cities and dunes in between. There are 4 harbours at Nieuwpoort, Oostende, Blankenberge and 

Zeebrugge and a tidal inlet at the border with The Netherlands, called the Zwin.  

This small stretch of land is intensively used by different stakeholders. Aside from housing the 

coastline is landmarked by nature reserves, tourism and industry. Nevertheless, the low-lying polders 

in the hinterland form a 15 kilometer wide flood prone area in which about 400.000 people live (Fig. 

1). This area is situated about 2 meters under the level of an average storm and without appropriate 

coastal protection it would flood every year.  

Recent studies showed that one third of the coastline is not sufficiently protected against severe storm 

events. Therefore coastal protection plans were set up to assure a minimum safety standard for the 

entire coastline.  
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Figure 1: The low-lying polders at the Belgian coastline. 

 

FROM SAFETY STUDIES TO THE SET UP OF A MASTER PLAN 

In 2007, the Belgian Coastal Division initiated an Integrated Master Plan for Coastal Safety to provide 

a minimum safety standard of once in 1000 year for the entire coastline. As explained in Mertens et al 

(2008) this plan forms the basis for the development of the seafront along the Belgian coast in the 

nearby and distant future (up till 2050) with safety against flooding as its main objective.  

The combined evaluation of environmental impacts, flood risk reductions and costs versus benefits 

supported the selection of integrated protection measures for every weak link. The implementation 

phase of the Master Plan for Coastal Safety is planned between 2011 and 2015. 

Weak links 

All weak links have been determined based on stability and breaching calculations of the sea 

defences. The results indicate that one third of the coastline needs to be reinforced to withstand 

extreme storm floods, providing a minimum safety standard of once in 1000 year (Fig. 2).  

According to Van Poucke et al (2009) and Balens et al (2011) a worst credible storm can result in 

3300 casualties, mainly on the sea defence itself, and € 6.5 billion economic damage. At all harbours 

and several coastal communities quay walls and dyke levels are too low, resulting in overflow and 

breaches during extreme storms, thus causing major flooding for dozens of kilometers land inwards 

(Fig. 3). 
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Locks and weirs need special attention, as structural strengthening or an adjusted operation is 

needed for these structures to resist the impact of water forces during storms. For these constructions 

a separate study has started to work out a testing procedure for extreme storm events. 

The contribution of each weak link to the overall number of risks enabled to prioritize specific 

protection measures in the final Master Plan.  

 

Figure 2: Weak links at the Belgian coastal zone. 

 
Figure 3: Flooding of the western Belgian coastal zone due to breaches in the sea defences caused by an extreme storm event 

(simulated with the MIKEFLOOD software package). 
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EVALUATION OF PROTECTION MEASURES 

Potential protection measures such as beach or dune nourishments, storm return walls, stilling wave 

basins and storm surge barriers have been selected and studied to account for their flood risk 

reduction, environmental impacts, costs vs. benefits, plus expert judgement for the evaluation of non-

monetary values. 

 

COASTAL ZONE COASTAL PROTECTION MEASURE 

De Panne dune nourishment  + beach nourishment 

St. Idesbald - Koksijde beach nourishment 

Koksijde dune nourishment + reconstruction of road 

Harbour of Nieuwpoort storm surge barrier 

Middelkerke - Westende 
beach nourishment + storm return wall around 
casino 

Raversijde – Mariakerke beach nourishment + storm return wall 

Oostende center beach nourishment + stilling wave basin 

Harbour of Oostende storm return wall 

East Bank of Oostende beach nourishment 

De Haan-Wenduine beach nourishment + storm return wall 

Harbour of 
Blankenberge 

storm return wall + erosion resistant slopes 

Blankenberge beach nourishment 

Harbour of Zeebrugge storm return wall + erosion resistant slopes 

Knokke-Heist beach nourishment 

Zwin International dyke 

Table 1: Overview of the planned coastal protection works in each coastal zone (west to east). 

Beach nourishments were found to be cost efficient in the long term, whereas storm return walls 

easily earn themselves back in a short time period. Further information can be found in Mertens et al 

(2010).  
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An approved Master Plan 

On the 10th of June 2011 the Flemish Parliament approved the Master Plan and its implementation. 

An overview of the foreseen protection works in each coastal zone is given in Table 1. 

 

FUTURE COASTAL PROTECTION MEASURES 

The implementation of the Master Plan is estimated at 300 million euros, of which two third is 

reserved for investment works and one third for maintenance. The works are planned between 2011 

and 2015.   

Soft measures 

In total more than 20 million m³ sand is needed to heighten and broaden the beaches and dunes and 

maintain them till the year 2050. For these nourishment works sand will be extracted in exploration 

zone 4 of the Belgian part of the North Sea.  

The beaches and dunes are monitored yearly and the management is adapted accordingly. Generally 

beach nourishments are maintained every 5 years in order to grow with sea level rise and to not 

oversize the nourishment profiles. These profiles are calculated to guarantee sufficient sand volume 

to withstand storm impacts, and apart from achieving an optimal safety standard grain size and profile 

slopes are optimised to minimise environmental disturbance of the local area. 

Hard measures 

In several coastal towns and harbours storm return walls need to be built in order to guarantee a 

sufficient safety level. An optimal design of these hard protection measures will be studied to minimise 

their height and to optimise their spatial integration. 

Flanders Hydraulics and Ghent University carry out physical experiments in their wave flumes to 

estimate overtopping discharge and pressures on the structures.  Different alternatives for the high 

sea wall are tested (e.g. different positions, the use of a parapet, ...).  An example of a parapet is 

visualised in Figure 4.  The tests will be filmed and displayed during expositions in order to show the 

public the enormous violence of overtopping waves and the positive effect of the new structures. 

Landscape architects use these elements to create a completely new sea wall and boulevard, not 

only for the coastal safety, but also to improve the quality for people living and walking on the sea wall 

and beach. For this a continuous interaction between landscape architects and engineers is going on.  

For the harbour of Nieuwpoort on the other hand, it was decided to build a storm surge barrier at the 

harbour entrance. This measure proved to be the optimal choice of the cost-benefit analysis and for 

minimising the environmental impact. 
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For the architectural and technical design of all hard measures both the Coastal Division and the local 

community equally co-finance. As for the actual implementation all basal costs are paid by the Coastal 

Division, while all extra costs for refinement are paid by the community itself. 

 
Figure 4. Digital simulation of a parapet (design by POLYGON Graphics). 

Communication  

In the course of the study special attention was given to the communication with different 

stakeholders and the broader public (questionnaires, presentations, brochures, digital newsletter…). 

A steering committee and advisory board were regularly consulted to reflect upon the proceedings of 

the study.  

For the implementation of the Master Plan further interaction is foreseen with these two consultation 

bodies and a coast wide communication programme is being developed. As a starting point joint 

communication about the infrastructure works is organised with all coastal communities during 

information evenings for the broad public. Next to that a website (www.kustveiligheid.be) will become 

online from September 2011 onwards in which all relevant information will be gathered. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For the realisation of the ‘Integrated Coastal Security Plan’ (GeïntegreerdKustveiligheidsplan) and 

extensive works in the harbour and at the coast of Oostende (OW-Plan) a large amount of qualitative 

sand is needed. Therefore, the Flemish Government - Coastal Division, together with the Maritime 

Access Division applied for a concession in exploration zone 4 in the Hinderbanks area. In addition, 

the association of importers and producers of dredged granulates (Zeegra) applied for a concession 

in this area to maintain their total extracted volume and as such assure the delivery of high quality 

sand to the market. However, except for the geological evolution (Mathys, 2009), little was known 

about the composition and sedimentology of the Hinderbanks. To unravel the grain-size distribution of 

the Hinderbanks, not only on the seabed but also below surface, a high-resolution reflection seismic 

survey and a vibrocore campaign were carried out in the area. The results of this exploration led to 

the delimitation of four areas for sand extraction.Meanwhile, the bathymetry, the geomorphology and 

the nature of the surface sediments of the exploration zone 4 have been investigated with the 

EM1002 and EM3002D multibeamechosounders installed aboard the RV Belgica. To get an overview 

of the ecological value of the area, the macrobenthos inhabiting the seabed was sampled with a Van 

Veen grab on 129 locations in a regular grid.  Furthermore, the epibenthos and demersal fish 

communities were sampled in 7 stations spread over the different sand banks in the exploration area. 

The combination of all this research establishes, for the first time, the baseline description of an 

extraction area before the start of the activity. This image will serve as the reference line for the 

regular monitoring, to assess the impact of extraction in the future. 
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GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

The top part of the seabed, containing the sandbanks, was deposited during the Quaternary. The 

Quaternary is a period between the present and 2.6 million years ago. This period is divided into the 

older Pleistocene and the younger Holocene. The Pleistocene was characterised by an alternation of 

glacial periods (ice-ages) and interglacials, corresponding to sea-level lowerings and sea-level rises. 

The Holocene started about 10.000 years ago, after the last ice-age, and continues up to present 

times.  

The Quaternary cover in the Hinderbanks area is thin and fragmented, which causes underlying, older 

layers to be exposed in the swales in between the sandbanks. These layers are of Tertiary age. In 

exploration zone 4, the Tertiary deposits consist mainly of clay, covered with a gravel lag (10-30 cm 

thick). 

In exploration zone 4, the base of the Hinderbanks consists of Pleistocene deposits from the last 

interglacial period, the Eemian (115 ka years ago). This layer consists of estuarine and marine 

sediments deposited in a former valley of the Meuse river which incised during the Saale ice-age (140 

ka years ago). The Eemian deposits are covered by a gravel lag. From the analysis of the vibrocores 

we know that the estuarine deposits consist of very fine sands and silts with high organic content and 

clay layers. The gravel lag at the Top-Eemian surface is on average 45 cm thick (Mathys et al., 2009).  

 
Figure 1: Seismic cross-section through the Oosthinder Bank. 

During the Holocene, about 7000 years ago, the Hinderbanks and intermediate swales started to form 

on top of this surface (Figure 1). The material needed to construct the tidal sandbanks was derived 

from the local underlying sediments. The analysis of the vibrocores showed that the bottom part of the 

Holocene tidal sandbanks mainly consists of very homogeneous medium course sand (210-300 µm). 

On top of this layer very coarse sands (300-420 µm) occur. Very coarse sand (300-420 µm) also 

occurs west of the Noordhinder and in the swale between the Noordhinder and Oosthinder. Extreme 

coarse sands (420-2000 µm) outcropping at the seafloor, occur mainly at the heads of the Westhinder 

and the Oosthinder. 
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SEISMIC SURVEY AND VIBROCORE CAMPAIGN 

A high-resolution reflection seismic survey was conducted with a line spacing of 500 m (Depret-G-tec, 

2009) (Figure 2). The penetration depth of the seismic signal was at least 30 m below the seabed. 

The obtained seismic profiles are cross-sections through the seafloor. They show the layering and 

internal structure of the sandbanks, i.e. the seismic stratigraphy. Strong seismic reflectors represent 

important erosional surfaces (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 2: Location of seismic survey and 120 vibrocores. 

In order to interpret the seismic stratigraphy in terms of sedimentology, an extensive vibrocore 

campaign was set up. 120 vibrocores of 4-5 m length were recovered and analysed (Depret-G-tec, 

2009). Grain-size distributions (d50, d90), carbonate analysis and lithologs were produced (Depret-G- 

tec, 2009).  

Thanks to the integration of the seismic data and the vibrocore analyses, the seismic units could be 

interpreted in terms of layers with a certain grain-size. Vibrocore point data were transformed into full- 

coverage grain-size maps which show the lateral and vertical occurrence and thickness of the 

sediment layers (Mathys et al., 2009) (Figure 3). 
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AVAILABILITY OF QUALITATIVE SANDS IN EXPLORATION ZONE 4 

For the realisation of the Integrated Coastal Security Plan and the works in Oostende, qualitative 

sands with a grain-size of at least 300 µm and a carbonate content of less than 30% are needed. 

Figure 3 visualises the occurrence of the sediments with the desired granulometric characteristics at 

the seafloor (300-420 µm).  

 
Figure 3: Thickness map of very coarse sand (300-420 µm) at the seafloor in exploration zone 4 (coloured areas). 

Economically, the most interesting areas for future extraction are those where the thickness of these 

layers is at least 5 m, which corresponds to the present-day legislative extraction depth. Such areas 

occur in the north of the Noordhinder, the Oosthinder and the Westhinder, and at the western flank in 

the southern part of the Oosthinder. 

However, care has to be taken not to destroy biological valuable areas (discussed further on). 

In the Environmental Impact Assessment report an optimisation process resulted in the definition of 

four extraction sectors (Figure 4), taking into account amongst other things the availability of required 

granulometric characteristics and avoidance of biological valuable areas (De Sutter and Mathys, this 

volume). 
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Figure 4: EM1002 and EM3002D multibeamechosounder coverage of exploration zone 4. Digital Terrain Model with 2x2m 

resolution of the bathymetry and geomorphology of the exploration zone 4 (with delimitation of the four extraction sectors). 

 

PRESENT-DAY BATHYMETRY-GEOMORPHOLOGY 

In order to cartography, with a high resolution, the bathymetry and the geomorphology of the 

exploration zone, 4 surveys with the EM1002 multibeam echosounder were completed by the FOD 

Economy from 2004 till 2006. This first dataset covers a large part of the Oosthinder bank. The 

cartography of the rest of the exploration zone 4, the Noordhinder and Westhinder banks and the 

gullies, was completed with a suite of 5 surveys with the EM3002D multibeam echosounder in 2009. 

The set of filtered and tide corrected soundings resulting from the postprocessing of all these acoustic 

data allows the modeling of the bathymetry at different resolutions. The digital terrain model at the 
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resolution of 2x2m (Figure 4) is the reference model, the baseline, for the future monitoring of the 

impact of extraction on the bathymetry in the four extraction sectors. 

 
Figure 5: EM1002 and EM3002D multibeamechosounder coverage of exploration zone 4. Backscatter Strength model with 2x2 

m resolution (Blue = relatively coarse – rougher sedimentary interface; Yellow = relatively fine – smooth sedimentary interface). 

Multibeamechosounder technology also perceives the seabed as a physical interface backscattering 

(reflection back to the source) the acoustic energy from the echosounder. The amplitude of the 

backscatter reflects the nature of the seabed sediment. Coarse sediments such as gravel backscatter 

much more acoustic energy that fine sediments. The acoustic data recorded with the two 

multibeamechosounders, EM1002 and EM3002D, were treated following a strictly standardized 

procedure using SonarScope software, developed by IFREMER. Due to the different characteristics 

(frequency, pulse length and geometry) for each echosounder, the values of backscatter cannot be 

mixed and must be treated separately during data processing (calibration, angular correction, 
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masking of angular sectors...). Therefore the derived map (Figure 5) of the backscatter values can 

only be used to evaluate the relative coarseness and roughness of the seabed. 

 

TOTAL AVAILABLE SEDIMENT VOLUMES 

Based on the high resolution model of the bathymetry and without taking into account the quality of 

the sediment, the total amount of material available within the four extraction sectors is ca. 229.106 

m³. This amount is calculated from the area surface of the sectors and the present-day legal 

extraction depth of 5 m below the present-day bathymetry. 

An alternative option to limit the extraction depth is to use a fixed erosional surface, such as the Top-

Pleistocene/Base-Holocene or Top-Tertiary, and to safeguard a certain thickness of sediment above 

that surface against extraction. This approach should prevent the bank to be removed completely. As 

demonstrated for exploration zone 4 such reference surfaces must be determined by high-resolution 

reflection seismic surveys. A project to do this for the already exploited control zones 1 and 2, is under 

consideration by the Continental Shelf of the Federal Service Economy. 

Between the Top-Tertiary surface and the present-day bathymetry, a volume of 790.106 m³ of material 

is present within the 4 extraction sectors. This material consists, however, not only of qualitative 

sands but also of very fine sands, silts, clays and thin gravel beds.  

 

ECOLOGICAL VALUE OF THE HINDERBANKS 

Biological background 

In general, the macrobenthic biotope in the exploration area of the Hinderbanks consists of the two 

most dominant biotopes in the Belgian Part of the North Sea i.e. the Ophelia limacina biotope and the 

Nephtyscirrosabiotope (Degraeret al. 2009). Both biotopes are characteristic for resp. coarse to 

medium and medium to fine sand (Van Hoeyet al. 2004). They are characterised by lower species 

numbers, densities and diversity compared to for instance the Abra alba biotope, and are as such 

evaluated as less valuable biotopes in the BPNS (Derouset al. 2007), which is true when looking at 

the sample level. However, on biotope level, the number of species encountered in this area is 

relative high, and there occur species that are quite rare for the Belgian Part of the North Sea. The 

epibenthos and demersal fish community occurring in the Hinderbank area is a typical off shore 

community characterised by lower densities compared to the coastal communities but with relatively 

high diversity. Dominant species are lesser weever, hermit crabs and the small brittle star 

(Vandendriesscheet al. 2009). On the other hand, the Hinderbanks are also known for the (potential) 

occurrence of gravel beds, especially in the gullies and around the Westhinder (Houziauxet al. 2008). 
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These gravel beds are (potentially) ecologically very valuable and they are characterised by a high 

and unique species richness for both infauna between and epifauna on the stones (Degraeret al. 

2009). These gravel beds are historically also known for the formation of European oyster beds 

(Ostreaedulis) that form an important spawning area for herring (Clupeaharengus). However, due to 

the heavy bottom disturbing fisheries (beam trawling), most of these ecologically valuable areas 

disappeared with occasionally some fragmentary gravel beds remaining in less disturbed areas. 

Baseline studies by ILVO 

Small-scale macrobenthic knowledge on this area was lacking in 2004 when the area was allocated 

as an exploration area. Therefore, to get a detailed overview on the macrobenthos in the exploration 

area, ILVO-Fisheries sampled 129 locations in a regular grid over a period of four years (2004-2008) 

with a Van Veen grab (0.1 m² sample) (Figure 6). Furthermore, recent knowledge on epibenthos and 

demersal fish was completely lacking and therefore, 6 fish tracks were allocated spread over the 

different bank systems (Oost-, West- and Noordhinder) and 7 extra stations were sampled on the 

adjacent Bligh Bank outside the area as potential reference stations (2005-2008) (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6: Overview of sampling locations for macrobenthos (Van Veen) and epibenthos/demersal fish (fish tracks). 

For the macrobenthos, 116 different taxa were identified but many species were restricted to  one (33 

sp.) or two (16 sp.) samples. Dominant species (occurring in > 75% of the samples) were the bristle 

worm Nephtyscirrosa and the interstitial species Hesionuraelongataand Polygordiusappendiculatus. 

Furthermore, the Hinderbanks are characterised by some typical, interstitial and rarer species on the 

BPNS such as different species of Syllidae (a family of bristle worms), which is due to the presence of 

coarser sands. Community structure was influenced by the position of the sample on the sand bank 

(gully, slope or top) (Figure 7) with the richest communities occurring in the gullies. Also the univariate 

community measures species richness, density and diversity are predominantly influenced by depth. 

The gullies and slopes are the areas characterised with highest values of density, species richness 

and diversity (Figure 7). 
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In the fish tracks, 31 epibenthic species with dominance of hermit crabs, flying crab, brown shrimp 

and brittle stars were identified and 25 demersal fish species with dominance of lesser weever, dab, 

whiting and reticulated dragonet. Interannual variation for epibenthos and demersal fish is much 

higher compared to the macrobenthos. For instance, in 2005 and 2006 there was an exceptionally 

high dominance of brown shrimp in off shore areas. As for macrobenthos, although there were only 3 

samples on top of the sand bank, there is an indication that community structure is influenced by 

depth. Densities are as well much higher in the gullies and on the slopes, which again indicates the 

presence of a gully-bank gradient (Figure 8). From this baseline study, we can also conclude that the 

chosen reference samples on the Bligh Bank can be considered as representative for the future 

extraction zone for both epibenthos and demersal fish. 

From a biological point of view, we can conclude that extraction should concentrate on the top of the 

sand banks, while the gullies should be avoided since these are the most diverse zones with highest 

densities, species numbers and diversity for the three ecosystem components. 

 

Figure 7: Macrobenthos density (ind./m², left) and species 
richness (middle) for each sampling station with 
extrapolation of the point measurements based on the 
nearest neighbour technique. MDS plot (right) showing the 
multivariate pattern of all samples with indication of the 
position of the sample on the bank. Depth influences the 
observed pattern. 
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Figure 8: Epibenthos density (ind/1000m², left) and demersal fish density (ind/1000m², right) with relative distribution of the 

different taxa from spring samples between 2005 and 2008. 

Current biological (Before) impact monitoring 

In 2010, samples have been taken in the 4 demarcated extraction areas to monitor the macrobenthos 

and epibenthos/demersal fish fauna. Simultaneously several reference stations have been sampled 

on the Hinderbanks outside the (future) extraction areas and on the Bligh Bank (Figure 9). Analyses 

of the macrobenthos samples from 2010 showed no significant differences between impact and 

reference samples before the impact has started (Figure 9). This proves that the stations are well 

chosen, and that we for the first time in biological impact monitoring for sand extraction have a sound 

before impact-control (B(A)CI) design! The recent fish track samples have not been analysed yet but 

those were already incorporated in the baseline study and we could conclude that the reference 

samples are representative for the impact samples (see above).  

 

Figure 9: (Left) Macrobenthos and epibenthos/demersal fish sampling stations within and outside the (future) extraction areas. 

Sampling started in 2010. (Right) MDS plot for macrobenthos samples with indication of impact and reference samples. 
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The same monitoring strategy will be continued in the coming years after extraction has started and 

the sampling effort will be increased in the areas which are actually extracted based on the black box 

data. In the future, with this type of sampling design, it will be possible to use benthic indicators such 

as BEQI to assess the impact following the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Integration of a reflection seismic study and extensive vibrocore analyses offers a detailed insight in 

the grain-size distribution of the subsurface and provides the opportunity for focussed sediment 

extraction. Seismic profiles also reveal the presence of erosional surfaces which mark important 

evolutionary stages in the formation of the sandbank and which can serve as future reference levels 

for restricted sand extraction. The approach of combining seismics with core data is recommended for 

all extraction areas on the Belgian Part of the North Sea. 

The bathymetry, geomorphology and acoustic backscatter cartography of the entire exploration zone 

provides a detailed base for all future impact studies. This high resolution cartography is the ideal tool 

for the monitoring of the impact of extraction on bathymetry and surface sediments. 

The baseline studies executed by ILVO-Fisheries gave a detailed view on the biological value of the 

Hinderbanken area, which contributed to the demarcation of the effective extraction areas. Extraction 

is avoided in the most diverse areas. Furthermore, it is the first time that we have been able to sample 

before extraction took place, which makes the Hinderbanken area a very interesting case for further 

impact monitoring. 
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ABSTRACT  

Deze paper beschrijft de opmaak van een MER voor de geplande zandextractie op de Noordzee van 

zowel de Vlaamse Overheid afdeling Kust en afdeling Maritieme Toegang als Zeegra vzw. Er worden 4 

exploitatiesectoren voorgesteld binnen exploratiezone 4. Er zal een totaal volume van 35 miljoen m³ 

geëxtraheerd worden over 10 jaar. De effecten worden beoordeeld voor twee scenario’s: gelijkmatige 

zandwinning over alle 4 sectoren en een worst-case strategie met zandwinning enkel in sector 2.   

De belangrijkste vastgestelde effecten zijn:  

Er treedt een verandering op in de zeebodemtopografie: voor scenario 1 een verdieping van 0,75 m en 

voor scenario 2 ongeveer 2,5 m. Voor het benthos is er een rechtstreeks tijdelijk biotoopverlies en 

mortaliteit (gerelateerd aan de oppervlakte) door de extractie van zandsubstraat. Effecten op vissen en 

vogels zijn wellicht klein. Door in de afbakening van de 4 extractiesectoren in de exploratiezone 4 

rekening te houden met andere menselijke activiteiten, is er geen impact te verwachten van de 

zandextractie op deze activiteiten. De invloed van de bijkomende zandwinningsschepen op het 

omgevingsgeluid boven en onder water is evenwel verwaarloosbaar t.o.v. de volledige 

scheepvaartactiviteiten. Het cumulatieve effect (door de windturbineprojecten) inzake sedimenttransport 

en verschuiving van visfauna dient voldoende gemonitord te worden. Er zijn geen significante andere 

cumulatieve of grensoverschrijdende effecten.  

Ce document décrit la préparation d'une EIE pour l'extraction du sable sur la mer du Nord à la fois par 

la gouvernement flamand Département Côtière et Departement Accès Maritime que par l’association 

Zeegra. Il ya quatre secteurs d'exploitation proposésdans la zone d'exploration 4. Il y aura un volume 

total de 35 millions de m³ extrait en 10 ans. Les effets sont évalués pour deux scénarios: l’extraction 

uniforme sur les quatre secteurs et une stratégie maximaled’extraction seulement en secteur 2. 
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Les principaux effets sont définis:  

Il y aura un changement dans la topographie des fonds marins: un scénario d’approfondissement de 

0,75 m pour scénario 1 et d’environ 2,5 m pour le scénario 2. Pour le benthos, il ya une perte d'habitat 

temporaire et une mortalité directe (liée à la surface) par l'extraction du substrat de sable. Effets sur 

les poissons et les oiseaux seraient de petite taille. Par la définition des quatre secteurs d'extraction 

dans la zone d'exploration 4 déjà en tenant compte des autres activités humaines, il n'ya aucune 

incidence prévue de l'extraction de sable sur ces activités. L'influence supplémentaire de l’extraction 

sur le bruit ambiant dessus et en dessous de l'eau est négligeable par rapport à l'effet des activités 

marins existants. Les effets cumulatifs (par l’extraction et par les projets d'éoliennes) sur le transport 

des sédiments et du transfert de la faune piscicole devraient être adéquatement surveillée. Pas 

d'autres impacts importants (cumulatifs ou transfrontières) sont détectés.  

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Motivation of the application 

During the following years the three initiators (Flemish Department of Mobility and Public Works, 

Coastal Divisionand Maritime Access Division and Zeegra) will require sufficient quantities of good 

quality sand from the North Sea because of the following initiatives:  

• The Integrated Coastal Security Plan (GKVP) approximately 15 million m³ (Coastal Division);  

• The “OW plan Oostende” , an integrated project to increase the security of Ostend, about 1.5 

million m³ of sand (Coastal Division);  

• To maintain a total volume (all zones, 1 to 4) of approximately the same as the total volume 

currently extracted in the operating zones 1 to 3 (Zeegra) 

• To continue to deliver the same quality of sand, depending on the demand on the market 

(Zeegra)  

• a number of modifications to or extensions of existing infrastructures, such as further 

development of the stern island of Zeebrugge; the LNG terminal in the port of Zeebrugge; 

infrastructure in the North Sea (working on quay walls, ...); heightening of the level of existing 

areas within the North Sea harbours (Maritime Access Division).  
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Spatial situation of the project in relation to oth er users 

The total area of the sector (s) should not exceed 46 km². Within the exploration zone 4, 4 sectors were 

defined with a total area of approximately 45.664 km². The exact definition of these four sectors is the 

result of an optimisation process based on the following criteria:  

• availability of the required granulometric characteristics;  

• avoidance of biologically valuable areas;  

• avoidance of conflict with other socio-economic users (minimum distance of 250 m from 

cables);  

• for the sake of workability,  sufficiently large and geometrically simple areas are proposed.  

 
Figure 1: Overview of the location of exploration zone 4. 

Summary of the requested volumes 

Table 1 summarizes the volumes that are requested per initiator as well as the total volume, the 

maximum volume per 3 years, per year and per 3 months. 
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Initiator Total  
(10 years) 

Average 
(year) 

Maximum (3 
years) 

Maximum 
(year) 

Maximum (3 
months) 

 (m³) (m³) (m³) (m³) (m³) 

Coastal 
Division 

20.000.000 2.000.000 10.000.000 4.000.000 1.500.000 

Zeegra 12.000.000 1.200.000 4.200.000 1.500.000 750.000 

Division of 
Maritime 
Access 

3.000.000 300.000 2.000.000 1.000.000 650.000 

Totaal 35.000.000 3.500.000 16.200.000 6.500.000 2. 900.000 

Table 1: Summary of the requested volumes. 

Period and phasing of the project 

This EIA is based on a total period of 10 years. This is the maximum period for which a concession 

can be obtained.  The implementation of beach nourishment as part of the Integrated Coastal Security 

Plan is foreseen for the period 2010-2015. The implementation of the OW-Ostend plan is currently 

scheduled for 2012. The activities of Zeegra have a fairly constant character during the license period. 

This means that essentially, except in case of extreme weather conditions, sand will be dredged 

during the entire year. For the volumes requested by the Division of Maritime Access, at the moment it 

is impossible to estimate in which years sand will actually be dredged and used. 

Description of the aggregate extraction process wit h a hopper 

The process for extraction of sand (or gravel) consists of the following steps:  

• The vessel departs from the port  to the sand mining area for which a license has been issued;  

• The dredging vessel, which in practice in Belgium will be a hopper, carries out the sand 

extraction activities.  

• After the dredging process is finished, the ship sets course to the zone where the sand is 

unloaded.  

4 ship types are considered, depending on the hopper volumes (2.500 m³, 5.000 m³, 7.500 m³ and 

12.500 m³).  

Legal and policy boundary conditions 
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The exploitation of sea sand and gravel is covered by the Law of June 13th, 1969 on exploration and 

exploitation of non-living resources of the territorial sea and the continental shelf. This law was 

substantially amended by the Law of January 20th, 1999 on the protection of the marine environment 

in marine areas under the jurisdiction of Belgium and the Law of April 22nd, 1999 concerning the 

exclusive economic zone of Belgium in the North Sea.  

For the implementation of the Law on the Marine Environment (1999) and taking into account the 

federal plan for sustainable development two royal decrees were drafted:  

• i.e. the procedural decision on the conditions, the geographical boundaries and allocation 

procedure of concessions for exploration and exploitation of minerals and other non-living 

resources in the territorial sea and continental shelf,  

• and the decision rules on environmental impact assessment (EIA Decree).  

Compared with some other European countries, the extraction of marine aggregates along the 

Belgian coast is quite limited. The management of sand and gravel is an assignment of the Federal 

Department of Economy.  

The occurrence of storms is one of the major natural threats in the North Sea Region. The objective of 

the Integrated Coastal Security Implementation Plan (GKVP), which is currently in its final 

development phase, is to provide sufficient protection against flooding from the sea for the entire 

Flemish coast. Because sand suppletion is a very important measure in the current and future coastal 

defense policies, the policy on coastal protection is a major guiding factor for the need for extraction of 

aggregates in the Belgian Part of the North Sea.  

Description of the alternatives 

The exact definition of the four sectors within exploration zone 4 is the result of an optimisation 

process based upon different criteria, hence there is no alternative to the project site within 

exploration zone 4 that could be considered in this EIA.   

Since out of economic considerations (loss of time, more fuel costs, ...) it is not inconceivable that 

there would be a preference for increased extraction in nearer areas and that there would be a 

preference to extract in a particular area because in this area high-quality sand is found, it is useful in 

the context of this EIA that two strategies are put forward:  

• A strategy which assumes that the sand is dredged evenly on all four sectors;  

• A worst-case strategy which assumes that the sand is only dredged in a specific sector, 

namely sector 2.  
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The environmental impact for each of these two strategies will be calculated. The environmental 

effects will be calculated for each of the 4 types of hoppers described above.  

EVALUATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

Soil & water 

Lowering of the seafloor will cause a number of permanent physical effect such as: changes in the 

hydrodynamic processes, changes in the seafloor composition due to the exposure of underlying 

layers, and effects related to a disturbed sediment balance. In addition, a number of temporary 

physical effects occur during sand extraction (increase in turbidity, impoverished water quality,…). It is 

important to consider these potential effects against the background of the natural changes.  

For the sand extraction within exploration zone 4, 2 dredging strategies are proposed, that will lead to 

different changes in seafloor topography. 

• Scenario 1: a total needed volume of 35 million m³ would imply an extraction of about 0.75 m 

spread over the four sectors ;  

• In the worst-case scenario 2, a total needed volume of 35 million m³ would imply an extraction 

of about 2.5 m in sector 2 alone;  

It is expected that when material is removed, it will not be replenished by sediment supply from 

elsewhere, but more likely it will be compensated with material locally available. The average lowering 

due to sand extraction will not be bigger than the variations in height due to natural adaptation of the 

seafloor to the hydrodynamic circumstances.  

The total lowering of 0.75 m (scenario 1) or 2.5 m (scenario 2) will be spread over a total period of 10 

years. This means a (simplified) average lowering of 7,5 cm per year or 2,5 cm per year. These 

‘average’ lowerings should however be put in the context of the technical minimum extraction depth of 

at least 20-50 cm for dredgers.    

By removing the top layer of the seafloor, layers with a different grain size can become exposed at the 

surface. 

Considering the relative size of the lowering (about 0.75 m in case of scenario 1 or about 2.5 m in 

case of scenario 2) with respect to the natural variations in sand dune heights (2-3 m), and with 

respect to the water depth (20-30 m), no significant changes due to sand extraction are expected in 

the overall current velocities, wave heights, current directions or ebb/flood dominance. Of course, 

local changes can occur.  

Offshore sandbanks provide a natural protection of the coastline by breaking large waves before they 

reach the coast, and by increasing bottom friction what leads to reduced wave action at the coastline. 
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By lowering the offshore sandbanks an increased risk in beach and dune erosion can arise, as bigger 

waves can propagate in shallow water. However, this effect is most likely not significant considering 

the location of the Hinderbanks so far offshore in great water depths.  

A first morphological effect of extraction on the sediment is the persistent presence of dredge marks. 

The BMM (2006) reports periods of 6 months to 4 years. A second effect is the potential influence of 

the lowering on the formerly prevailing sediment transport patterns (acceleration of erosion). In order 

to advance the recovery of the total height of the bank via natural regeneration processes, it is 

recommended to choose the extraction zones in areas with higher sediment dynamics, so that the 

surface will regenerate faster (BMM, 2006). These dynamic areas are characterised by the presence 

of important sand dunes (especially in the northern part of the Hinderbanks). In addition should be 

sought for areas were deposition occurs, instead of areas where erosion prevails. In the ideal case 

this would mean that the rate of extraction should be adapted to the rate of regeneration (Van Lancker 

et al., 2009a, 2010). In other words, the extraction should be kept within the natural variability.  

It is recommended to continue research on the overall sand balance of the BPNS in order to be able 

to make conclusive statements on natural variations in size and direction of sand transport, especially 

near the Hinderbanks. There is still room for investigations about e.g. the significant influence of 

extreme storm events on the transport balance.  

One of the main indirect effects of sand extraction is the formation of a sediment or turbidity plume 

and the resulting increased turbidity in the water column. What is of major importance is the 

translation of the potential temporary increases in turbidity and of the temporary effects due to 

deposition of sediment plumes, into effects on fauna and flora.It is expected that the temporary 

increase in turbidity related to sand extraction will be smaller than the concentrations that occur 

naturally during storms.  

In case of the project area, the radius in which sedimentation occurs will be restricted to the zone of 

the banks where the benthic richness is anyhow smaller than in the swales. Such as the potential 

turbidity effect, also the sedimentation of the turbidity plume is considered not significant for both 

scenarios.  

For both scenarios no significant effects are expected on the quality of the water column.  

A monitoring program for bathymetry and hydrodynamics seems proper, and could be inspired on the 

monitoring strategy of the Kwintebank. Supplementary, some control on the changing seafloor grain-

size distribution can be useful by taking a limited number of sediment samples.  
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Fauna, flora & biodiversity 

Benthos 

The extraction of marine aggregates in the project area causes a direct and indirect impact on the 

benthos. The most important biological effect is the direct loss of benthos species and individuals due 

to the removal of the sand from the seafloor. Additionally there can be indirect effects as a result of 

the removal of the sandy substrate, a change in sediment composition (loss of habitat), a change in 

the seafloor topography and the occurrence of sediment plumes. 

The depth of the extraction mostly depends on the method that is being used. In the proposed project 

a Trailing Suction Hopper Dredger will be used, which sucks the top 20-50 cm of the seafloor through 

a suction pipe into the vessel. This way of operation has a large impact on the benthic fauna in the 

extraction zone, because the marine benthos is primarily present in the top 20 cm of the marine 

sediment. 

In both cases the total area with habitat loss (46 km² and 14 km²) is small compared to the area of the 

BPNS (3600 km²). Moreover the sand extraction is limited to the tops of the sandbanks and does not 

happen in the gullies. These gullies are much richer in number of species, diversity and biomass.  

A shift in the sediment composition can lead to a shift in the benthic communities that live on the 

sediment. Due to the proposed sand extraction a change from very course sand to more medium 

course sand can be expected. The effect of this shift is however rather modest. 

High turbidity of the seawater can cause negative effects for certain suspension feeders. The filter 

mechanisms that this organisms use to sieve suspended food particles from the water can get 

constipated. But certain suspension feeders like the Muscle are for example also capable to filter 

seaweed from sediment rich water, which suggest they cope with increased turbidity. 

Most organisms are adapted to this natural dynamics. And because sand extraction will generally only 

take place during good weather conditions, there is no cumulative effect with the increased water 

turbidity during a storm. The impact on the benthos will therefore be modest. Only the frequency of 

the occurrence of raised sediment concentration in the water can increase during the sand extraction. 

The deposition of the suspended sediment in the plumes can also cause a negative impact on the 

benthos, by covering it with sediment. The extent of the impact depends on the species. However the 

sedimentation rate caused by the sand extraction project is limited and the sedimentation occurs 

mainly on the less biological valuable sandbank tops. 
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Fish 

The potential impact of the sand extraction is relatively smaller than the impact on the benthos. Fish 

are more mobile organisms and can migrate more easily to less disturbed areas. The most important 

effects are loss of habitat and the impact of sedimentation. 

The Westhinder sand bank, partly inside the project area, provided a spawning area for Herring 

species in the past. It is not known if the area still has this function. Also the gravel fields surrounding 

the Hinderbanks are possible important fish habitats. However this valuable gravel fields are not 

affected by the sand extraction. The impact of the sand extraction is limited to the sandbank tops. 

Sediment plumes can cause a negative effect on certain fish species, but most fish species show 

evasive behaviour in case of increased suspension levels. The sediment concentration due to the 

sand extraction is also comparable with the natural concentration during a storm. 

Birds 

The extraction activities cause a loss of benthic biomass and density on the sandbanks. However the 

study area is of minor importance for benthos-eating seabirds that stay on the Hinderbanks in winter. 

The impact on the availability of food is small. 

Increased turbidity of the seawater caused by sediment plumes can affect certain seabirds that hunt 

on sight like Auk and Tern. But the effect is temporarily and local. Quantitative research about the 

effects on the hunting success of seabirds is limited. 

The extraction activities in the study area can cause disturbance of the present seabirds. The extent 

of the disturbance depends on the time of the extraction and the importance of the extraction site as a 

bird habitat. 

Considering that the number of ships involved in the sand extraction is very small compared to the 

total traffic near the study area, it can be expected that the impact of the sand extraction is modest. 

Air & climate 

The expected total emission of NOx, SO2, hydrocarbons and fine dust during sand extraction for a 

certain time period is determined by the number of ship loads needed (depending on the ship type 

with particular bin volume), the emission per kWh engine power and the total time needed for 

extraction. The used power depends on the type of the ship (smaller ships have a smaller engine 

power and lower speed). The expected emission was calculated for the two scenarios (extraction 

distributed over four sectors or restricted to one sector), and for different ship types with a bin volume 

varying between 2,500 m³ and 12,500 m³. 
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From the calculations can be concluded that ships with a bin volume of 7,500 m³ give the smallest 

polluting emission. Smaller ships have a lower fuel consumption because of smaller engine power 

and therefore less emission, but have to travel more because of their smaller bin volume, what makes 

their total yearly emission larger. Bigger ships have to travel less frequently, but have a bigger engine 

power and therefore a larger emission. Ships with a bin volume of 7,500 m³ are the ideal compromise 

between fuel consumption and travel frequency. 

The difference in emission between the two proposed dredging scenarios is minimal (less than 3% 

difference), because the difference between the two scenarios is only determined by the difference in 

travel distance which is only 1,6 km. Scenario 1 would lead to slightly higher emission values because 

of the larger distance between the harbour and the four sectors. 

If we compare the average emission over one year for the national sea shipping traffic of SO2, NOx 

and fine dust in 2007, with the predicted emission due to the proposed dredging activities in 

exploration zone 4 for an average year (for scenario 1), than it is observed that the predicted emission 

of NOx and fine dust makes up only 10% of the values of 2007. Only scenario 1 was compared, as it 

would lead to the largest predicted values. The predicted emission of SO2 for scenario 1 makes up 

about 20% of the total values of the year 2007. In the future, however, the emission of SO2 will 

strongly reduce due to the stricter EU measures. 

Interaction with other human activities 

As figure 1 shows, there is a very intensive use of the limited area of the BPNS.  

Fishing 

Since there can be fishing within the sand extraction concession areas, there is no strict loss of fishing 

grounds in the BPNS due to aggregate extraction. Moreover, the benthic fisheries focus more on the 

slopes and gullies between the sandbanks, while the sand and gravel mainly takes place on the tops 

of the sandbanks. However, no data are available on the activity of sea fishing in the project area. 

One can therefore consider that there is no significant geographical influence on fisheries to be 

expected in the sand extraction area.  

Multi-functionality can also be pursued in time. By arrangements between  sand extraction activities 

and fishing at sea, the influence of sand activities on the sea fisheries in terms of time allocation 

(economic impact) are minimized. In conclusion, no significant adverse impacts is expected on 

fisheries and mariculture.  
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Navigation 

Sand extraction in the exploration zone 4 will cause a number of ship movements back and forth of 

the area. Given the limited time for sand extraction within the area, the sand extraction does not 

provide adverse conditions on the (economic) use of the exploration zone 4 by any form of shipping.  

Military activities 

There is no geographical overlap between exploration zone 4 and designated areas for military 

operations. Within exploration zone 4 itself therefore no effect is expected. The dredging vessels, 

going to and from exploration zone 4, may impede military operations. Just like any other shipping 

movements, however, these ships will be requested to stay outside the military zone during the limited 

period when military activities are carried out.   

Windfarms 

There is – by Law - no geographical overlap allowed between sand extraction zone 4 and the zone for 

wind farms. The closest distance between the area for wind farms and the tip of sector 2 (sector 

closest) is still more than 5 km. There is therefore no likely impact of sand extraction on the wind 

farms.  

Cables and pipelines 

An activity such as sand is not very compatible with the presence of cables or pipes because the 

pipes can be exposed by the extraction of sand or even damaged. These fiber optic cables are often 

buried fairly superficial, with a typical depth of 0,5 - 1 meter below the seabed. There is a safety zone 

to 250 m on both sides of each cable to avoid such damage.  

Therefore, the choice and designation of the four sectors is considering the location of the three 

cables: By that definition of the sectors no impact is expected from the sand  extraction on the existing 

cables and pipelines.  

Noise & vibrations 

Underwater noise 

The underwater sound will during operation be determined by the noise of the centrifugal pump (or by 

the suction pipe when the pump is attached in the suction pipe) and by the sound of the sediment in 

the suction tube. When the dredging process is complete, the sand will be transported to the storage 

area. The sound is then determined by the engine noise and is function of the frequency of shipping. 

Peak level between 80 and 200 Hz in shallow coastal waters rises up to 177 dB (re. 1µ Pa) at 1 m 

from the ship, attenuated to 130 dB (re. 1µ Pa) at 190 m from the ship (Beaver Mackenzie). The total 

sound pressure level under water at 1 m from a suction hopper dredger could vary between 172 dB 
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(Beaver Mackenzie) and 188 dB (Gerardus Mercator). With the current background noise level at the 

Thornton Bank, the continuous sound of a suction hopper dredger can be observed to a distance of 

about 20 km from the dredger. However, the real impact zone will depend on the contribution of 

natural sounds.  

Noise above water 

The specific sound in the open air of the suction activities was determined for one suction hopper 

dredger. The noise calculation results in a noise propagation from 1 km to obtain a contribution equal 

to the current background noise level. However, the real impact zone will depend on the contribution 

of natural sounds. For distances of several kilometers to the suction hopper dredger (e.g. the 

coastline and the Be/Ne-border), the noise contribution of the suction hopper dredger will be not 

audible to the human ear.  

Noise due to shipping 

During the operational phase there will be an increase of shipping by transporting sand from the 

exploration zone (4) to the storage area. Besides the temporary augmentation of the background 

noise by a passage of a ship, the total noise impact will be determined by the number of transports. 

The number of transport movements depends on the hopper volume of the dredger and the amount of 

sand that wants to mine within a specified period. The influence of these additional ships at the 

current ambient noise is generally insignificant compared to the current amount of shipping.  

Noise during discharge 

The storage area is usually situated near the ports where there is already a higher noise level 

compared to the residential areas. The addition noise emission during unloading of the dredger is 

relatively low so that the specific noise during discharge will be negligible. 

Risk and safety 

Shipping 

While for the existing concession zones 1-2-3 hopper volumes of about 2,500 cubic meters are 

deployed, it will probably economically interesting in the more distant exploration zone 4 to exploit 

larger vessels. As the hopper volume increases, the number of loads, and thus the sailing frequency 

is reduced.  

Based on the expected number of payloads for an average year and a worst case scenario "for three 

months, based on perceived quantity of material  required for that period (four types of vessels with 

different hopper volume), the percentage increase in hazardous movements for sand extraction can 

be calculated.  
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Based on the number of hours per type of sailing vessel (hopper volume),this  can be recalculated to 

a total figure for sailing hours. The figures for the maximum of 3 months were extrapolated to a full 

year.  

Type (hopper volume in m³) Average (year) Maximum (3 months)

2.500 8.247,12                    27.333,31                        
5.000 3.436,30                    11.388,88                        
7.500 2.114,65                    7.008,54                          

12.500 1.178,16                    3.904,76                           
Table 2: Estimation of the number of sailing hours for an average year and a worst case scenario of three months. 

The basis for the relative risk of collision is further assumed (Marin, 2009) in which an average 

attendance of 55 ships in the BDNZ assumed. Based on the number of sailing hours for sand 

extraction, an additional relative intensity of these 55 vessels are calculated.  

Type (hopper volume in m³) Average (year) Maximum (3 months)

2.500 1,7% 5,7%
5.000 0,7% 2,4%
7.500 0,4% 1,5%

12.500 0,2% 0,8%  
Table 3: Estimation of the percentage increase of intensity of traffic for an average year and a 'worst case' scenario of three months. 

The additional maximum probability of collision is estimated based on an approximate quadratic 

relationship (very conservative) with the total intensity (Marin, 2009).  

Type (hopper volume in m³) Average (year) Maximum (3 months)

2.500 7,4% 44,5%
5.000 2,9% 11,3%
7.500 2,1% 6,0%

12.500 1,5% 3,3%  
Table 4: Assessment of percentage increase in collisions for an average year and a worst case scenario of three months. 

The table above reflects immediately that for the maximum scenario (on a period of 3 months), larger 

ships will have to be used (than a type with hopper volume 2500 m³ or 5.000 m³). When you select for 

instance  a hopper type with volume of 2,500 m³ would, approximately 12 crossings per day and the 

parallel deployment of more ships would be needed, which is unrealistic.   

These estimates of percentage increases should be considered in absolute value by considering an 

average number of collisions per year. If such collisions are estimated at 14,5 (Leroy et al, 2006), it 

means the sand extraction is causing an absolute increase of 0,2 collisions per year (average 

situation, 12,500 m³ hopper volume, 1.5% increase) and 1, 6 collisions per year (maximum of 3 
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months, 5,000 m³ hopper volume, 11.3% increase). Such absolute values are probably in the order of 

accuracy of these calculations.  

Sand mining can  only be carried out when good weather conditions prevail. This has a consequence 

that all figures mentioned are certainly upper limits.  

Oil 

Oil spills caused by sand extraction will occur primarily by an unforeseen loss of oily substances from 

a ship sand (mainly diesel). When studying the impact of oil pollution the following aspects should be 

taken into account: the weather conditions during the pollution, the type of oil, the amount leaked and 

the place where the leak occurred. These features will determine the extent of the spill, the current 

influence and how quickly it will fall apart, emulsifying, evaporation, diffusion and sinking (Ecolas, 

2006). The risk of oil discharges is proportional to the intensity (accidental loss during sailing) and the 

probability of collision (accidental loss due to a collision).  

One may say that the approximate average frequency of oil spill for the BPNS of once every 31 years 

(Marin, 2009), due to the increase in shipping for sand, is rising to a frequency of once every 30,9 

years to once every 29,5 years. This is a negligible increase in the same order of magnitude as the 

accuracy of these estimates.  

Since April 2005 the new "North Sea Emergency Plan" is in force. The contingency plan describes the 

organization of assistance and coordination of operations during emergency situations or serious 

accidents in Belgian waters. In addition, the plan possesses an operational and practical character.  

Monitoring of potential oil spill is already done by the BMM. Through observation in the air, the 

condition of the sea and all the activities happening at sea are followed closely. The flights will 

guarantee the immediate detection of abnormal situations, such as discharges of polluting substances 

or the presence of floating objects adrift (BMM website, 2010). 

Seascape and cultural heritage 

The exploration area is located approximately between 35 and 55 km from the coastline. Because of 

the curvature of the earth, everything up to about 62 meters above sea level disappears below the 

horizon at a distance of 35 km. At a distance of 55 km, this happens to all objects up to a height of 97 

meters. These calculations are done for an observer on the dike at a height of 10 m. The dredging 

activities will not be visible from the coast and the impact on the landscape experience will be zero. 

The low increase of traffic does not lead to a significant impact on the sea view. Given the limited 

impact of sea traffic on the perception of the landscape, the visual impact of the project on elements 

of the landscape atlas along the coastline will also be negligible. Regarding to maritime archaeology, 
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there are no known wrecks located in the four proposed areas for sand extraction. The project will 

thus again have no impact. 

Cumulative effects 

The possible effects of several simultaneous projects in combination with existing human activities at 

sea can lead to cumulative effects.Taking into account the location of exploration zone 4, the 

discussion of the cumulative effects can be limited to the discussion of the effects related to the 

activities of the Belwind project. The Belwind project obtained a concession zone for a large windmill 

farm (330 MW) on the neighbouring Bligh Bank.  

There is a potential cumulative effect concerning the influence of both projects on the overall sediment 

transport on the BPNS. For the Belwind project meanwhile, monopile foundations have been chosen, 

while especially for gravitational foundations, a lot of sand has to be excavated and stored elsewhere. 

At this moment, no well-founded statements can be done about the presence of a cumulative effect 

concerning the overall sediment transport on the BPNS. It is therefore recommended to tune the 

monitoring campaigns of both the sand extraction activities and the wind farm activities, in order to 

study the potential cumulative effects during the realization of the projects. Numeric modelling of the 

hydrodynamics and sediment transport can help to better understand these complex processes in the 

future. 

Several windmill farms are planned on the nearby Thorntonbank, Bligh Bank and Bank zondernaam 

(C-Power, Belwind, Eldepasco). This projects cause a loss of benthic habitat and benthic 

communities. The cumulative effect of the sand extraction with this windmill projects is limited. The 

total affected area is relatively small compared to the whole BPNS. Moreover the effects caused by 

the sand extraction are not permanent. 

The construction and exploitation of the windmill farms in the nearby concession zone can cause a 

possible indirect cumulative effect on the fish fauna in the study area. Certain zones around the 

windmills will be restricted for fishery activities. The restriction can cause a change in the fishery 

intensity in other areas, also around the Hinderbanks. The overall effect of such a change is difficult to 

determine and adequate research is necessary. 

In relation to seabirds the most important cumulative effect under consideration is disturbance due to 

ship traffic. However, the chance that the windmill projects and the sand extraction cause a significant 

increase of ship traffic at the same time is rather small. Thus, cumulative effects are not likely to 

appear. 

There is a potential cumulative effect on the air quality due to emission of polluting matter during the 

activities of both the Belwind as the presented project. As the Belwind project has a positive influence 

on air quality, the cumulative effect is smaller than the individual effect of the sand extraction project.  
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The potential interaction with other human activities is first and foremost by geographical factors (i.e. 

activities that take place at the same location or close together so that one activity is affected by 

another activity). Given the fact that sand  exploration and  the Belwind project are not geographically 

overlapping, it is already clear that there is little to no cumulative effects to be expected. 

Cumulative effects of the specific noise from the wind farms with those of the suction hopper dredger 

are limited to those under water, within the safety area of the wind farms. This area was under the 

wind farm projects already eliminated as a valuable area for marine fauna.  

The type of noise source for the transport of sand from the exploration area (4) to the storage area is 

similar to that of the current shipping. Offshore is the argument that the additional transport intensity is 

negligible compared with the current fleet in the vicinity of the navigation route. The noise contribution 

of the transport during the project implementation is so small that there is no cumulative effect 

expected on the current shipping noise, both above and under water, as offshore and onshore.  

Potential cumulative impacts refer to both an increased risk of collision and a heightened risk of oil 

spills, both due to a slight increase in intensity of shipping by sand and wind farm and the presence of 

the wind farm (collision with a turbine). A full blown calculation of the cumulative effect (both in terms 

of collision and oil spill) of both projects requires a numerical simulation that is outside the scope of 

this EIA. In approximation it can be stated that the cumulative effect will amount to the sum of the 

impact of each project.  By closing the area for wind farms to shipping to a slight increase in the 

intensity of traffic is expected in the exploration zone 4. The activities within the sectors for sand 

extraction are so far away from the wind farm on Bligh Bank that no significant negative impact is 

expected regarding the likelihood of a ship collision (sand dredger) on a wind turbine on the Bligh 

Bank. Moreover sand mining takes place dominantly in good weather, lowering the chance of 

problems with navigation. 

Cross-border effects 

There are no cross-border effects.  
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ABSTRACT 

Zeegra vzw heeft in samenwerking met de Vlaamse overheid, met name het agentschap Maritieme 

Dienstverlening en Kust (MDK), afdelingen Kust en Maritieme Toegang, een  milieueffectenrapport 

(MER) ingediend voor zandwinning binnen sector 4 (in deelsectoren 4a, 4b, 4c en 4d). In dit MER 

werd een inschatting gemaakt van de milieueffecten van een extractie van 35 miljoen m³ zand en 

grind gespreid over een periode van 10 jaar. Tijdens de milieueffectenbeoordeling (MEB) werd 

duidelijk dat een accurate inschatting van de impact van de activiteiten bemoeilijkt wordt door een 

aantal leemtes in de kennis. Er zijn een aantal grote verschillen tussen de huidige extractie in de 

sectoren 1, 2 en 3 en de verwachte toekomstige extractie binnen sector 4. Deze situeren zich zowel 

op het vlak van de extractiestrategie (volumes, periode, diepte) als op het vlak van de sectoren zelf 

(grovere sedimenten, zeebodemmobiliteit).  De voorziene extractie van mariene aggregaten zal 

voornamelijk effecten hebben op de bathymetrie, morfologische evolutie, sedimentologische 

samenstelling, benthos en zeezoogdieren. Een regelmatige monitoring van deze parameters tijdens 

en na de activiteit is dan ook noodzakelijk. 

Zeegra asbl, en collaboration avec le gouvernement flamand, en particulier het agentschap Maritieme 

Dienstverlening en Kust (MDK), afdelingen Kust en Maritieme Toegang, a soumis une étude 

d'incidences sur l'environnement  relative à l'extraction de 35 millions m³ de sable et de gravier sur 

une période de 10 ans  dans le secteur 4, subdivisions  4a, 4b, 4c et 4d. L'évaluation de cette étude 

réalisée par l'UGMM a mis en évidence plusieurs lacunes dans les connaissances actuelles, 

empêchant une évaluation précise des incidences. Plusieurs différences majeures existent entre 

'extraction  actuelle dans les secteurs 1, 2 et 3 et celle prévue dans le secteur 4. Ces différences 

concernent aussi bien  les stratégies d'extraction (volume, temps, profondeur) que les 

caractéristiques géologiques des secteurs eux-mêmes (type de sédiments, mobilité des fonds 

marins). L'extraction planifiée de granulats marins  va principalement avoir des effets sur la 

bathymétrie locale, l'évolution morphologique, la composition sédimentologique, le benthos et les 
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mammifères marins. Un suivi régulier de ces paramètres pendant et après l'activité est dès lors 

nécessaire. 

 

Zeegra vzw, in cooperation with the Flemish government, especially the Agency for Maritime and 

Coastal Services (MDK), departments Coastal and Maritime Access, has submitted an environmental 

impact study (EIS) for sand extraction in sector 4 (in sub sectors 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d). This EIA provided 

an estimate of the environmental effects of extraction of 35 million m³ sand and gravel over a period of 

10 years. During the environmental impact assessment (EIA) it became clear that an accurate 

assessment of the impact of the activities was hindered by a number of knowledge gaps. There are 

some major differences between the current extraction in sectors 1, 2 and 3 and the expected future 

extraction in sector 4. These are situated both in terms of the extraction strategy (volume, time, depth) 

as in terms of the sectors themselves (coarser sediments, seabed mobility). The planned extraction of 

marine aggregates will mainly have effects on local bathymetry, morphological evolution, 

sedimentological composition, benthos and marine mammals. Regular monitoring of these 

parameters during and after the activity will be necessary. 

The complete environmental impact assessment will be made public on the MUMM-website 

(www.mumm.ac.be/) at the end of the concession application procedure. 
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ABSTRACT 

Zeezand en meer bepaald zand gewonnen op het BCP vormt een belangrijke bron van natuurlijke 

rijkdommen. Sinds enkele decennia heeft de zandwinning op zee zich dan ook tot een belangrijke 

economische activiteit ontwikkeld. Daarenboven mag gesteld worden dat de winning op een 

duurzame manier gebeurt. Naast grote volumes nodig voor de kustverdediging, wordt het zand 

aangewend voor allerlei toepassingen in de bouwsector. Dit op basis van zijn intrinsieke kwaliteiten 

en diversiteit in kwaliteiten afhankelijk van de winplaats. Belangrijk is dan ook deze diversiteit in 

winplaatsen te verzekeren op lange termijn. 

Le sable marin et plus particulièrement le sable extrait sur le Plateau continental de la Belgique est 

une source importante de ressources naturelles. Depuis quelques dizaines d'années, l'extraction de 

sable en mer s'est fortement développée et est devenue une activité économique importante. Par 

ailleurs, on peut affirmer que l'extraction se fait d'une manière durable. De grands volumes de sable 

sont nécessaires pour la défense de la côte mais le sable est en outre utilisé pour différentes 

applications dans le secteur de la construction. Le sable est apprécié en raison de ses qualités 

intrinsèques et des différentes qualités en fonction du lieu d'extraction. Il importe donc d'assurer cette 

diversité selon les lieux d'extraction à long terme. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Mineral materials are essential to keep our society running. Supply of mineral materials is a social 

necessity for present and future generations.  

Particularly for building and fill sand four supply sources are distinguished to satisfy this need: 

• primary surface minerals extracted from land/river 

• sand extraction on the BCP 

• secondary minerals/soil aimed at closed material cycles 
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• import, including sea-dredged sand from neighbouring countries 

Sand extraction on the BCP is in particular an answer to meet the need for building sand. The 

concrete industry (industry of ready-mixed concrete and concrete prefab products) is the main 

consumer.   

 

PREJUDICES 

Sea-dredged sand is distinguished from land-extracted sand by the presence of shells and salt. 

Prejudices being a real barrier in the past for general applications have now disappeared. This is 

mainly thanks to the product specifications such as NBN EN 206-1, containing the requirements for 

concrete production. No restrictions are imposed on the components, only on the application of the 

product (concrete) and its resulting restrictions. For example, for armed concrete it is required that the 

chloride content is restricted to 0.4% of the cement weight. The concrete producer has to prove this 

by means of the chloride balance of the constituents. 

 

QUALITY 

Furthermore sea sand dredged on the BCP is characterized by its pureness, constancy and the 

absence of fines.  As a consequence the sand can be used almost unprocessed. This is an important 

trump card for the producer (concrete / asphalt) who considers material constancy of paramount 

importance in order to produce an end product of constant quality.  Like all building materials the sand 

producer has to acquire a CE conformity certificate to be authorized/able to sell its product on the 

European market. On top of that all producers of sea sand extracted from the BCP hold the BENOR-

label. This label contains a certificate granted by a third party on a voluntary basis. 

 

APPLICATIONS 

Sea sand dredged on the various extraction zones of the BCP vary from fine to middle coarse sand. 

The coarse fraction in the sand mainly consists of a shell fraction. The various sand qualities are won 

on specific zones on the sand banks.  

All in all, a distinction is made between three sand types: 

• very fine sand (0/1 mm) used as fill sand and sand for asphalt production. 

• fine sand (0/2 mm) for mortar, concrete and asphalt production, drainage sand and beach 

suppletion. 
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• middle coarse sand (0/3 mm) for concrete production. Within the concrete business a gradual 

replacement is noticed from coarse sand types to middle coarse sand types extracted from 

the BCP. This type of sand represents yet > 60 % of the sand extraction on the BCP. 

Important for this industry is knowledge of the location of the various extraction zones in function of 

the various qualities (applications!).  

 

AVAILABILITY  

Considering the major part of the coarse sand type, it is primordial that fulfilling the needs can be 

guaranteed in the long term.  An important step was the addition of extraction zone 4 to the existing 

extraction zones. A number of companies have applied for a concession on this zone 4 which will 

hopefully meet our expectations and will result in a further geographical spread of sand extraction 

and, as a consequence, a spread of its effects.  

Besides, it is of great importance that the existing extraction zones are exploited to a maximal extend.  

By way of precaution, here and there some zones have already been closed. We are questioning 

party to reconsider this principle in function of the results of various impact studies on the long term 

effects of sand extraction at sea.  

Finally, we need to remain observant for the environmental objectives imposed by Europe in order to 

avoid conflicts with the various actors on the BCP, especially sand extraction. 
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ABSTRACT   

In het Nederlands deel van de Noordzee wordt sinds decennia zand gewonnen. De hoeveelheden 

zijn toegenomen van 2 á 3 miljoen m³ in de jaren zeventig tot circa 25 miljoen m³ in de laatste jaren. 

Naast deze winning voor kustsuppletie en gebruik als ophoogzand op land wordt er zand gewonnen 

voor grote projecten. De grootste hiervan is de aanleg van Maasvlakte 2 waarvoor circa 300 miljoen 

m³ zeezand nodig is. 

Het uitgangspunt bij zeezandwinning is altijd geweest om op een betaalbare manier zand te winnen, 

waarbij de effecten op natuur en ander gebruik van de zee zo gering mogelijk zijn. Door de 

schaalvergroting die in de loop der decennia is opgetreden is de aandacht voor de monitoring van 

deze effecten groter geworden. Voor de zandwinning voor Maasvlakte 2 wordt een zeer uitgebreid 

monitoringprogramma uitgevoerd.  

Het is aannemelijk dat de zandwinning voor kustsuppletie de komende decennia sterk toe zal nemen 

vanwege de verwachte zeespiegelstijging. Om ook dan een goed en verantwoord gebruik van de 

zandvoorraad te kunnen maken is een zandwinstrategie geformuleerd, waarbij in de verschillende 

regio’s verschillende uitgangspunten, zoals natuur of ruimtelijke planning, prioriteit kunnen krijgen.  

De ervaring opgedaan met de grootschalige en diepe zandwinning voor Maasvlakte 2 is zeer 

waardevol voor de komende grootschalige zandwinningen. 

 

THE MANAGEMENT OF MARINE SAND EXTRACTION IN THE NETHERLANDS 

From the Netherlands Continental Shelf a considerable amount of marine sand is extracted. The last 

years an average of 26 million m³ per year is taken from the seabed for regular use. In general, half of 

the amount of this marine sand is used for coastal nourishment. The other half is used as fill sand on 

land. Nearly half of the fill sand used in the Netherlands is marine sand. Hardly any marine sand is 

used for industrial purposes like the fabrication of concrete. In the future a further increase of 
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extraction of marine sand is expected, especially for coastal nourishment to counteract the expected 

sea level rise due to global warming. In figure 1 the amounts are given till 2007. Later years show a 

much larger amount due to large scale projects as the enlargement of the Rotterdam harbour and a 

mega scale coastal nourishment in the Province of South-Holland.  
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Figure 1: Historic pattern of marine sand extraction from 1974-2007 in the Dutch part of the North Sea. 

The extraction of marine sand and gravel is subject to regulations to ensure recovery of benthic fauna 

and to avoid negative influence on coastal defence, nature areas and other uses of the sea. The ICES 

Guidelines for the Management of Extraction of Marine Sediments are taken into account. The most 

important restriction is that extraction is not allowed in areas along the coast where the water depth is 

less than 20 m, both for ecological as for coastal defence reasons. Therefore, landwards of the 

established NAP –20 m depth contour sand extraction is not allowed, except for some specific 

reasons, e.g. maintenance dredging. The established contour is given in coordinates and is a 

simplification of the real depth contour line. NAP is close to mean sea level. 

Large scale and deep extractions are a great challenge for the managing authorities due to the 

ecological and morphological effects these may introduce. Due to the license procedures set out for 

large-scale extractions an EIA is required. Large scale is defined as an amount of more than 10 

million m³ or an area of more than 500 ha per license. 

Some criteria for the extraction are given by the policy documents (e.g. The National Water Plan, 

2009; BOR, 2010). After large scale extraction the sediments of the new seabed should not differ too 

much from the original sediments. The design of the pit must be so that the water exchange near the 

bottom of the pit is enough to be sure that there will be no oxygen depletion. This will allow the 

benthic fauna to recover. Besides minimising the effects on the ecosystem, there should be minimal 

influence on other uses of the sea.   
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MAASVLAKTE 2 

For the enlargement of the harbour of Rotterdam land reclamation of 20 km² is needed. This new 

harbour area is called Maasvlakte 2. To construct the land reclamation an amount of about 290 million 

m³ of marine sand is needed for the outer contour, the southern part of the harbour area and the 

coastal defence in the first ten years. The most intensive sand extraction will take place in the first 

four years. In 2009 and 2010 a total amount of 169 million m² was extracted. For the second phase 

another 75 million m³ is needed for the northern part of the harbour area. The total amount is about 

fifteen times the present yearly amount of marine sand extraction in the Dutch part of the North Sea. 

A sand extraction of this large scale and this deep as for the Maasvlakte 2 project has never been 

carried out in the Dutch part of the North Sea. Therefore, the procedure around the formulation of the 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), the license and the monitoring programme is executed with 

utmost carefulness (Stolk and Dijkshoorn, 2009).  

For the coastal area, the enlargement of the Rotterdam harbour is a large intervention. The 

consequences of the reclamation and the sand extraction for nature and other activities at sea are 

described in detail in the EIA. For this EIA much research is done or earlier research results are re-

examined. 

For sand extraction the following themes are taken into account: 

• Coast and Sea: morphology, geology, coastal defence, currents, nautical effects, etc. 

• Nature and Environment: primary production, benthic fauna, fishes, birds, marine mammals, 

archaeological values, nature areas, emissions, energy, etc. 

• Other uses: fishery, pipelines, cables, small scale sand extraction, etc. 

The license for sand extraction focussed on demands on location of the extraction area, sand quality, 

designs of the sand pit, intensity of dredging, technique of dredging and monitoring and evaluation. 

Figure 2 shows the area of which sand extraction for Maasvlakte 2 is allowed. This area is on both 

sides of the Euro/Maasgeul, the approaching channel to the Rotterdam harbour. From this area of 60 

km² only 15 km² is needed for the actual extraction. Most of the sand will be extracted from the area 

south of the Euro/Maaschannel. In principle, the extraction starts in the eastern part and extends 

westwards. Within the allowed area south of the Euro/Maaschannel, a subarea is appointed where 

sand extraction is not allowed due to a high percentage of mud. When the sand is extracted from 

areas where the seabed contain little mud the effects of the overflow on the ecology of the coastal 

zone, like primary production, eye catching fishes, birds and benthic fauna (and the fauna that feed on 

them), are limited. Therefore, areas that contain too much mud or even clay layers are excluded from 

extraction, as is the case in this subarea. To limit the yearly amount of overflow the intensity of the 

extraction is limited to 150 million m³ per year.  
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Figure 2: Sand extraction area. West of ‘Maasvlakte’ the new harbour area Maasvlakte 2 is shown. Northwest of Maasvlakte 2 

are the extraction areas north (P18P/P18J) and south (P18H) of the approaching channel to the harbour. In the southern part 

the sub area were extraction is not allowed is indicated as P18H-A. The Nature 2000 area Voordelta is indicated by the dotted 

green line. 

The direct elimination of benthic fauna can be decreased by the construction of extraction pits deeper 

than the usual depth of 2 m beneath the seabed. A larger extraction depth leads to less disruption by 

the hopper dredgers. The extraction pits will have a depth between 10 to 20 m below the original sea 

bed. To avoid a further deepening of the pits the orientation of the pits should be not on a positive 

angle of 15-35º with the dominant tidal current. The pit must be designed with slopes of less than 1:7. 

This enables the oxygen rich seawater to reach the bottom of the pit and for the benthic fauna to 

recolonize within a few years. 

Monitoring and evaluation are required by the license to get an insight into the morphological and 

ecological effects of this large scale of deep sand extraction. Also, it is necessary to check if the 

actual effects are within the range expected in the EIA. An extensive monitoring programme is 

formulated in which the measurements, analyses and reporting are regulated. The monitoring is 

focussed on: 

Bathymetry 

To determine the effects on currents and sand transport and to estimate the influence on other 

constructions on the seabed, it is necessary to know the morphological behaviour of the sea bed, 

especially an eventually migration of the extraction pit, during and after extraction. Therefore, the 
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bathymetry of the extraction pits and surroundings will be determined using a multibeam 

echosounder.  

Composition of the seabed 

To determine if the seabed composition is comparable with the composition before the extraction, the 

seabed will be sampled with box cores for grain size analysis and mud content.  

Suspended matter 

A measuring programme that combines satellite measurements and ship-born measurements will be 

carried out along a broad area along the west coast of the Netherlands. The focus is on any increases 

in the amount of suspended matter due to sand extraction and on the patterns of suspended matter in 

the coastal area. The monitoring programme will also examine impacts on algae blossoms and 

benthic fauna, and from there on species higher in the food chain.   

Benthic fauna 

The influence of the extraction on benthic fauna in the vicinity of the pit and the recovery of the 

benthic fauna within the pits are studied by sampling in influenced areas and reference areas to 

determine biomass and species until total recovery is reached. It is expected that the benthic fauna 

will recover within 6 years. 

Underwater noise 

The underwater noise of the process of sand extraction, transport and dumping will be measured. The 

results of these measurements will be compared with existing knowledge on the effects of underwater 

noise on marine mammals to check if the worst case assumption as used in the EIA is valid. 

Unexpected was the large amount of fossil bones from mammoths and other ice-age mammals that 

were found in the area. By the extraction activities the seabed is enriched with these bones, which are 

of high scientific interest. 

 

DELTA COMMITTEE 

The Government of the Netherlands requested an independent Committee of State (the Delta 

Committee) to give its advice on flood protection and flood risk management in the Netherlands for 

the next century (ICES-WGEXT, 2009).  

The results of the Delta Committee were presented in September 2008. The committee’s 

recommendations laid emphasis on development along with climate change. Their implementation will 
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allow the Netherlands to better adapt to the effects of climate change. To prepare the Netherlands to 

become climate proof, the Delta Committee drafted a Delta Programme.  

In the advise account was made of a predicted regional sea level rise between 0.65 to 1.3 m by 2100 

and from 2 to 4 m by 2200 (high-end estimates). Based on these predictions, recommendations were 

made to take sustainable measurements. The advice includes the use of marine sand for large scale 

nourishments to protect the Dutch coast. However, the implementations of this advice and the scale 

of the extractions involved needs serious environmental consideration.  

Following the advice of the commission the annual volume of sand needed for coastal protection 

might increase up to a 85 million m³ per year when the sea level rise is increased from 20 to 130 cm 

in 2100. This will result in vast extraction areas needed, possibly affecting the morphology in the 

coastal zone. 

 

SAND EXTRACTION STRATEGY 

To anticipate on an increase in sand extraction for coastal nourishments due to sea level rise, a new 

strategy on marine sand extraction is formulated (Zandwinstrategie, 2010) that aims at a regional 

approach from one or more of the following starting points: 

• costs 

• natural and ecological values  

• environmental values 

• resource management  

• spatial planning    

In the four regions offshore Delta, South-Holland, North-Holland and Wadden a different weight can 

be given to the different starting points.   

First a number of scenarios are formulated for the need of marine sand in the next century. Figure 3 

gives four scenario´s, ranging from 20 million m³ per year to more than 100 million m³ per year. The 

scenarios are based on assumptions for sea level rise and on the use of marine sand on land.  

Studies on the availability of sand in the Dutch part of the North Sea have shown that in the area 

between the established NAP -20 m depth contour and the 12 miles boundary an amount of 20 billion 

m³ sand is present within the first 5 m of the seabed and 40 billion m³ within the first 12 m (Van 

Heteren and Doornenbal, 2009). Therefore, it can be stated that in general enough marine sand is 
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available in the offshore area. Nevertheless, it is important to know where how much sand resources 

are present and to which depth extraction can take place before e.g. a clay layer is reached. A 

resource-information model is developed for the coastal zone of the Netherlands Continental Shelf, 

between the 15 m depth contour and the 12 mile boundary. The model will allow an efficient and 

reproducible determination of sand quantity and quality. The resulting information system consists of 

a 3D model that can be queried to generate derivative 2D maps that contain information on the total 

and exploitable sand thicknesses for specific locations. From these thicknesses, volumes can be 

calculated. The reliability of the model, both laterally and vertically, is a function of data density and 

geological complexity. As a rule of thumb, the model and the 2D maps will be useful on national and 

regional scales. Thus, they are appropriate for strategic decision making but not for site studies 

(Maljers et al.,2010a; Maljers et al., 2010b). 
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Figure 3: Scenarios for demand of marine sand. 

When sea level rise goes on in the next centuries in a rate that is (much) higher than at present, the 

Dutch coast will be nourished by vast amounts of marine sand by the generations to come. In that 

case in the long term a very large trench will be developed by succeeding extractions. The effects of 

such a trench on morphology, sand transport, coastal sand balance and even on changes in the tidal 

system of the southern North Sea are studied (De Boer et al., 2010; De Boer et al, 2011; Van der 

Werf and Giardino, 2009; Van der Werf et al., 2010). The effects, even when the trench is deepened 

to 12 m are in the order of changes of a few cm in tidal amplitudes and a few cm/s in tidal currents at 

the coasts of the Southern Bight of the North Sea. Nevertheless, such small changes can have 

influence on sediment transport on the long term.  

The implementation of the sand extraction strategy is focused on: 

• legal an policy instruments needed for a more planned extraction of marine sand 
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• the need for knowledge of resources and quality of the sand 

• integral managing of the monitoring on ecological and morphological effects of sand 

extraction 

• sustainability and innovation 

• management of extraction in the ecological important area of the Zeeuwse Banken   

The Sand Extraction Strategy must lead to a sustainable and reasonably priced extraction of marine 

sand, with emphasis on the managing of the resource of marine sand and minimizing the effects on 

other functions of the marine area (including nature and other uses of the sea). The amounts of sand, 

the depth of extraction and the locations must be tuned in an optimal way in space and time to other 

functions and interests in the marine area.  
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SUBMERGED PREHISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY AND LANDSCAPES OF THE 

CONTINENTAL SHELF (SPLASHCOS) 

 

GEOFF BAILEY ET AL. 

University of York - UK 

 

Submerged landscapes contain unparalleled information on early human populations and 

environmental change that is not preserved on land and is currently not well studied. However these 

landscapes are under increasing pressure from the marine industry and there isa growing need to 

assess the archaeological potential of large areas of seabed before development.Researchers from 

19 different countries working within archaeology, geology and palaeoenvironment have come 

together to develop initiatives which will improve knowledge on the location, preservation, 

investigation, interpretation and management of evidence of prehistoric human activity and associated 

landscapes. Already more than 3000 prehistoric occupation sites are known on the European 

continental shelf ranging in age from 5000 – 80.000 years old and in depth from the shoreline to 145 

meters. 
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LIES DE MOL, KOEN DEGRENDELE, MARC ROCHE 

FPS Economy, SMEs, Self-employed and Energy - Quality and safety - Continental Shelf Service - 

Koning Albert II-laan 16 - 1000 Brussel - lies.demol@economie.fgov.be 

 

Monitoring of the impact of sand extraction is one of the major tasks of the Continental Shelf Service 

(FPS Economy). However, we also aim at paying attention to the needs and demands of the sand 

industry itself. A healthy sustainable management involves a good balance between the economic 

and environmental issues.  

One of the most important issues in the future is the relevance of the precautionary extraction limit of -

5 m below the bathymetric reference surface within all zones. The industry already pointed out that 

this rule is no longer tenable, however, up till now no alternative has been proposed. 

In the coming years, the Continental Shelf Service wants to investigate this problem and try to 

introduce a new extraction limit based on more objective scientific characteristics of the extraction 

areas. Therefore a detailed three-dimensional study of all sandbanks in the different zones will be 

performed. This will lead to a precise knowledge of geological important surfaces (e.g. Top Tertiary) 

which can be used to define an objective reference limit for extraction. Additional modeling of the 

available volume of sand and the potential impact of extraction at different scales (space and time) 

using the new reference limit must be included. 

The first step has been realised by the baseline studies in zone 4 (Hinderbanken) where a 

combination of seismic profiles and vibrocores resulted in a detailed overview of the distribution and 

the characteristics of the marine aggregates in the area. This study will be repeated for zone 1 and 2 

in order to map the sand availability and define possible reference limits for extraction in the future. 

This work involves multidisciplinary research for which we kindly invite our industrial and academic 

partners to participate and to share their knowledge. The results of this study will be presented during 

the next study day in 2014. 
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L. DEVRIESE, J. ROBBENS 

Chemical Monitoring and Product Technology- Institute for Agricultural and Fisheries Research - 

Ankerstraat 1 - 8400 Oostende - Lisa.Devriese@ilvo.vlaanderen.be 

 

Environmental risk assessment is an essential tool in the investigation of the quality status of the 

environment. Monitoring practices for assessing the impact of pollution usually involve the 

determination of the total concentration of the contaminants using chemical analytical techniques. 

Chemical analysis is a straightforward approach with high sensitivity, selectivity, accuracy and 

reproducibility. Nevertheless, such techniques are time consuming, expensive but fail to indicate the 

specific biological effect on the living system and the bioavailable fraction of the compound and.. 

Therefore , the actual impact on the ecosystem is most often not deducible from chemical data alone.  

Whole - organism test systems (bacteria, algae, nematodes, crustaceans, fish…) represent a 

breakthrough as they offer a better estimate of the real toxicological potency of a sample. Toxicity and 

ecotoxicity assessments are recommended by OSPAR to achieve a good environmental quality 

status.  

In marine ecosystems, sediments act as a sink for many environmental pollutants. Moreover the 

quality of marine sediments is critical to the health status of a marine ecosystem. The core strategy of 

ILVO is to make an ecotoxicological evaluation of marine sediments to assess the impact of Sand 

Extraction. The applicability of different bioassays (representing multiple trophic levels and diverse 

toxicity assays) is evaluated for the ecotoxicological screening of sediments.  

The Microtox® system is a biosensor to test acute toxicity on environmental samples based on the 

inhibion of the natural bioluminescence of the marine bacterium Vibrio fischeri. On the other hand 

Escherichia coli bioreporters could be used to assess general toxicity and could be engineered to 

assess specific toxicity like genotoxicity, oxidative stress… Preliminary results on the evaluation of the 

applicability of bacterial biosensors in environmental monitoring are presented. 
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EXTRACTION ACTIVITIES 

 

L. DEVRIESE, J. ROBBENS 

Chemical Monitoring and Product Technology- Institute for Agricultural and Fisheries Research - 

Ankerstraat 1 - 8400 Oostende - Lisa.Devriese@ilvo.vlaanderen.be 

 

The impact of anthropogenic activities such as sand extraction on the marine environment is a major 

concern in urbanized coastal areas. An integrated monitoring strategy, based on OSPAR coordinated 

monitoring programmes and assessment criteria, is applied to evaluate the impact. Our core strategy 

is the integration of chemical and biological effects in a common framework by analyzing sediment 

and biota samples from the Belgian Part of the North Sea to obtain a global health status indicator.  

A first focus deals with the toxicity of the marine environment. General toxicity tests such as 

Microtox® are evaluated for their applicability for the preliminary ecotoxicological screening of 

sediments. In a step-wise approach, toxic sediments are further screened for the presence of a 

selection of persistent organic pollutants (POPs) and heavy metals. The concentration of pollutants is 

much higher in muddy sediments compared to sandy sediments, though the overall chemical quality 

of sediments of the Belgian part of the North Sea is quite good. Besides the assessment of core 

pollutants (PCBs, PAHs, OCPs, heavy metals), more specific toxicity screenings could be performed 

and analytical techniques developed for the newly emerging contaminants.  

Another major concern is the bioaccumulation of those contaminants in the marine benthic and 

pelagic ecosystem. Divers crustaceans, bivalves and fishes are used for analytical screening. 

Bivalves have shown to be good indicator organisms due to their sessile living on the sediment, filter 

feeding and their lack of sophisticated detoxification.  

To investigate the biological responses of an organism, population or community caused by a 

potential hazardous substance a biomarker approach is applied. Biomarkers, such as cytochrome 

P450 1A activity (EROD), are determined on liver samples of dab and indicate the exposure to POPs. 

In future, more weight will be given to genomic biomarkers, which are more unambiguous compared 

to biochemical biomarkers and straightforward to assess. Finally, contamination associated fish 

diseases are investigated on diverse fish species (e.g. dab and whiting). The overall observed 

prevalence of parasites, viral diseases, nematodes and anomalies is assessed in different areas of 

the Belgian part of the North Sea. 
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TINE MISSIAEN
1, INE DEMERRE

2, LIESBET COCKX
3 

1 Renard Centre of Marine Geology - Universiteit Gent; 2 Agentschap Onroerend Erfgoed; 3 

Bodembeheer- Universiteit Gent 

 

In 2010 werden gecombineerde geofysische en geologische metingen uitgevoerd bij Raversijde. 

Deze metingen hadden een meervoudig doel: (1) lokalisatie van oude fossiele getijdengeulen, (2) 

mogelijke detectie van een oude Romeinse dijk die in 2005 op land werd teruggevonden en (3) van 

het vissersdorp Walraversijde dat zich gedeeltelijk uitstrekt tot beneden de laagwaterlijn. De volgende 

technieken werden aangewend: hoge-resolutie seimiek op zee (bij hoog water) en ondiepe boringen 

plus electromagnetische metingen op het strand (bij laag water). Deze geïntegreerde aanpak op basis 

van complementaire technieken liet niet enkel toe om het complexe geulensysteem te karteren maar 

ook om begraven oude veenlagen en mogelijke restanten van menselijke bewoning te localiseren. 

 

En 2010, des mesurages géophysiques et géologiques combinés ont été effectués près de 

Raversijde. Leur but était multiple: (1) la localisation d'anciens chenaux de marée fossiles, (2) la 

détection éventuelle d'une ancienne digue romaine retrouvée sur la terre ferme en 2005 et (3) la 

détection éventuelle du village de pêcheurs Walraversijdequi s'étend en partie jusque sous la laisse 

de basse mer. Les techniques suivantes ont été utilisées : sismique de haute résolution en mer (à 

marée haute) et forages peu profonds plus mesurages électromagnétiques sur la plage (à marée 

basse). Cette approche intégrée sur base de techniques complémentaires a non seulement permis 

de faire la topographie du système complexe des chenaux mais aussi de   localiser d'anciennes 

couches de tourbe enfouies et des restes éventuels d'habitations humaines. 
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TINE MISSIAEN
1, MARNIX PIETERS

2, FRANK MAES
3 

1 Renard Centre of Marine Geology - Universiteit Gent; 2 Agentschap Onroerend Erfgoed; 3 Maritiem 

Instituut - Universiteit Gent 

 

De evaluatie van onderwatererfgoed gebeurt in België momenteel ad-hoc en op een 

ongecoördineerde manier (of helemaal niet) en is daarom meestal tijdrovend en duur. Dit is het 

gevolg van het ontbreken van een adequate onderzoeks- en evaluatiemethodologie en het gebrek 

aan een duidelijk beleid. Op dit moment wordt door de Universiteit Gent daarom een 

onderzoeksvoorstel voorbereid dat wil tegemoet komen aan deze twee tekortkomingen: (1) enerzijds 

door het ontwikkelen van een betrouwbare onderzoeksmethodologie gebaseerd op remote sensing 

technieken die een nauwkeurige en kosten-effectieve evaluatie mogelijk maakt van het 

archeologische potentieel van mariene gebieden in ontwikkeling, en (2) anderzijds het uitwerken van 

een alomvattend voorstel voor een transparant en duurzaam beheersbeleid en voor de verdere 

ontwikkeling en uitvoering van een wettelijk kader voor onderwatererfgoed in België. Het project 

voorziet de actieve deelname van alle potentiële belanghebbenden: mariene industrie, 

overheidsinstellingen met mariene bevoegdheid, visserij, duikers, toerisme, en de wetenschappelijke 

wereld.  

 

En Belgique, l'évaluation du patrimoine sous-marin se déroule actuellement de manière ad hoc et non 

coordonnée (ou pas du tout); elle prend donc souvent beaucoup de temps et est coûteuse. C'est le 

résultat de l'absence à la fois d'une méthodologie de recherche et d'évaluation adéquate et d'une 

stratégie claire. C'est pourquoi l'Université de Gand prépare en ce moment une proposition de 

recherche visant à remédier à ces deux manquements: (1) d'une part, en développant une 

méthodologie de recherche fiable basée sur des techniques de "remotesensing" qui permet une 

évaluation des coûts réels du potentiel archéologique des zones marines en développement et (2) 

d'autre part, en élaborant une proposition universelle pour une politique de gestion transparente et 

durable pour le développement et l'exécution ultérieurs d'un cadre légal pour le patrimoine sous-marin 

en Belgique. Le projet prévoit la participation active de tous les intéressés potentiels: l'industrie 

marine, les organismes publics à compétence  marine, le secteur de la pêche, les plongeurs, le 

tourisme et le monde scientifique. 
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Multibeam surveys have been conducted over the Belgian continental plate for bathymetric purposes. 

Backscattered (BS) signal have been recorded as well for sediment classification purposes. 

Starting in 2005 for 5 years, 23 tracks were surveyed by scientific divers taken video images as well 

as direct measurements of sand thickness on reported geo-referenced points. The accuracy of the 

positioning is better than 10m. 

The 23 dived tracks have been surveyed using EM3002D multibeam echosounder less than 2h after 

the end of the dive for BS signal. A 1m*1m mosaic of BS has been created (masking of the central 

specular and the external sectors + compensation of the BS versus the tx angle mean curve). A mean 

value and the standard deviation of BS have been obtained on a 10m diameter circle taken on every 

available in--situ sand thickness measurement point. A good correlation between backscatter (BS) 

signal and in situ sand thickness measurement is observed. Three classes of BS can be isolated from 

the analysis. They correspond to a sand thickness ranging from 0‐15 cm from 15‐35 cm and from 40 

cm. They are featuring different zone of the Belgian continental plate. Video images cannot 

differentiate clearly these zones and therefore will associate very different BS signature to similar 

sediment appearance. Moreover, use of Van Veen grap in order to ground‐truth such environment is 

not possible for the zone of very thin sand cover (0-15 cm) and direct measurement of sand thickness 

is seen here as an improvement in ground‐truthing permitting the differentiation between these zones. 
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Institute for Agricultural and Fisheries Research (ILVO) - Ankerstraat1 - 8400 Oostende - 

ellen.pecceu@ilvo.vlaanderen.be 

 

The seas around Europe are home to an exceptionally wide range of marine habitats. At the same 

time they support a large and increasing range of human activities including commercial fishing, 

conservation, aggregate extraction, renewable energy, etc. ‘Multiple use’ can cause problems 

between various user groups, between economic interests and conservation requirements, and there 

is also a great threat of degradation of the marine ecosystems themselves. A well planned ecosystem 

based approach is necessary to balance often competing demands of human use and nature 

conservation.  

In the EU FP7 project, MESMA (Monitoring and Evaluation of Spatially Managed Areas) focuses on 

marine spatial planning and aims to produce integrated management tools (concepts, models and 

guidelines) for monitoring, evaluation and implementation of Spatially Managed Areas.  

The main tasks in the project are information analysis, the development of a generic framework, the 

testing and evaluation of this framework through case-studies and the development of a toolbox. A 

significant proportion of the effort will be centered on 9 case-studies within five geographical regions: 

the North Sea, the Baltic, the Mediterranean, the Atlantic and the Black Sea. This approach makes it 

possible to compare pressures on an inter-regional level (e.g. Offshore wind farms in the North Sea, 

Black Sea and Baltic), or a multi-pressure level for a specific region (e.g. SMA in Fishing, Wind-

energy, Geo-hazard and Tourism in the Black Sea).  

The Southern North Sea (SNS) Case Study is the largest MESMA case-study. It’s complexity is 

reflected in the huge variety of biotopes, human activities and regulations. Moreover, there are 

remarkable spatial differences in human uses and governance arrangements within the case study 

area. 
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ROMEINSE TIJD 

 

MARNIX PIETERS 

Vlaams Instituut voor het Onroerend Erfgoed (VIOE) - Koning Albert II-laan 19 bus 5 - 1210 Brussel - 

marnix.pieters@rwo.vlaanderen.be 

 

Niet zelden wordt door allerlei gebruikers van de Belgische Noordzee, zoals vissers, duikers en 

baggerfirma's,  archeologisch waardevol vondstenmateriaal aan de oppervlakte gehaald.Zo getuigen 

de vondsten van enkele Romeinse amforen, gebruikt voor de opslag van allerlei voedingsmiddelen, 

van de mogelijke aanwezigheid van een (of meer?) Romeinse vrachtschepen in onze wateren. 

Daarnaast tonen prehistorische beenderen van onder meer een wolharige mammoet, een wild paard 

en een woudolifant aan dat deze dieren in onze Noordzee leefden, voor deze zee werd uiteraard, zo 

een 10 000 jaar geleden.De Noordzee is rijk aan zulke archeologisch waardevolle vondsten. Het 

belang van een goede samenwerking tussen onderzoekers en Noordzee exploitanten is van een niet 

te onderschatten belang. 

 

Il n'est pas rare que différents utilisateurs de la mer du Nord belge, tels pêcheurs, plongeurs et 

entreprises de dragage, ramènent du matériel archéologique précieux à la surface.Ainsi, la 

découverte de quelques amphores romaines utilisées pour la conservation de denrées alimentaires, 

témoigne de la présence éventuelle d'un (ou de plusieurs) cargo(s) romain(s) dans nos eaux. De plus, 

des ossements préhistoriques d'un mammouth laineux, d'un cheval sauvage et d'un  éléphant des 

forêts prouvent que ces animaux vivaient dans notre mer du Nord, avant que celle-ci ne soit devenue 

mer évidemment, il y a quelques 10 000 ans.La mer du Nord foisonne de ce type de découvertes 

archéologiques. L'importance d'une bonne collaboration entre les scientifiques et les exploitants de la 

mer du Nord ne peut donc pas être sous-estimée. 
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